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ABSTRACT

A Variational Approach to Parametric Instabilities in Inhomogeneous Plasmas
by
Bedros B. Afeyan
Doctor of Philosophy in Mechanical and Aerospace Science
University of Rochester, 1993

A variational principle is constructed for the pump strength of a three-wave parametric instability in a spatially nonuniform medium. Using this expression together with appropriate trial functions, analytic estimates of the growth rate of
the most unstable mode of a given parametric instability may be calculated. The
usefulness of the variational method is first demonstrated on the Rosenbluth model
problem with a power-law phase-mismatch, followed by a treatment of the Liu,
Rosenbluth, and White sidescattering model equation. Two particular instabilities which are of interest in laser fusion and laser-plasma interaction experiments
are treated next. These are Stimulated Raman Scattering and Two-Plasmon Decay. Various incidence and scattering geometries, and different density profiles
are considered. Previously known results are reproduced in a unified manner and
extended to cases where the usual local-expansion techniques do not apply. In
particular, using the variational approach, the growth rate of the Two-Plasmon
Decay instability occuring at or anywhere below the apex of a parabolic density
profile is obtained for the first time. Similarly, Stimulated Raman Scattering from
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a density extremum at or anywhere below quarter critical, and for all scattering
angles from backscattering to sidescattering inclusively is considered for the first
time. The limit where the Two-Plasmon Decay and Stimulated Raman Scattering
instabilities merge and become indistinguishable is also treated.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
In three-wave parametric instabilities, a pump wave with a sufficiently large amplitude decays into a pair of daughter waves provided the three waves interact resonantly. The theory of parametric instabilities (PI) in inhomogeneous plasmas has
been the subject of intense study since the pioneering work in the early seventies of
Perkins and Flick, Piliya, and Rosenbluth [Perkins 71, Piliya 71, Rosenbluth 72].
The significance of parametric instabilities in laser fusion and laser-plasma interaction experiments has long since been established [Nuckolls 72, Kruer 81, Max 82,
Kruer 88] and will be discussed below.
In this dissertation, the theory of parametric instabilities in spatially nonuniform media is recast in the form of a variational principle (VP) for the pump
strength. Significant simplifications of the variational expression arise for interactions that occur near a single perfect phase matching point (PPMP). The original
or the simplified VP, together with appropriate trial functions, may be used to
calculate the growth rate of the most unstable mode ("the ground state") of a
given instability. A key feature of this variational approach is that it dispenses
1
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with the need for a priori assumptions concerning: a) the number of dimensions
in which the parametric interaction occurs, b) the specific inhomogeneous plasma
profile, and c) the proximity to turning points.
In contrast, past analytic methods, all of which are related to the WKB method
in one way or another, have been based on approximations and assumptions whose
main purpose was to reduce the mathematical description of the problem to that
of a linear second order ordinary differential equation (ODE). The WKB analysis of eigenvalue problems described by second order ODEs with sufficiently
smooth and slowly varying potentials is well known [Heading 62b, Heading 62c],
widely used [Rosenbluth 72, Ramani 83, Simon 83, Powers 85, Picard 85], and
quite satisfactory in most cases, even from a rigorous mathematical point of
view [Heading 77, Olver 80]. However, the WKB, or more generally, the asymptotic analysis of higher order ODEs, partial differential, or integral equations
is relatively incomplete [Keller 62, Ludwig 70b, Balian 78, Berk 80], primitive
[Perkins 71, Sanuki 80, Koch 84], and replete with questions of principle that remain unresolved [Berk 82, Balian 78, McDonald 83]. Furthermore, even heuristic
methods that may be pursued along these lines, besides being quite difficult to
formalize or to justify, can be very tedious and awkward to implement in practice
[Berk 82, Kull 89b, Littlejohn 91]. This is why so much of the parametric instability literature has been dedicated to model problems that somehow or other
reduce to second order ODEs, or, alternatively, to equations whose solutions have
explicit integral representations. Unfortunately, many specific instances of parametric instabilities can not be described by such model equations. By removing
these restrictions, which were indispensable for the application of previous meth-
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ods, the variational approach opens the way for calculations to be made in more
general and more realistic inhomogeneity models.
Models that employ second order ODEs are obtained if the following ad hoc
and questionable assumptions are made: (a) the spatial nonuniformities are in
one dimension, (b) the waves interact strictly locally around a single perfect phase
matching point (PPMP) [Rosenbluth 72, Drake 73, Liu 76a, Liu 76c], and most
undesirably, (c) additional restrictions regarding the proximity of the instability to
the turning points of the waves and as regards the actual shape of the local plasma
profile. Assumption (b) alone is often physically reasonable, whereas (a) and most
certainly (c) are not grounded in physical considerations, but on mathematical
convenience. As an example of the penalty of following previous formulations,
one would have to use an entirely different procedure depending on whether the
parametric interaction occurs near or far from the turning points of the daughter
waves [Liu 74]. If the interaction does occur near one or both of the turning points,
previous methods apply only if the plasma profile is strictly linear throughout the
interaction region and beyond [Liu 76a, Simon 83]. These particular restrictions,
as well as others of a similar nature, are eliminated by the variational method
presented in this thesis. A unified and straightforward presentation of previous
models is then possible, with the added potential to produce explicit estimates
on the severity of previous assumptions and restrictions. Most important of all,
is that the description of many interesting models of parametric instabilities can
not be reduced to the form of a second order ODE, so that previous methods can
not be readily applied to them. Three examples of such problems will be worked
out in full using the variational method in coming chapters. But because the
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use of variational methods to estimate the complex eigenvalue of non-self-adjoint
operators is not standard practice, the exposition will begin with very simple
models that can easily be solved by standard techniques, and gradually move to
the three more challenging problems.
The first section of this chapter, contains a discussion of the physics of parametric instabilities in laser produced plasmas, as well as the role these instabilities play in laser fusion research. Numerous review articles exist on the physics
of laser-plasma interactions [Liu 76c, Max 82, Johnston 86, Kruer 86, Kruer 89,
Baldis 91a, Johnston 92], including a recent textbook [Kruer 88] entirely devoted
to the subject. These references provide a very thorough introduction to this field.
In section 2, the equations which describe the parametric interaction between
two high frequency waves and a transversely polarized (electromagnetic) pump
wave are derived. The specific instabilities whose growth rates will be calculated
in chapters III to V are governed by equations which are particular limits of the
ones derived in this section.
Chapter I ends with a description of a gedanken scattering experiment. The
central aim of this section is to indicate the operational difference between convective and absolute instabilities. Additionally, this gedanken experiment provides
an intuitive way of grasping why the variational method should work, or rather
when it should work. In fact, it was just this reasoning that suggested the method
in the first place.
Chapter II is devoted to mathematical methods and model problems. The
variational principle is formally constructed. Essential simplifications and asymptotic approximations which serve as welcomed shortcuts in specific circumstances
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are discussed and demonstrated on model problems. As the simplest nontrivial
application of the variational approach, the ground state eigenvalue of the Rosenbluth model equations [Rosenbluth 72] is obtained for an a;n profile, where n is
any positive integer. This is a useful example because it highlights, among other
things, the question of how to choose trial functions depending on the symmetry properties of the equations. A similar treatment of the Liu, Rosenbluth, and
White sidescattering model equation [ Liu 74] completes the demonstration in this
chapter of how to construct and solve VPs for the most unstable mode's eigenfrequency. The chapter ends by an exposition of the powerful "local expansion in
k—space" formula of Liu and Rosenbluth [Liu 76a], followed by Williams' generalization of it, which may be called the "local expansion in phase space" formula
[Williams 86].
The stimulated Raman scattering (SRS) instability is treated in chapter III.
By using the variational method, the absolute instability criterion from backto side-scattering for all densities at or below quarter-critical, is reduced to the
solution of a set of polynomial equations. Here too, an xn; n > 1 density profile is considered. This is the first problem that is beyond the scope of "second
order ODE" methods. In quadratic profiles, SRS has been analyzed previously
[Williams 87, Estabrook 88], but not for all peak densities, all wavevectors, or all
temperatures. The perfect phase matching point at the peak had to be assumed
to be either at the quarter critical point or far from it. Likewise, for fixed density, the sidescattering and far from sidescattering limits had to be treated separately, requiring different assumptions and unnecessary subsidiary restrictions on
the temperature of the plasma or the damping rate of the plasma waves. The
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variational approach used in this thesis allows one to interpolate between these
two regimes because it provides the answer for all possible peak densities and all
possible fcj. values without subsidiary restrictions on damping or thermal velocity.
This calculation also provides the first demonstration of just when and how the
Rosenbluth model's adequacy to model SRS breaks down in terms of density and
k± ranges as one approaches the turning point of the scattered light wave.
Chapter IV is devoted to the two-plasmon decay (2u>pe) instability.

The

growth rate, frequency shift, and the threshold condition for this instability in
linear and quadratic density profiles are obtained explicitly, again from a calculation of the xn; n > 1 density profile case, including thhe case where the
interaction is allowed to occur at or anywhere below the peak of a parabolic
density profile. Previous methods were inherently limited to the linear profile
problem [Lee 74, Liu 76a, Lasinski 78, Simon 83]. Nevertheless, there is considerable current interest in exploding foil targets which give rise to parabolic
density profiles [Figueroa 84, Figueroa 87, Drake 88a, Rosen 90]. In chapter IV,
the 2wpe instability in a quadratic density profile is treated for the first time.
Two experiments have already been performed where the signiture of 2upe from
parabolic density profiles have been measured [Darrow 91, Seka 92b]. This provides the second instance of a new result found using the variational approach
which could not have been obtained by the standard local-expansion reduction
schemes of the past. In chapter IV, the effects of an obliquely incident pump on
2wpe are presented as well. This theory for a linear density profile has been applied
to the interpretation of spherical target laser-plasma interaction experiments, in
which nonnormally incident pump waves are unavoidable [Seka 85, Goldman 86].
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Even when flat targets are used to measure the properties of 2wpe , some experiments have resorted to configurations where the target is tilted with respect to
the laser axis [Figueroa 84, Villeneuve 84]. The effects of an obliquely incident
pump would have to be taken into account for the proper interpretation of these
experiments as well. The effects of an obliquely incident pump on 2u>pe in a linear
density profile have been considered previously by Schuss [Schuss 77]. However,
there are mutually contradictory results in that work, and the treatment is invalid
except for the ninety degree limit.
The case where SRS and 2u>pe merge and become indistinguishable is treated
in chapter V. This is another problem whose description can not be reduced to
a linear second order ODE, even if a linear profile were assumed.

Again, all

power law profiles are considered in this calculation. When the perpendicular
components of the wavevectors of the daughter waves become vanishingly small,
past theories of 2u>pe[Liu 76a, Lasinski 78, Simon 83] predict the contribution
to the growth rate due to inhomogeneity to scale as l/k±.

This divergent result

is an artifact of the restriction placed on the polarization of the daughter wave
whose wavevector is vanishingly small. By removing this restriction, the singular
behavior disappears and the growth rate is shown to merge smoothly with the
finite, k±. independent, Raman backscattering limit. The question to be answered
is: In an inhomogeneous plasma, how small must k± be before mixed polarization
states overtake 2wpe modes by having significantly higher growth rates? Also of
interest is the question of the way in which these mixed polarization states merge
with SRS backscattering in the limit of zero k±. In a homogeneous plasma, Fourier
transformation reduces the problem of finding the growth rate for real k-vectors, to
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that of finding the roots of a polynomial. Langdon has numerically computed the
growth rate in this k± —* 0 limit [Langdon 84a]. However, even in a homogeneous
plasma, one must find the modes that satisfy the criteria for absolute instability,
for these and only these modes are the legitimate limits of the bound states in an
inhomogeneous plasma in the limit of infinite scalelength. This is done in chapter
V.
Chapter VI contains a summary of and conclusions regarding the work presented in this dissertation. The growth rates and threshold conditions that were
derived in preceeding chapters are listed, potential experimental signatures are
explored, and other instabilities are identified to which the variational approach
may be easily applied.
In appendices A, a number of Gaussian integrals are evaluated. In the process
of evaluating the functionals in earlier chapters, those functionals were expressed
as linear combinations of these Gaussian integrals. Appendices B to D contain
the coefficients that arise when the functionals in chapters III to V are written in
terms of the Gaussian integrals that are the subject of appendix A.

1.1

Parametric Instabilities In Laser Produced
Plasmas

When a large amplitude, monochromatic, coherent electromagnetic wave (EMW)
irradiates a plasma, the possibility exists for natural modes of the plasma to
resonantly interact with this incident wave and to draw energy from it. In the
case of three-wave parametric instabilities, two daughter waves interact with the
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pump wave such that each beating with the pump, resonantly drives the other.
Here, resonant and coherent, mean that the three waves satisfy frequency and
wavevector matching conditions. Assigning the subscript 0 to the pump wave
variables, and 1 and 2 to the daughter waves, the phase-matching conditions are:

Wo =

Wi+o;2

(1.1)

ko =

ki + k 2 .

(1.2)

These conditions maximize the efficiency of the feedback mechanism which
allows the two daughter waves to simultaneously amplify each other via the mediation of the pump field. When this occurs, the daughter waves may grow exponentially in time, extracting energy from the pump (see section 1.3 for the
possible convective amplification alternative). The growth continues until nonlinear saturation mechanisms stop it. A large variety of nonlinear mechanisms can
simultaneously contribute to the saturation of these instabilities, such as waveparticle interactions (kinetic effects) and higher order wave-wave interactions (hydrodynamic effects). An example of the former is the acceleration of electrons to
very high energies by electron plasma waves taking part in a parametric instability. This loss mechanism becomes a saturation mechanism if at some level the
amount of energy the electron plasma wave gains from the pump is balanced by
the amount it loses in accelerating electrons. An example of a hydrodynamic effect which may nonlinearly saturate a parametric instability is profile steepening.
Here, the amplitudes of the electron plasma waves may be large enough so as to
push the ions and steepen the density profile locally. This reduces the extent of
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the region over which the waves can interact resonantly. When the density is steep
enough the daughter waves will cease to grow. Some of the results of numerical
simulations which examine the nonlinear regime of laser-plasma interactions are
reported in [Forslund 75, Randall 84, Langdon 79, Estabrook 89] and in chapter
XI of [ Kruer 88] where a full set of references may be found. To determine the
conditions under which a given PI might be excited and what its growth rate is
near threshold, a theory which is linear in the daughter wave amplitudes is sufficient. It is this small amplitude or short-time limit of parametric interactions
that is studied here, using a fluid model for the plasma and a novel, variational
approach.
In an unmagnetized plasma, the waves of interest are of three kinds: electromagnetic waves (EMW), electron plasma waves (EPW), and ion-acoustic waves
(IAW) [Stix 62, Kruer 88, Swanson 89]. The first is a high frequency wave with
a strictly transverse polarization. The second is a high frequency wave whose
polarization is strictly longitudinal. In general, a high frequency wave would have
an arbitrary admixture of these two polarizations. Only the electron inertia is
involved in these waves. Ions, because of their large mass, cannot take part in
high frequency oscillations. The third type of wave is a low frequency, longitudinal one where the electron pressure is balanced by the ion inertia. The dispersion
relations of these waves in a homogeneous plasma are:

EMW:

u2=

u2+c2k2

(1.3)
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EPW:

u>2 = u^ + Z^k2

I AW:

u2 = c]k2.

(1.4)

(1.5)

Here, u is the frequency, k, the wavevector magnitude and c the speed of light.
The square of the electron plasma frequency, wpe, is proportional to the electron
density in the plasma:

Wpe = 4nnee2/me.

(1.6)

Here, —e is the charge of an electron, me its mass and n e the electron density,
while vth is the electron thermal speed: vth = J(kTe/me)

— 1.32 x 109y/Te; cm/sec,

the temperature being measured in keV. The ion-acoustic or sound speed is given
by c„ = JZkTe/Mi

= 3.1 x 107 JZTe/fi;

cm/sec, where p. is the ratio of ion to

proton masses, Z is the charge state of the ions, and the temperature is measured
in keVs. In practical units, with the frequency defined in radians per second and
the density in inverse cubic centimeters:

wje = 3.18 x 109ne-

(1.7)

Four possible combinations of these three species of waves taken two at a time
give rise to three-wave parametric instabilities with an electromagnetic pump.
When one of the two daughter waves is an EMW and the other an EPW, the
resulting PI is called Stimulated Raman Scattering (SRS). If both daughter waves
are EPWs, the instability is called Two-Plasmon Decay (2wpe). If one is an
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EMW and the other an IAW, we have Stimulated Brillouin Scattering (SBS),
and the Parametric Decay Instability (PDI), also known as the Ion-acoustic decay
instability (IADI), has an IAW and an EPW as daughter waves. The phase
matching conditions can not be satisfied if the daughter waves are both EMWs or
both IAWs. Even though the theory to be presented in chapter II may be applied
to any parametric instability including those involving the rich spectrum of waves
in magnetized plasmas [Stix62, Cohen 87, Swanson 89], the actual examples
which will be treated in full detail in coming chapters are SRS and 2w pe . In
the context of laser fusion, these two instabilities are particularly important and
the reasons for this, having to do with hot electron production, will be explained
below.
Two other processes of central importance to laser-plasma interactions are
filamentation

and self-focusing [Kaw 73, Langdon 73, Max 74, Kruer 85]. In

the case of whole beam self focusing, a laser beam with a finite spot size expels
plasma out of its path as it propagates through the medium. This creates a
density gradient in the radial direction and as a result the beam focuses down
to an ever decreasing area with a resulting increase in intensity. In the case of
filamentation,

a laser beam with modulations in its transverse profile breaks up

into intense beamlets while propagating through the plasma. These two processes
are important for the study of three-wave parametric instabilities because the
theory of the latter requires as input the intensity distribution of the pump wave
(laser) inside the plasma, as well as the particular shape of the plasma density and
velocity (flow) profiles. The presence of filamentation and self-focusing can have
a significant impact on the characteristics of three-wave Pis [Barr 86, Liu 86,
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Short 87, Barr 88a].
When a high intensity laser irradiates a target, the target's surface quickly ionizes, forming a plasma. This coronal plasma continually absorbs energy from the
laser by a collisional process called inverse bremsstrahlung [Johnston 73, Max 82,
Kruer 88], is heated and expands outward into the vacuum. Unavoidably therefore, one is faced with spatially inhomogeneous or nonuniform

density and flow

profiles. The coronal plasma extends from vacuum up to a maximum density,
known as the critical density, n c , beyond which the laser light can not penetrate.
Given a laser with wavelength A0, the critical density is found by equating the
frequency of the incident light wave, WQ = 2irc/\o,

to the plasma frequency at

that density. If the wavelength is given in microns, the critical density in inverse
cubic centimeters is:

n c = 1.12 x 10 21 AQ 2 .
Plotting the projection of the coronal plasma density along the laser axis, we
obtain the schematic picture shown in figure 1.1. The density range in which each
of the above mentioned processes may occur is indicated on the figure. Inverse
Bremsstrahlung absorption, SBS, and filamentation may occur throughout the
underdense plasma. Resonance absorption, ion-acoustic decay (IADI) and oscillating two stream instabilities (OTSI) are all localized near the critical density.
SRS may occur at or below the quarter-critical density, while 2wpe is localized
near the quarter-critical region exclusively. These density-range restrictions follow directly from the dispersion relations and the phase matching conditions given
above. At low enough densities, SRS turns into the stimulated Compton scatter-
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Resonance Absorption,

Figure 1.1: Absorption and scattering mechanisms that occur in the coronal
plasma of a laser fusion target.
ing (SCS) instability, where the plasma wave is heavily damped.
To understand the relevance of parametric instabilities to the laser-fusion effort, we must first examine what some of the requirements are for the success
of the latter [Nuckolls 72, Bodner 81, McCrory 89]. Laser-fusion together with
light- and heavy-ion fusion make up the inertial confinement route to controlled
thermonuclear fusion power production. The aim is to compress the central fuel
core of a target to very high densities and then to heat it sufficiently, so that a
large enough number of deuterium and tritium nucleons can overcome their mutual
coulomb barriers and fuse together, producing energy [Nuckolls 72, Bruekner 74].
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To achieve this, a laser irradiates the surface of a laser-fusion target and deposits energy into the coronal plasma which is immediately formed. Although
the laser energy cannot penetrate past the critical surface, heat can propagate
inward beyond this point by electron conduction. The surface to which a significant amount of heat reaches and where the pressure is at a local maximum is
called the ablation surface. The rapid outward expansion of the heated plasma
outside the ablation surface is accompanied by the implosion of the remaining,
inner portion of the target. The pressure built up at the ablation surface drives
this implosion. A pusher layer surrounding the fuel core and the core itself will
be continually compressed in this way. The desired thermodynamic path to the
required final state, from the point of view of energy efficiency, is isentropic compression on the lowest possible adiabat. The colder the fuel is initially, the less
the ablation pressure required to reach the same final state. One would therefore
like the core to remain as cold as possible during the compression. The term used
to describe adverse premature heating of the core prior to sizable compression is
preheat. Three factors that may preheat the core are shock waves, X-rays and
energetic (also called hot or suprathermal) electrons. Careful temporal shaping
of the laser pulse and choosing high X-ray opacity materials for the pusher may
eliminate shock and X-ray preheat, respectively [Nuckolls 72]. Stopping hot electrons might prove to be more difficult, however. And yet, hot electrons will be
generated if, among others, the 2o>pe and SRS instabilities occur in the underdense
plasma of a laser fusion target. Suprathermal or hot electrons with energies in
the range of tens to hundreds of keV are created by the plasma waves these processes produce [Phillion 82b, Villeneuve 84, Drake 84, Figueroa 84, Drake 89b].
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This is the primary current motivation for the study of parametric instabilities
[Johnston 86]. The timescales over which these parametric instabilities develop
are so short (on the order of a picosecond, while hydrodynamic timescales are in
the hundreds of picoseconds) that they will precede hydrodynamic compression
and make it much less efficient. It is essential to understand under what conditions
parametric instabilities are excited in order to find criteria for their avoidance or
their suppression. The first step in this direction is to calculate threshold conditions and initial growth rates for these instabilities in various plasma profiles
and laser illumination conditions. The typical quantities on which the threshold
conditions and growth rates depend are: the intensity and wavelength of the laser,
the illumination geometry, the temperature of the plasma, its density scalelength,
and the wavelengths of the daughter waves.
Besides the crucial preheat issue, there is also the question of wasting a fraction
of the incident laser energy through its decay into electromagnetic daughter waves
which are scattered and reflected out of the plasma. SBS and to a lesser extent
SRS can do just that. The suppression of these two instabilities ensures that the
laser energy will remain in the coronal plasma in order to heat it.
Finally, if parametric instabilities only occur in trace amounts, so that they
do not significantly affect the partition of energy, they can be put to very good
use as plasma diagnostic tools. Due to the extreme conditions of energy, pressure, density, and temperature found in laser-fusion targets, diagnosing the target
performance in flight is an extremely challenging task. The entire process takes
place in less than a few nanoseconds, with a target whose diameter is less than a
centimeter. From kilojoules to megajoules of laser energy are deposited in these
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length and time scales. Yet one would like to know the temperature, velocity,
and density profiles in the plasma! One would like to know how the energy was
deposited. Were hot electrons created? If so, how and where? The list is long
and the obstacles formidable. Spectroscopic studies of the electromagnetic radiation emanating from a laser-produced plasma can be used to help answer some of
these questions. Past experimental efforts have been very successful at measuring
the signatures of various parametric instabilities within the frameworks of specific
theoretical models. These studies have yielded estimates of the temperature inside the coronal plasma, the density scalelengths at various locations, and so on.
These matters are reviewed in [Baldis 91a, Campbell 92]. The goals and trends
of future experiments are fully examined in [Mourou 92, Campbell 92], including
certain applications where the production of short bursts of hot electrons are in
fact desirable.

1.2

Derivation of the Governing Equations

Chapter II presents a new way of formulating and solving the eigenvalue problem
for the thresholds and growth rates of parametric instabilities in inhomogeneous
media. Much of the discussion there is quite formal so as to encompass a large class
of problems. In order not to lose sight of the physical problems which motivated
the development of the variational method in the first place, the equations which
will be solved in later chapters are derived here in this section. The particular
set of problems to be solved in chapters III to V are special cases of the following
formulation.
Consider a plasma irradiated by a high intensity electromagnetic wave. We
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search for the conditions under which a three-wave parametric instability may
occur, in which the incident beam transfers a substantial fraction of its energy to
two high frequency waves in the plasma. Depending on the polarizations of the
two daughter waves, different locations (densities) and illumination geometries are
favored. In fact, the two limiting cases of one daughter wave being longitudinally
polarized and the other either longitudinally or transversely polarized are known
by different names, and have been treated separately in the past. Here, we consider
the general case in deriving the governing coupled differential equations. These
equations describe how the daughter waves propagate and interact. The limiting
cases follow quite easily by switching off the vector potential of one of the daughter
waves and either the vector or scalar potential of the other. If the vector potential
of the latter is switched off, the resulting process is called two-plasmon decay
(2u;p(.), and when its scalar potential is switched off we have stimulated Raman
scattering (SRS).
In an actual plasma, waves with all possible polarizations will coexist at a
thermal level. When a pump wave is applied, the most efficient instability will
grow first, picking from this thermal noise level a particular set of waves. To ascertain what the polarizations of the daughter waves involved in this fastest growing
mode are, no o priori assumptions ought to be made about their polarizations.
The following derivation complies with these considerations.

1.2.1

The Electron Fluid-Maxwell Equations

The electron fluid-Maxwell equations [Jackson 75, Chen 74, Kruer 88] may be
used to describe the interaction between high frequency waves in which the ions
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are effectively immobile. The stationary ion background maintains the overall
charge neutrality of the plasma. These equations are:

^ • v + i/v + - E + 3t* h 2 — = - v • V v - — ( v x B)
at
m
n
mc

(1.8)

- n + V-(nv) = 0

(1.9)

V • E = -47ren

(1.10)

VxB

-if E =-v<" v >-

<ln>

The first of these equations expresses Newton's second law or the law of momentum balance. The electron fluid velocity and density are v and n, respectively.
A phenomenological damping rate, used to crudely approximate collisional and
Landau damping, is given by v. The electronic charge and mass are —e and m,
respectively. The thermal speed of the electron fluid, v,h, must be small compared
to the phase velocities of the waves we wish to consider, otherwise, the fluid description would not be appropriate and a kinetic description of the plasma would
be required [Drake 74, Powers 84], The continuity equation is given in (1.9). It is
a statement of the (nonrelativistic, and fixed ionization state) assumption that no
electrons may be created or destroyed. The next two are the source driven pair of
Maxwell's equations. They describe the way in which electric charge and current
distributions give rise to electromagnetic fields. The combined system of equations
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given above describes the self-consistent evolution of the electromagnetic field and
the electron fluid.
It is convenient to represent the electromagnetic field in terms of scalar and
vector potentials instead of the electric and magnetic fields directly. Thus we
define [Jackson 75]:

B = VxA,

(1.13)

and adopt the Coulomb or radiation gauge:

V - A = 0.

(1.14)

These definitions guarantee that the two homogeneous Maxwell equations are
automatically satisfied. They are Faraday's law, V x E -f (l/c)d3/dt

= 0, and

Gauss' law, V • B = 0.

1.2.2

Two High Frequency Daughter Waves Interacting
Via The P u m p Field

We assume the background plasma to have an inhomogeneous density profile,
iVo(x). In it is found a transversely polarized electromagnetic field, called the
pump wave in parametric interaction problems. The pump wave variables are,
E 0 = — (1/c) dAo/dt, B 0 = V x A 0 , with <j>0 = 0 and V • A 0 = 0. It is convenient
to define Vo = e Ao/(mc), known as the quiver velocity of the electron fluid in
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the field of the pump wave.
Linearizing the above equations about this equilibrium and eliminating the
density variable n by Poisson's equation, we obtain the following seven equations
in the seven unknowns (A, v, ^ ) .

^ v
at

+ I/v

_ _ l _ ^ A _ ^ V ^ + /^-V(VV) =
meat
m
47reiV0
'

- ^ T A +c2V2A-c^-V^-47reiVocv
at*
at
V-A

-V(vo-v)
(1.15)
v
' v
'

= cv0V2^

(1.16)

= 0.

(1.17)

The continuity equation is automatically satisfied, as can be verified by taking
the divergence of equation (1.16) and using Poisson's equation to relate the scalar
potential to the density.
Next, we assume that the pump wave oscillates at a single frequency, w0. The
quiver velocity takes the form:

vo (x, t) = \ uo (x) e"** 1 + \ uS (x) e**'.

(1.18)

The small amplitude disturbance is assumed to be composed of two waves,
one with frequency wi, and the other with frequency o>2 = UJO — a>i, where uo
is the pump frequency. This perfect frequency matching or resonance

condition

allows us to truncate the above equations by dropping all nonresonant terms,
such as responses at the frequencies LJQ + u>i. This truncation leaves us with
the following description for three-wave parametric interactions between two high
frequency, small amplitude daughter waves with arbitrary polarization, and a high
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frequency, finite amplitude pump wave with transverse polarization:

- i w i ( l + — J ( - 4 7r e AT0 c) Vi = z c ^ o ^ x ) A a
-

c[Wp2e(x)-3nh2VV.]v^,

+

(47reJVoc)v(-u 0 -v^
(1.19)

(w2 + c 2 V 2 )Ai + zcu; 1 V^i + (-4*-eA'oc)v 1

=

|u0V2^
(1.20)

V-Ai
[iW2(l-^)](-47reiVoC)v2*

= 0

(1.21)
-iu>2u2pe(x)K

=

-

c[ Wp 2 e (x)-3^ 2 VV.]v^

+

(47reAr 0 c)V(-u;.v 1 )
(1.22)

(w2 + c2 V 2 ) A; - i cu2 V # + (-4 7T e N0 c) v 2 =

2

~u*V2^i
(1.23)

V-A2

= 0.

(1.24)

It is advantageous to eliminate the velocity variables next in favor of a description with the potentials alone:
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[«J-4M(»-£)+«W
+

A,

^N( l+ ir)-^ (x)+3 ^ vv
-Is-V^-^v^.v*)'
(1.25)

^ - 4 ( x ) ( l + ^) + ^V]AJ
tc

to2

h 2 (' - !^) -",\(*) + 3w.2VV-] V«

='[> 2 *-^ v <5<-H

+

(i)<wv(5-:-A0(1.26)

Either one of these two equations can be derived from the other by interchanging starred and unstarred variables, as well as interchanging a>i with —w2.
To proceed further, we first normalize all frequencies (and damping rates) to the
frequency of the pump, a>o, and all lengths to the vacuum inverse wavenumber,
c/wo- The dependent variables and u 0 are left unnormalized for the moment.
The thermal speed is normalized to the speed of light, however, by the definition:
v2 = 3t*/,2/c2. The above equations become:
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h* -•*« (*-£)+i A+£H( 1+ £H W+, * W -] V *
(1.27)

N-^W( I +^)+ V 1 A ;

(1.28)

We can easily continue to retain both the scalar and the vector potentials of
both daughter waves throughout the following derivation. The two equations above
have simple symmetry properties that would be lost if we decided to downgrade
one of the two from being arbitrarily polarized to say, longitudinally polarized
(which implies setting its vector potential to zero). Nevertheless, the dispersive
properties of the longitudinal and transverse branches of a high frequency wave
in a plasma, and the phase matching conditions necessary for parametric instabilities reveal that only if their wavevector is vanishingly small, will both branches
of a high frequency wave interact with another high frequency wave (The actual
criterion on the size of the wavevector is derived in chapter V). But, as long as
the pump wave itself has a nonvanishing wavevector in the interaction region,
wavevector matching between the three waves implies that the second daughter
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wave must have a nonvanishing wavevector as well. In fact, it is only the longitudinal component of this daughter wave that may participate in an instability.
Thus, it is unnecessary to retain both A and <}> for both waves. If a daughter wave
has a nonvanishing wavevector, then its longitudinal and transverse components
behave drastically differently. They can not simultaneously take part in the same
three-wave parametric instability. This argument is meant to indicate that, without loss of generality, either one of the two daughter waves may be assumed to be
strictly longitudinally polarized in a calculation whose aim it is to find the most
likely circumstances which might lead to a three-wave parametric instability. Let
us choose A j = 0. This leads to the equations:

[tf-^M (!-£)+*] A,
+£H(I+£)-'*M+'*HV*
(1.29)
[o;2(l-^)-a,2(x)

+

, B 2 VV.]v^

(1.30)
In most cases of practical interest, such as long pulsewidth (hundreds of picoseconds or longer), large spotsize (hundreds of microns or larger) laser-plasma
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interaction experiments with flat, solid, or exploding foil targets, the density profile will have a long scalelength, two or more orders of magnitude larger than the
wavelengths of the three waves under consideration. In such circumstances, the
pump wave's spatial dependence may be treated, in the eikonal approximation, by
an oscillatory term, with the local, slowly varying wavevector as the only variable.
Assuming further, as is customary and only for simplicity, that this wavevector is
a constant, ko, the quiver velocity u 0 (x) becomes:

u 0 (x) = u 0 e , k o X .

(1.31)

In order to avoid repeatedly writing long expressions for the propagation operators, let us define the following symbols:

dh

= (o,2-a,2(0)(l-^)+V2)

(1.32)

*»

=

+ ^V2)

(1.33)

2

(1.34)

(^(i + ^ - ^ W

dt2 = ^ ( l - ^ - ^ O + ^ V

) ,

and the spatially dependent potential function
y(x)=u; 2 (x)- t «; 2 (0).

(1.35)

Here, V = (V — zko). We shall also use the scaled variables ^ 2 = e , k o ' x ^ 2

and

that component of Ai which is along the direction of the electric field of the pump
wave, Ai = Uo • Aj, to obtain:
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(dh - V) V 2 ^

=

(dtl - V) V 2 ^

= (-•«!) ( H ) (u 0 • V) [V2 - V2] ^ 2

( 4 - V) V ^ 2

= ( - i wj) Q £ ) (uo • V) [V2 - V2] fc
-

( H ) [V2 - (u 0 • V)2] V%

«!(<>) ( f ) V 2 ^ .

(1.36)
(1.37)

(1.38)

So far, the amplitude of the quiver velocity has remained unnormalized. A
convenient, dimensionless variable with which to define the coupling strength between the daughter waves due to the mediation of the pump wave is, VQ. The
absolute value squared of this quantity is what will be refered to henceforth as
the pump strength. The variational principles to be derived and used throughout
this dissertation are for this parameter, | VQ \ :

i5o = u ; p ( 0 ) ^ ^ .

(1.39)

Here, e is the local dielectric constant at the density corresponding to the perfect
phase-matching point, e = 1 — up(0). By rescaling the independent variable Ai
with ywp(0) we obtain the three coupled differential equations which will be the
starting points of chapters III to V, where various particular limits will be treated.
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<4,-V)VM, =
(4-^VVi
/J

'Vi'(>°-V)Vfe

(1.40)

= ^^o(u0-V)[V^V2]^2

I/NTT 2 !

(df2-y)V^2

eo

(~»ttfa) — / .

u

=
-

V T N I ^

V

^ (o)
2 "° ( ° • )

V

2 -

rt

K^i-

(1.41)

^ ^

h
(1.42)

These three equations can be written in the shorthand form:

£1*1

=

voMsi^s

(1.43)

£2*2

=

t;oM 3 2$3

(1.44)

£3*3

=

UoXl3*l+"SX23*2

(1-45)

with the various operators given by:

A

= (dh-V)V2

£2 = ( < ^ _ y ) v 2

(1.46)

(1.47)
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{dl2-V)V2

C3

(1.48)

(1.49)

M13

[V 2 -(flo-V)V

M3i

M23

M32

_

(1.50)

2
2
(-iu2\ (uo-V) [v - V ]

taw

_ (~iujA

" taw

(1.51)

^

(uo-V)

[v2 - V 2 ]
Ve

(1.52)

The correspondence between the dependent variables and the electromagnetic
potentials is: V&i = Ai\ ^2 = <f>i', and #3 = ^ 2 . The equations that describe the
two-plasmon decay and stimulated Raman scattering instabilities may be obtained
by setting \&i = 0 for the former and \T/2 = 0 for the latter. When the transverse
components of the wavevectors of the daughter waves become small enough, all
three variables, $ 1 , $ 2 , and $ 3 , must be treated on an equal footing.

1.3

A Gedanken Scattering E x p e r i m e n t

The derivation in the previous section was based upon a set of assumptions which
increasingly widened the gap between the possible response of a laboratory plasma
in the presence of a powerful laser and the predictions which equations such as
(1.43) to (1.45) would make. A few examples of this, are the resonant truncation scheme, the resulting linearization, the eikonal approximation of the pump
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wave's spatial dependence, as well as the implicit assumption made above that
| VV(x) $ |<C| V(x) V\P |. Perhaps worst of all the questionable assumptions is
the fact that in a real laser-plasma interaction experiment, all possible parametric
instabilities would occur concurrently competing for the laser energy and perhaps
interacting with each other directly as well. Isolating one pair of daughter waves
with specific frequencies and ignoring all other interactions may be the biggest
idealization of all. Neither numerical simulations nor actual experiments have
succeeded in disentangling these problems.
One way to assess the severity of the simplifying assumptions that are made
in existing analytical theories, and in order to introduce theoretical concepts such
as convective vs. absolute instabilities, we may pretend that there does exist a
"plasma" whose features are exactly those found in our model and to imagine
what would be measured if an ideal scattering experiment were performed on
such a system. To be specific, let's assume one daughter wave is an EMW and the
other an EPW. This corresponds to SRS. The usual theoretical description of the
SRS instability in an inhomogeneous plasma is given in terms of the two coupled
equations:

£1*1

=

v0M2i^2

(1.53)

£ 2 tf 2

=

v*0Mi2^i-

(1.54)

Here, C\ and £ 2 are the free propagation operators of two daughter waves which
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happen to be frequency matched, while M.2\ and M.n represent the geometrical
or kinematic properties of the coupling between these two waves due to their
interaction via the pump field. Ignoring the damping of the daughter waves, the
various operators in the case with the simplest geometry, that of backscattering,
are:

dtl

=

Cx

=

to - V)

(1.55)

£2

=

(k - v)

(1.56)

M12

=

M21

=

v2
1

(uJ-uftOj + V )

dt2 = ( ( w b - ^ - w J ^ + wjV3)

V(z)

Where V = ( V - i k 0 ) .

= ^W-wJ(O)

(1.57)

(1.58)

(1.59)

(1.60)

(1.61)
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The scattering experiment on a system which obeys these equations exactly,
goes as follows. Imagine a three dimensional plane stratified "plasma" with infinite volume whose density decreases monotonically to zero along, say, —z and
goes to infinity along +z. At some large, negative z there is an antenna which is
continually radiating a transversely polarized, monochromatic, constant peak amplitude EMW into the plasma. This pump wave has frequency UJQ. It propagates
freely up to some density above its own quarter critical density, n c / 4 , whereupon
it is completely absorbed. The point is, we eliminate the reflected wave so that
the propagation vector of the pump wave points in one direction only, towards
+ 2 , as has been assumed in the equations. The amplitude of the pump wave below n c / 4 is such that v0 defined in (1.39) is vanishingly small initially. Let there
be another antenna at large negative z which sends in a monochromatic EPW,
this time at frequency (u>0 — Wi). Let u>i be between w 0 /2 and u0, for SRS cannot
occur outside this range. For a given value of ui, there will be one and only one
density at which this wave will be perfectly frequency matched with the EMW,
which it will now create by beating with the pump. The density profile, being
monotonic by assumption, may be characterized at the perfect phase matching
point (PPMP) z = 0, by a scale length L, where 1/L = l i n w , V'(z)/ul(Q).

The

question is, what would an electromagnetic radiation detector observe at large
negative z, assuming it has ideal spectral and temporal resolution?
The variables under our control are | VQ | , which is changed by varying the
intensity of the pump wave antenna, the magnitude of the incoming component
of \&2, if!2n, and its frequency (UQ — ui). The medium itself is characterized by
a uniform temperature, which sets the value of uj and a scalelength L(ui),

at
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the P P M P corresponding to u)\. As | v0 | 2 is gradually increased, | ^ J " ' | will
become larger than | * 2 n | for all | \P2n | . We verify this by increasing | $ 2 n |
and observing that this trend continues indefinitely. Suppose we observe that
for fixed | $ 2 n | and after some transient response period, the maximum value
of | \&JU' | 2 remains fixed for all subsequent times. That is, it saturates because
there is a finite amplification factor. We conclude that whatever the instability
is that is giving rise to this reflected signal, it must be a convective

instability

[Briggs64, Rosenbluth 72, Piliya 73, Cohen 79, Lifshitz 81]. Furthermore, by
detecting the frequency of the outgoing signal, we may infer the approximate
density where the interaction took place (the density of the PPMP.) By changing
the plasma conditions, which is achieved by varying the temperature and the
scalelength at the particular PPMP we have chosen, we may obtain the scaling
law of the amplification factor. It will turn out that increasing L increases the gain,
while the temperature does not affect it. If, for a fixed plasma wave frequency the
situation described above does occur, then raising the value of | VQ | still further
will not change the qualitative features of this result. It will simply increase the
gain. An analytic calculation of this amplification factor for SRS can be found,
for example, in a paper by Liu, Rosenbluth, and White [Liu 74].
There are exceptions to this scenario, which in the case of stimulated Raman backscattering (SRBS) from a monotonic density profile occurs when Wi
approaches wo/2. For small enough | vQ | and fixed L, the backscattered signal
will appear to be coming from a convective instability just as described above.
That is to say, | \PJ"' | will be proportional to | * 2 n | with a maximum amplification factor corresponding to a steady state. But, as | z50 | is increased, there
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will be a sudden transition to a totally different type of behavior. Above a certain threshold | VQ | 2 , | $ J U ' | will no longer reach a steady or time-independent
level. Instead, it will grow exponentially in time, no matter how small | \&2n |
is.

There will be no linear saturation.

This is called an absolute

instability

[Briggs 64, Rosenbluth 72, Liu 74, Chambers 75, Piliya 76, Cohen 79]. Increasing | vo | 2 will increase the rate of exponential, temporal growth of the backscattered signal. The growth rate will be independent of the incoming amplitude,
| \P2n | . Increasing the scalelength L at the quarter critical surface will increase
the growth rate and decrease the threshold pump strength, | vQ | . Varying u | will
change the frequency of the backscattered signal slightly but otherwise not affect
the growth rate. The first analytic calculation of this temporally growing mode
of SRS was given by Drake and Lee [Drake 73].
This scattering experiment could equally well have been performed on a "plasma
whose density was not plane parallel and monotonic along z. There is little reason
to believe that actual laser produced plasmas do have such simple density profiles.
In fact, it has often been pointed out that predictions based on such simple models
do not correspond to what is observed in actual experiments (see, for example,
[Drake 88a, Drake 88d, Drake 89d] and chapter XII of [Kruer 88]). It is conceivable that daughter waves with given frequencies might have many perfect phase
matching points and thus interact with each other multi-locally over large regions
of plasma. For example, electromagnetic daughter waves could undergo multiplereflections and return to amplification regions so as to set up complicated and
extended bound states. Analyzing such cases with WKB-type techniques seems
hopeless at present. But any knowledge of the wave patterns guessed at or as-
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certained from numerical investigations could be inserted into a VP to obtain an
expression for the growth rate.
Clearly, more data would be needed in order to sort out the effects of these
potential complications. In order to obtain more complete scattering data, plasma
waves (\P2n) would have to be launched which are not strictly parallel to the pump
wave antenna. The interpretation of the outgoing signal | $ Ju< | , which would now
have to be measured in a 2ir hemisphere and not just along —z, would become
much more intricate.
How to systematically calculate the growth rate of an absolute instability in
complicated plasma profiles is a major impetus for the formulation of the variational principle which is presented in the next chapter. The formal advantage of
this approach is that no a priori simplifying assumptions (such as the ones made
in this gedanken experiment, or the ones described in the introduction section of
this chapter) are required in order to set up the ground state eigenvalue problem.
Instead, the burden is placed on one's ability to choose the trial functions judiciously. Trial and error, iteration, symmetry considerations and intuition aid in
making satisfactory choices.
In fact, the direct numerical solution of the partial differential equations might
suggest wavefunction patterns which may be used to obtain the eigenvalue condition using the variational method. On the other hand, even if one were to resort
to numerical methods to solve the eigenvalue problem, having good initial guesses
is a distinct advantage. The two methods may be seen to be mutually complementary. In the best of circumstances, not only the functional dependence of the
eigenvalue condition but an order of magnitude estimate of the numerical factor
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may be obtained variationally with much less effort and in a very wide class of
problems than any specific numerical algorithm would provide.
In light of the discussion contained in this section, it may be worthwhile at
this point to restate the reasons why one might wish to use the variational approach. Absolute instabilities in inhomogeneous plasmas correspond to bound
states, which have positive temporal growth rates. Even though formally, one
need not apply boundary conditions any more stringent than the condition that
the daughter waves be outgoing from the interaction region, when temporally
growing modes occur, they will grow exponentialy in time in the interaction region,
and from outside this region the modes will appear to be decaying exponentially
in space. One may, therefore, classify these modes as having spatial envelopes that
decay exponentially away from the interaction region. The waves must be driven
strongly enough in order to overcome the stabilizing influence of inhomogeneities
and to set up bound states. As one increases the pump strength above the minimum threshold, additional growing eigenfunctions with lower growth rates come
into being. A sketch of the growth rate of the most unstable and the next three
modes of a generic PI, is given in figure 1.2. We see from the figure that the
overall threshold is defined by the absolute minimum pump strength required to
excite the most unstable mode. Thus, if one could obtain a functional expression
for the pump strength in terms of the wavefunctions of the daughter waves, then,
by varying these field patterns and adjusting parameters so as to minimize the
pump strength, one might obtain an accurate approximation for the ground state
of the instability. This variational approach may be called the minimum pump
strength principle, or MPS-VP. The method will presumably work whenever the
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dependence of the complex frequency on the pump strength is monotonic, with
no level crossings, at least not with the ground state, as shown in the figure. Note
how minimum pump strength for fixed growth rate, and maximum growth rate
with fixed pump strength are equivalent in this case.
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Infinite
Pump Strength

Figure 1.2: Generic dependence of growth rate, T, on the pump-wave amplitude,
vo, for the most unstable and the next three modes. T is assumed to be of the
form: T = 5o[l — v — C(N)eL/v™ ], where v is a phenomenological damping
rate, e^ oc l/(L/Xo), and C(N) is a mode number dependent coefficient. At a
point such as 'a' there is only one unstable mode. At 'b' the most unstable mode
has higher growth rate for the N = 0 mode, than for N = 1. Note that the N = 0
mode may be identified equally well by seeking the maximum growth rate for fixed
pump strength, or the minimum pump strength for fixed growth rate.

Chapter 2
Mathematical Methods and
Model Problems
2.1

Introduction

In this chapter, we will discuss analytic techniques used to solve for the complex frequency of the most unstable mode of an absolute parametric instability. Section 2.2 contains a formal derivation of a variational principle for the
pump strength of a three-wave parametric instability. Simplifications and various asymptotic approximations which are expedient, but not strictly necessary
are given next. These lead to a compact and useful functional expression for
the pump strength of a three-wave parametric instability in an inhomogeneous
medium where only a single perfect phase matching point (PPMP) is present.
Following these somewhat abstract considerations, two concrete cases are
treated using the variational method. These are the Rosenbluth model equations
[ Rosenbluth 72] in section 2.3, and the Liu, Rosenbluth, and White sidescattering
39
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model equation [ Liu 74] in section 2.4. In both, we will treat power law inhomogeneities of the form xn, where n is any positive integer, generalizing previously
known results for n — 1 and n = 2. The analytic results are compared with numerical solutions and are shown to fare quite well. These model problems are
simple enough that the entire procedure, from the derivation of the VPs to their
evaluations, can all be shown without the distraction of tedious algebraic details
that are inevitable in more involved problems, such as the ones treated in the next
three chapters.
Two methods that have yielded significant results relying on local expansion
and WKB techniques are described next. These approaches have certain inherent limitations, the removal of which motivates the variational approach. The
"local expansion in &—space" formula of Liu and Rosenbluth [Liu 76a, Liu 76c,
Simon 83, Afeyan 85] is described in section 2.5, followed by an exposition of its
generalization due to Williams [ Williams 86] in section 2.6, which may be called
the "local expansion in phase space" formula, for in it, a; and k are treated on an
equal footing. It may be mentioned for the sake of completeness, that a local expansion in x—space formula has been given by Lau and Briggs in [Lau 75], where
they obtain both wave packet and normal mode solutions, all within the context
of a second order ODE with a potential truncated at quadratic terms.
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2.2

Formal Derivation of the Minimum Pump
Strength Variational Principle for ThreeWave Parametric Instabilities in Inhomogeneous Media

The linear theory of three wave parametric instabilities is given by equations of
the form

£1*1 =
C2^2

70^21*2

= 70X12*1.

(2.1)
(2.2)

Here, 70 is proportional to the amplitude of the pump wave electric field, £ i i 2 stand
for the free propagation operators of the two daughter waves, while .Mi 2 ) 2 i, stand
for coupling operators carrying mostly geometrical or kinematical information.
The amplitudes of the two daughter waves are * i , 2 .
Our immediate aim is to derive identities for the pump strength parameter,
|7o| 2 , as functionals of the two daughter wave amplitudes, and their duals. Because
these operators are not self-adjoint, there will be four functions in general. Varying
them independently will reproduce equations (2.1 and 2.2 ) as well as their adjoint
equations. A series of simplifications and approximations will lead us from there
to a functional expression for the pump strength which only depends on a single
wave amplitude and its dual. This expression for j-yol may be interpreted as the
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expectation value of an operator, which is a partially symmetrized version of the
operators with which we shall start.
All the terms that are neglected are in the form of commutators between
various operators. They are neglected in favor of the anti-commutators between
the same operators. The guiding notion is to retain all terms that do not vanish
in the homogeneous plasma limit, while keeping only the essential terms that are
solely due to inhomogeneity. It is not always possible to do this systematically ab
initio. One of the advantages of the variational approach is that such assumptions
need not be made, and if made, can be tested a posteriori.
This simplification procedure can be motivated in another way. Because there
will be two parallel derivations, each involving the amplitude of only one of the two
daughter waves, the terms that are subsequently neglected are those which appear
with different signs in these two equivalent formulations. Both representations
are meant to describe the same eigenvalue problem, so that pieces by which the
operators differ are ignored and those they have in common are retained. It is
possible to appeal to asymptotic ordering notions, insisting that only lowest order
contributions are being retained, in the limit where the plasma inhomogeneity
scalelengths are large compared to the typical wavelengths of the daughter waves.
An even more compelling argument for the neglect of the commutators results from
a perturbative calculation in the ratio of the difference between the wavefunctions
of the two daughter waves and their sum. In the limit where this ratio vanishes,
i. e., where the difference is much smaller than the sum of the two wavefunctions,
the approximation of dropping certain commutators becomes less and less severe.
It bears repeating that however often such arguments have been made in the
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literature, these arguments are neither rigorously true in general, nor are they
necessary in the variational approach. Any and all terms can be kept within
the present formalism. But in the interest of algebraic expediency, only terms
that couldn't be dropped even in the homogeneous plasma limit are retained, and
prescriptions are given for the retention of symmetrized versions of the remaining
terms.
To demonstrate this versatility of the method, while treating the SRS instability in chapter III, we will decompose the functional representation for |-yo| in such
a way that the expectation values of the commutators and the anti-commutators
will be evaluated separately and simultaneously. It will be shown explicitly what
the conditions are that justify the neglect of the latter in favor of the former.
In the two chapters following this demonstration in chapter III, only simplified
representations will be used.

2.2.1

Variational Principles for Three-Wave Parametric
Instabilities in Inhomogeneous Plasmas

Let us premultiply eq.(2.1) by £ 2 and eq.(2.2) by £1, and combine the resulting
equations to obtain:

0C2£i-|7o|2A*2i>fi2)#i

= 7o[£ 2 ,M 2 i]_tf 2

(2.3)

(CiC2-\7o\2M12M2i)*2

= 7o[Ci,M12]_^i,

(2.4)
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where [Oi, 02]_ = 0\ 02 — O2 Q\, is the commutator between the two operators,
0\, and 02. We may also define the anticommutator between two operators, 0\,
and O2, as [Oi, C?2]+ = 0\ O2 + 02 Oi. By using the following six definitions, we
will be able to rewrite equations (2.3 and 2.3) in more compact forms. Let

£ / = C2Ci

(2.5)

C11 = CiC2

(2.6)

Mi

= M2iM12

(2.7)

=

M12M21

(2.8)

[C2,M2i]_

(2.9)

[CuMuU

(2.10)

M11

Mi =
Ma

=

so that the two coupled equations take the form

(Ci-hofMi)^

(£ii-\lo\2Mii)<22

= TbJV/tfa

(2.H)

= 7o^>/*i-

(2-12)

Because the operators £ and M are neither symmetric, nor real in general,
we will not use a Hermitian inner product employing the complex conjugates of
the wavefunctions \P, but opt instead to use the Euclidean pseudo inner product
between two complex functions <f>i and <f>2 defined by the rule [ Byron 69]
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(fa,fa)= [

faMM*)**,

(2.13)

where V is the volume of the space over which the functions are defined. In our
applications this is R 3 , and dr is the volume element in that space. It is assumed
that our complex function space only includes elements which lead to convergent
integrals in eq.(2.13). The definition in eq.(2.13) does not induce a true metric
in our complex function space, because it is not positive definite. This is why
it is termed a pseudo inner product. Despite this nonstandard feature, we will
see that with it we will be able to perform interesting calculations which lead to
useful results. The pseudo inner product defined in eq.(2.13) is a homogeneous,
linear, and symmetric functional of <j>i and <f>2. In the next three chapters all the
expectation value integrals will be evaluated in k—space, so that it is of interest
to work out the pseudo inner product's form in terms of the Fourier transforms
(FT) of <f>i and <f>2. Using the following definition of the three dimensional Dirac
delta function
S(k - k') = (2TT)-3 / exp{i(k - k') • x} dr,
and with the Fourier transform of any ^(x) defined by

^(k) =

(2TT)- 3 / 2

J </>(x)e-ik-xdr,

we obtain as a special case of the convolution theorem, the following well known
identity:
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(j>i,<f>2) s

J

<f>i(x) <j>2(x) dr

= jvdr

( ( 2 ; r ) - 3 / 2 / ^ &(kOe' k ' x A t )

x (W3/2JV
(&,&)

M^)^kXd^\

=

/

rf7k^(k)

/

^ ^ ( k O ^ k + k')

=

/

^i(-k)^(k)d7ic,

(2.14)

where
= (2TT)- 3 / 2 I &(x)e,lMCdr.

M-k)

(2.15)

Returning to the task of constructing VPs, we take pseudo inner products of
eq.(2.11) with §1, and eq.(2.12) with tf2, to obtain

/i[*i,*i,*2]

=

(*i,£/*i) - N 2 ( * i , A 4 / * i )
-70 (*x,7v7*2)=0

J2[tf2, * 2 , *x] =

(2.16)

(tf2,C11 * 2 ) - | 7 o | 2 (* 2 , Mu *2)
-7o ( ^ . A T / ^ ^ O .

(2.17)

We recover eq.(2.11) by setting the functional derivative of I\ with respect to
the dual function $1 equal to zero, SI\j8^l\ = 0. Similarly, eq.(2.12) is obtained
by solving 6I2/S^!2 = 0. By adding these two functionals, we obtain a functional
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of all four wavefunctions, K[iJ/i,^i,^2,^2]-

This constitutes a general VP for

three-wave parametric instabilities in inhomogeneous plasmas:

tft*!,*!,^,^]
Mf[tfi,*i,*2,# 2 ]

= / l [ * l , * l , * 2 ] + / 2 [*2,*2,*l]

(2.18)

= 0.

(2.19)

The Euler-Lagrange equations corresponding to the functional in eq.(2.18)
include equations (2.11 and 2.12) as well as two other equations describing how
the dual function $1 is driven by the dual function $ 2 and vice versa. These two
new equations are found by solving SK/S^i

= 0, and SK/6^2

— 0. In terms of

the adjoints of the operators introduced in equations (2.5 to 2.10) these additional
Euler-Lagrange equations are

(£}-|7o| 2 A<})tfi

= 70^*2

(2.20)

(4/-|7o|2Jw}/)*2

= 70^/*!.

(2.21)

By choosing appropriate forms for the two trial functions and their duals, the
functional given in eq.(2.18) may be evaluated and made stationary with respect
to the variational parameters introduced into the trial functions. The resulting
expression would then serve as an approximation to the relationship we seek,
namely, |-yo| (<*>), where 10 is the complex frequency of the most unstable mode.
The success of this procedure clearly depends on our ability to guess reasonable
trial functions, ones that mimic the ground state eigenfunctions and their duals
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quite closely. This is often an iterative exercise, where given guesses are altered
and adjusted in order to reach a satisfactory answer.
Without specializing to particular forms of the operators it is not possible to
say much more. In the next subsection we shall propose certain simplifications
that allow us in the end to have VPs for the pump strength parameter |7 0 | 2
involving just one wavefunction.

2.2.2

Simplifications and Approximations to The Minimum P u m p Strength Principle

One way to separate I\ and 72 is by neglecting the expectation values of the
commutators between left and right hand side operators, which we renamed Mi
and Mu

m

eqns.(2.9 and 2.10). We shall henceforth restrict our attention to

cases where the expectation values of the commutators between free propagation
(left hand side, or £ ) operators and coupling (right hand side, or M) operators
are small compared with the rest of the expectation values. Cases where the
dominant spatial inhomogeneity is in the coupling coefficients would require an
altered treatment. Once the expectation values of the M operators are neglected,
then the two functionals I\ and J 2 are decoupled and we are left with the following
two equivalent functional representations of the pump strength parameter |7o| 2 :

2 =

(*„£,*,)

1701

(*i,MiVi)
(tt2,£j/tt2)
(*2,^//^

2

(2.22)
)

If we introduce the notation,

(£),.= (*,-,£*,),

(2.23)

we can rewrite eqns.(2.22) as

|7of

Ml.

=

(Mi),

=

J££k

(2.24)

(MU)

By further adopting the definitions

OAC

=

(1/2) [<?i,0 2 ] +

Oc = (1/2) [0U02]_,

(2.25)
(2.26)

we may rewrite eqns.(2.24) as

• ,2 _

{£AC

1701

- £c)i

(MAC-MC^

_

(£>AC + £c)2
(MAC

+

MC)2'

(2.27)

(2.28)
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Besides having different wavefunctions, $ 1 , and SSf2, the two representations differ in the signs of the commutator terms. An approximate procedure, equally
appropriate for either representation, would be to restrict one's attention to the
expectation values of the anti-commutators alone, neglecting the commutators altogether. In this way, only one trial eigenfunction, *&, and its dual, ty, would be
needed. The resulting functional representation for the pump strength is:

M

= $ g j .

(2-29)

Note that in general, CAC will not be a symmetric operator with respect to the
pseudo inner product we have adopted (for a symmetric operator, O, \i&, O VlM =
\0#,*)).

But it is often the case, such as in single P P M P problems, that in

certain parameter regimes, it is the expectation values of symmetric portions
of CAC that dominate, and that Cc and the asymmetric portions of CAC have
small expectation values in comparison. This is shown by explicit construction in
chapter III, justifying the use of eq.(2.29) and the neglect of commutators.
We may decompose the right hand side functionals in eqns.(2.27), (2.28) and
(2.29) into terms reminiscent of kinetic energy (KE), potential energy (PE), and
normalization (NORM), in the usual variational principles that characterize fields
[Morse 53, Moiseiwitsch 66]. The so called kinetic energy terms, IKE, are expectation values of operators that depend explicitly on (—iV) and not on (x), while
IPE terms explicitly depend on (x) but not necessarily on (—z'V). The IKE terms
survive in the homogeneous limit, while the IPE terms vanish in that limit:

bof =

!KE±Im.
INORM

(2.30)
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In the next two sections of this chapter, MPS-VPs are constructed for two
simplified models of Pis involving complex symmetric operators. A variety of
approximations and assumptions that give rise to these models will be seen to
have a natural explanation from the single point of view of symmetrization of
the operators involved. The prescription given in eq.(2.29) will not be used as a
starting point. Instead, the reasoning that gives rise to this prescription will be
motivated by a detailed analysis of the two simplified models presented next.

2.3

Variational Solution for the Most Unstable
Mode of the Rosenbluth Model Equations

The simplest nontrivial description of a three-wave parametric instability which
accounts for inhomogeneity in the properties of the ambient medium is the Rosenbluth model. It is the only universal model for parametric instabilities, in that
the specific nature of the waves involved do not color the description. Any set
of three waves that are not in media with very steep gradients, where the waves
are not near their turning points, where the interaction occurs strictly locally
around a single perfect phase matching point, and in the weak coupling limit,
with constant coupling coefficients, would be well described by the Rosenbluth
model. It has been solved using WKB techniques for a variety of inhomogeneity
models [White 74, Picard 85] and there is no necessity to use variational methods
to solve it, except as a way to demonstrate the variational methods themselves.
The Rosenbluth model takes the form of two first order coupled linear partial differential equations. If we call the slowly varying amplitudes of the two daughter
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waves ai(x, t) and a2(x, t), the Rosenbluth model equations may be written in the
form:

(o\ + Ul~VlIx)ai{x,t)

=

1°Jr<X')dX'a*M

(jj + ^ + ^ W * . * ) = 7o^ifXK(x')dx'^(^t)-

( 2 - 31 )
(2-32)

Here, 70 is proportional to the amplitude of the pump wave, V{ stands for damping,
and V{ for the component of the group velocity in the direction of inhomogeneity.
All these are assumed to be constant. For absolute instability to exist in a one
dimensional homogeneous medium, V\ V2 must be positive, which is to say, the
two daughter waves have to be oppositely directed. The same condition is required for temporally growing eigenfunctions to exist in the inhomogeneous case.
The function « is spatially dependent and carries all the information about the
inhomogeneity of the medium. It is the difference between the wavevector of the
pump wave and those of the daughter waves. In a medium whose properties are
slowly varying in one spatial dimension, an eikonal description of the waves is possible, where to lowest order, their spatial variations can be described by phases.
The expression fx K(X') dx' is the residual phase, being zero only there where the
phases of the three waves match perfectly,

K(X) = kQ(x) - ki(x) - k2(x).

(2.33)

Extending previous work in which linear and quadratic powers of x were
treated [Rosenbluth 72], we will adopt a power-law model for K ( I ) , which is sum-
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cient to represent any smooth function, at least locally, around the perfect phase
matching point (PPMP), which we assume without loss of generality to be at
x = 0:

K(x) =

£Mf!

(2.34)

n!
Let us Laplace transform equations (2.31) and (2.32), suppress initial conditions
as we are looking for bound states, and combine the resulting equations in such a
way as to decouple them. Using the definition

a

f°°
i,2(z, p) = / ait2(x, t) e~pt dt,
Jo

we obtain:

{-[£2-iK(z)]£i}ai(s t j»)

=

l7o|2ai(a:,p)

(2.35)

{-[C1+iK(x)]C2}a2(x,p)

=

| 7 o| 2 a 2 (a:,p).

(2.36)

where
70 =

vfe

(2 37)

-

A = (i-ft)

(2.38)

A = ( £ + »)•

(2-39)
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and
_ _ P + "1,2
Pi,2 = —y
•

2.3.1

, 9 .ns
(2.40)

Variational Principles for the Rosenbluth Model

The above equations are in the form:

£/ai

=

| 7 o | 2 ai

= |7o|2a2,

Cna2

(2.41)
(2.42)

where

£/

=

{-^

+ [fa-to) + i<x)]^ + (Pifr-iPi<x))\

(2-43)

Using the notation
oo

/

u(x) v(x) dx

(2.45)

•oo

we introduce the dual functions 5ii2i to obtain the following two equivalent variational principles:
l_ ,2

(ai,£jQi)

(a2,Ciia2)

7o = —jz
r - = —rz
r—•
(ai.ai)
(a2,a2)

.

.

(2.46)
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The Euler-Lagrange equations corresponding to these VPs are eqns. (2.41) and
(2.42). It is interesting to note that £ / and £// are isospectral operators. However,
for a given eigenvalue, |7o| , the corresponding eigenvectors ai i2 in general will not
be the same. Similarly, the dual functions need not be equal to each other either.
The latter obey the equations

Ci%
CiSa2

=

tofai

(2.47)

= |7o|2a2,

(2.48)

where the adjoint operators £/,//' are given by:

£/t

=

{ - ^ 2 - - i ^ K P i - P 2 ) + t'/c(a:)] + (pip 2 -ipiAc(a:))|

(2.49)

£//+

=

\~d~x1 ~dx^Pl~^~iK^

(2.50)

+

^2~ip2K^\'

The operators £ / and £// are not symmetric, but because they are only second
order, linear, ordinary differential operators, they can always be symmetrized.
There is no unique way of doing this. One way is to eliminate the first derivative
term by a change of dependent variable. To do this directly from the VPs in
(2.46), we introduce an operator e*s such that e~,sCelS

has no first derivative

term. We call the resulting operator £. There will be an associated change in the
eigenfunctions ctii2, which will now be self-dual, such that a = a = ae~is.
required functions are

The
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Si,n = - - f

{{pi -p2)±i

«(*')] dx',

(2.51)

which produce the symmetrized operators

CIJI

= - ^

+ { \ [(Pi + P2) - in{x)f

T

1

-K'(X)}

,

(2.52)

and two new variational principles:
, ,,
(ai,Ciai)
2
l7o| = \ _ - /
(ai»«i)

(a2,^//a2)
= \ - - / •

(2.53)

(02,02;

The corresponding Euler-Lagrange equations are

£/a x

=

| 7 o | 2 ai

(2.54)

Cua2

=

|7o|2a2,

(2.55)

with £ / = £/, and £// = £//. These two operators are isospectral, symmetric,
but unequal to each other. Therefore, it is not necessary that their (self-dual)
eigenfunctions be the same either. It would be desirable to have a way to relate the
difference between a, and a2 to the one term by which their respective operators
differ, namely,

±K'(X).

As things stand, we could calculate the lowest eigenvalue of the Rosenbluth
model equations in one of two ways. We could use either of the VPs in eq.(2.53)
with a single self-dual trial function possessing the properties of a lowest eigenfunction, make |7 0 | 2 stationary by adjusting the free parameters in the trial function,
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and thus obtain an estimate of the ground state eigenvalue. Alternatively, we
could decide to work with the original VP given in equation (2.46), which would
require us to guess the appropriate forms of two functions representing the lowest
eigenfunction and its dual. Clearly, the former procedure is the preferred one. Before adopting it however, let us examine the relationship between a, and a2. We
can do this by forming some new functional identities involving both functions.
To wit, let us multiply eq. (2.54) by a2 and integrate over all space. Similarly let
us multiply eq.(2.55) by a\ and integrate over all space to obtain:

(a2,£/fii)

=

|TO| 2 ( « 2 , « I )

(2.56)

(ai,£//a2)

=

|7b| 3 (ai,a 2 ).

(2.57)

Because all eigenfunctions corresponding to bound states go to zero at infinity,
terms that arise from integrations by parts vanish. Using this fact, let us add and
subtract the above equations to obtain two new identities. Calling that portion
which £ / and £ / / have in common CMNR'd2
1
CMNR = - 7 72 + 7 [(Pi +P2)dx
4

in(x)]2,

(2.58)

the desired identities are:

|7o|2 =

fo^"™
(a2,ai)

5l)

(a 2 , K'(X) ai) = 0.

(2.59)

(2.60)
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The last equation is in the form of a weighted orthogonality relation. It states
that for a given eigenvalue, j-yo| (p), the eigenfunctions of £ / , / / make the expectation value of K'(X) vanish. On the other hand, eq.(2.59) gives us yet another
functional representation for the pump strength parameter. It is not variational,
however. Its Euler-Lagrange equations do not reproduce the eigenvalue equations
with which we started. Only when ai = a2, does eq.(2.59) become a true variational principle, for in that case K'(X) plays no part in the eigenvalue problem.
The expectation value of K'(X) will vanish if a) « is an even function of x,
centered at the P P M P at x = 0, and b) the eigenfunctions have definite parity, and
also are centered at x = 0. For the ground state calculation in such a problem, an
even function with the least number of nodes may be chosen, such as the Gaussian
e-x

/a £ or

mstancej

\e~x2la,K'(X)

which, given that K'(X) is an odd function, will indeed make

e~x2laJ

= 0. This is why we will use eq.(2.59) as our VP in the

next subsection devoted to even-n cases. On the other hand, when « is an odd
function of x, we will have to use eq.(2.53) instead, which is a general and useful
VP.

2.3.2

Even P a r i t y K(X) Cases

We choose as our trial function the Gaussian e~x l2a and consider the functional

1*1 =

V
( e

-/aa>e-J/te)

•

(2-61)

Following the arguement preceding eq.(2.30), we may recast eq.(2.61) into the
form
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i_ i2
I7O|

IKE + IPE

=

(2.62)

INORM

Here, IKE is the expectation value of the operator CKE, which in turn is given by
d2
1,
CKE==
+ iPl+P2)
~dx^ 4
'

,2

(2.63)

The functional IPE = IpEi + IPE^, where Jpjs, is the expectation value of the
operator CpEt,

CPEl =-2i-(pi+p2)

K(X),

(2.64)

and IpEi is the expectation value of the operator CPE2 ,

CPE2

--K2(X).

=

(2.65)

When CPE2 is dropped, we call the resulting equation the reduced Rosenbluth
model. The functional INORM

is ( e - x / 2 o , e - x 2 / 2 o , J, which is to say CNORM

=

1. When we specialize to a power-law phase mismatch, we obtain for the two
potential energy integrals:

IpEx
IPE2

= -gCPi+Pz)

« n (0)
n\

=

1
4

/cn(0)
n!

<* 2n >

<*n)

(2.66)
(2.67)
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Here (f(x, dx)) stands for the expectation value of the operator f(x, dx)- The
integrals in eq.(2.62) may be written in terms of the integral Ig given in appendix
A:

Ia(m)

=

f0

x2me-x*ladx

J—oo

=

y/iraa"

(2m)!
22mml

(2.68)

Using this in eq.(2.62) results in the following dispersion relation for the MNR
model with even-n phase mismatch:

| 7 o | 2 (n = 2m) =

1 ._

_ .,

1

n
i /c (0)

MxcT

n!
/cn(0) •\2

M2a2m,

(2.69)

n\
where Mx = T(m + l/2)/r(l/2) and M2 = T(2m + l/2)/r(l/2).
In the limit where 70 —» 00, that is, far above threshold, we recover the homogeneous plasma result (which we indicate with the subscript "0"). Near this limit,
\IPEA

»

|/P£ 2 I>

f° r aN «n(0)- An approximate expression for the pump strength

then is:

7o«2-(Pi+P2)|o ( 1 - A ) ,

(2.70)

where the Laplace transform variable is defined as p = p0(l—A). The homogeneous
part of the frequency variable p, called po, is given by
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Po

27o

(* + *)

i__L ( !i + !i)

(2.71)

This perturbative procedure was introduced by Rosenbluth in his seminal 1972
paper [Rosenbluth 72]. When we extremize the pump strength parameter with
respect to a, by solving for aM satsfying ^ T b l = 0, we obtain the following for
<XM and the corresponding AM -

OCM

AM

=

=

m+I

2mMi7oKW(0)
(2m)!

K

/c<2m>(0)
(2m)!

m+l

0 tV/2(m+l)

c -iV/2(m+l)

=r(2m+l)/("»+l)
7o

(2.72)
(2.73)

The growth rate of the instability, given by the real part of p, is

•« - wh
ly

1-

l

1-— (^.+^)
COS

(2.74)

[2(m+l)J [ (2m)! J

(2.75)

2m+l
m+1

7o

The threshold condition in the absence of damping therefore is
2(m+l>
Jm+1

A ^ m ) cos
r«(»"») (o)i;
L (2m)! J
where

2(m + l)JJ

(2.76)
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Nifm)
MI

=
\

7(1 + — ) ( 2 m M ! ) ^
4
m
(2m)!
2 2m m!

(2.77)

By specializing to the parabolic phase mismatch case (m = 1 or n = 2), which
has been used to describe Raman backscattering from the peak of parabolic density
profiles below quarter critical [Williams 87], we can reproduce known results by
Rosenbluth [ Rosenbluth 72] and more recent direct numerical analyses of the same
problem [Williams 87, Estabrook 88]. Eq.(2.76) for m = 2 states:

l7 2

°'

Vi V2 [K"(0)]2/3

>
i
~ 2!

(2-78)

This result has an error of 5.7% when compared with numerical solutions of the
boundary value problem defined by eq.(2.54) [Williams 87]. The numerically
determined result is y v r^'(o)p/3 — 0-149, while the analytic solution given above
has 2 - 8 / 3 = 0.1574 as the right hand side numerical factor. For the parabolic
case, our analytic result is identical to the one obtained by Rosenbluth via a local
expansion and truncation of his potential [Rosenbluth 72].
Numerically generated values for the threshold of the reduced Rosenbluth
model equation (where the «2 term is ignored) for n = 2,4,6, and 8 were provided
by E. A. Williams, and are given in table 2.1, together with our analytic answers.
The error slowly increases from 0 to only 6%.
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Table 2.1: Comparison between thresholds obtained variationally and numerically
for the reduced MNR model potential with even-n power law phase-mismatch.
n
2
4
6
8

2.3.3

VP
(1/2) 4 ' 3
(.11289)1/2
(.28163)1/2
(.05833)1'2

Numerical
0.39685
0.33273
0.27146
0.22806

% error
0
0.98
3.75
5.9

Odd Parity K(X) Cases

Here, we can no longer choose a trial function with definite parity, because doing
so would make the expectation value of the leading order operator vanish. Instead,
we must chose trial functions with mixed parity. The simplest choice would be to
add a term to the Gaussian we used above, proportional to xe~x l2a:

aT(x) oc (1 + ^=)

e-**l2a.

(2.79)

We use this to evaluate the variational principle we derived in eq.(2.53):

|7o|2 =

(aT(x),

=F t^'fo)) arfo))
(aT{x),aT(x))

(CMNR

(2.80)

Note that we have two variational parameters in this case: a, which is proportional
to the square of the width of the ground state trial eigenfunction; and R, the ratio
of the odd to even parity portions of the wavefunction. For these odd-n phase
mismatch cases, the instability is not centered at the perfect phase matching
point (x = 0) but at some finite and complex shift away from it. Which way the
shift occurs is reversed if the sign of the odd parity inhomogeneity profile itself is
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reversed. Furthermore, the shift is necessary for the creation of a potential well
that supports bound states.
Evaluating the above functional equation, we obtain the following variational
estimate of |7 0 | 2 in the MNR model with odd-n phase mismatch:

|7o|2(n = 2m + 1) =

(1 + f )

f(pi+P-2)2d + f)
K n (0)

-2"(Pi+P2)
1
'4
i

n!

^)

Miam+1'2(2R)

n!

n

/c (0)

+ 2^(l +

2m+1

Mna

K n (0)

2 L("-i) ! .

(l

+

M///a m (l +

(4m + S)R2
)

(2m + 1)R2

(2.81)

where M/ = T(m + 3/2)/r(l/2), Mu = T(2m + 3/2)/r(l/2) and Mm = V(m +
i/2)/r(i/2).
We follow the same perturbative procedure to evaluate the complex eigenfrequency p, as we did in the previous section. Namely, we calculate first order
corrections to the 70 —> 00 limit, where \IpEi \ »

\IPE2\,

for all /cn(0). In terms of

the homogeneous limit of the Laplace transform variable, p0, defined in eq.(2.71),
the eigenfrequency is p = po(l — A). Extremizing \j0\ with respect to a we obtain

OCM

=

a+¥)

(-2i)(m+\)R

2m+3

(2, 0 [^f]A/,)" 2 " + '

(2.82)
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*M(R)

=

(2m+ !)«**

ftffi)

4
x f(R2),

'7o|2
H

e

__*

2m+3

/c"(0)

47o

2m+3

Mi

n\
(2.83)

where 5R[\/a] must be positive, and where f(R2) contains the R dependence which
must be extremized:
\l + SR2/2)2m+1R2'
f(R ) =
(1 + R2/2)2m+3
2

j _

2m+3

(2.84)

The solutions of the equation gJU-(AM) = 0 are

R2M = 3 ( ^ + 1)

l ± J l + 4(m +

l) 2

(2.85)

The solution, AM, should be continuous in m, in that the same root ought to
apply for all m. As m —+ 00 the potential resembles a square well more and more
closely. This should make the stabilizing influence of the inhomogeneity weaker
with increasing m. Of the two solutions for RM the one with the negative sign
vanishes as m gets large and scales as ft* —(.5)/(m + 1). This root is acceptable.
The other root grows linearly with m as s=s 8(m +1)/3, and must be rejected. We
therefore have an unambiguous way of choosing the proper (minus sign) root of
eq.(2.85). As was anticipated, the origin of the wavefunction is shifted off the real
axis, because R is imaginary. The resulting threshold condition is:

2m+3
(2m + 3)
l7o|
> [HRM)}^^
[4(2m + l)M/(m)]^+r
4(2m
+1)
y y pm-H) (0) 1 m+l
K K
l 2 [ (2m+l)! J

2m±3
2(m+l)

(2.86)
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Table 2.2: Comparison between thresholds obtained variationally and numerically
for the reduced MNR model potential with odd-n power law phase-mismatch.
n
1
3
5
7
9

VP
(0.72974)1'2
(0.24092)1'2
(0.12882)1'2
(0.08426)1'2
(0.06136)1'2

Numerical % error
-

-

0.45365
0.32847
0.26144
0.21842

8.2
9.27
11.0
13.4

where f{R\f) is given by

2

HR M) =

(1 + 3 J f o / 2 ) W (-R2M)
(l +

R2M/2)2™+3

j _

2m+3

(2.87)

Numerically generated values for the threshold of the reduced Rosenbluth
model equation (where the «2 term is ignored) for n = 3,5,7, and 9 were generated by E. A. Williams, and are given in table 2.2, together with our analytic
answers. The error slowly increases from 8 to 13% between n = 3 and n = 9.
We can see that our choice of trial function in eq.(2.79) is less accurate giving
rise to errors roughly a factor of two larger than obtained in even-profile cases. A
more elaborate trial function would be needed to reduce this error. For instance,
one might extremize over an odd power exponent of x multiplying R, instead of
setting this exponent equal to unity, or alternatively, a series of terms in increasing
powers of x could be used.
There is a further problem with the n = 1 case. It is well known, and
very easy to show, that no bound states are possible for this linear mismatch
case, where K(X) = K'(0)X. In the reduced Rosenbluth potential, there can be
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no bound states, because the potential is linear in x, and therefore has Airy
functions as its eigenfunctions; these are complete, but comprise a continuous
spectrum of extended, amplifying, or scattering states, with no bound spectrum.
Even for the full potential, which is quadratic in x, the boundary conditions that
there be exponentially decaying, or outgoing solutions in both directions away
from the interaction region with 3f(p) > 0 can not be satisfied, as shown originally by Rosenbluth [Rosenbluth 72]. Instead, the waves undergo convective
amplification as they propagate out of the interaction region. This linear mismatch case is well understood, because the daughter wave field amplitudes can
be calculated analytically, in closed form, in terms of parabolic cylinder functions
[Rosenbluth 73, Chambers 75].
However, it is also well known that this model with a strictly linear K(X) is
structurally unstable. Any arbitrarily small perturbation to this equation of the
form ef(x) (where f(x) and f'(x) are not constants, and e is a dimensionless small
quantity), will give rise to a bound spectrum [Picard 83, Williams 87]. The fact
that the variational method apparently finds an approximate solution where there
is none may be understood as an artifact of this structural instability.

2.4

Variational Solution of the Most Unstable
Mode of the Liu, Rosenbluth, and White
Sidescattering model

The Liu, Rosenbluth, and White side-scattering model (LRW) differs from the
Rosenbluth model we have just discussed in allowing one of the two daughter
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waves to be near or at its turning point. In fact, it is the faster of the two
daughter waves that is allowed to be near or at its turning point. But to obtain
a second order ODE, the slower wave is taken to have zero group velocity. In the
case of Raman sidescattering (SRSS), the slow wave is the electron plasma wave
(EPW) while the fast one is the scattered electromagnetic wave (EMW). The
formal device by which the plasma wave is approximated to be non-propagating
and merely a point oscillator evolving in time, is setting the thermal speed of the
electron fluid to zero {y2h/c2 —> 0). In this limit, the driven plasma wave equation
can easily be inverted and combined with the scattered light wave equation in a
second order linear ODE, but this time with a pole right where the plasma wave
is localized. The advantage again, is that the fast (scattered light) wave can now
be treated near its turning point.
The initial interest in this model and in these approximations was in order
to identify a regime where the MNR model failed and where absolute instability
or bound states occurred. Drake and Lee first proposed this model for Raman
backscattering occurring at the quarter critical region in a linear density profile,
which is the limit of SRSS as k± —* 0 [Drake 73]. It appeared in the form used
here in a paper which considered both Raman and Brillouin scattering, including
absolute sidescattering instability models for both [Liu 74, Liu 76c]. This Raman
sidescattering model was very thoroughly analyzed both for its bound spectrum
as well as its scattering or amplifying states in a linear profile by Mostrom using
WKB analysis [Mostrom 77]. It was extended to the parabolic density case by
Williams who used WKB techniques as well [Williams 84]. It has been shown
[ Afeyan 85] that the most unstable mode's growth rate could be obtained without
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resorting to the zero temperature assumption, but the density had to be assumed
to be strictly linear for that analysis to hold.
Here we will generalize the LRW SRSS model to power law density profiles
of the form, w2(z) — u>2(0)(l + zn/Ln),

where n is any positive integer, and the

perfect phase matching point is, without loss of generality, taken to be at z = 0.
We likewise neglect the plasma wave group velocity in comparison to the speed of
light, effectively taking the electron temperature to be zero. In the next chapter,
we will remove this and other restrictions, and analyze general Raman scattering
geometries occurring at or below the quarter critical density, in a uniform manner.

2.4.1

Derivation of t h e L R W SRSS model

The equations that describe SRSS are well known [Mostrom 77] and are special
cases of the ones derived in, and given at the end of, section 1.2.2 of chapter I.
They may be written in the following form.

C^EMW

=

vQM2i%EPW

C2VEPW

= v^Mii^EMW-

(2.88)

(2.89)

Here, C\ is the free propagation operator of an electromagnetic wave, while £ 2
is that of an electron plasma wave. These daughter waves are assumed to be
frequency matched with an electromagnetic pump wave whose frequency is UQ.
The geometrical or kinematic properties of the coupling between these two waves
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due to their interaction via the pump field are contained in M2\ and M\2. These
operators in the case of SRSS are:

A =

(*, - V)

(2.90)

C2 =

( 4 - V)

(2.91)

M21

=

M12

=

v2

(2.92)

1

(2.93)

where

dh

=

dl2 =

(a,2-a,2(0)(l-^)+V2)

(2.94)

( ( w o - w 0 2 ( l - r ^ r j - ) - c < ; 2 ( 0 ) + t;JV 2 ),

(2.95)

where V = (V — i k 0 ), and
F(x) = u, 2 (x)-u, 2 (0).

(2.96)
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Here, all frequencies are normalized to UIQ and all wavevectors are normalized
to uio/c. The parameters vi and v2 represent phenomenological damping terms.
The perfect phase matching point is at z = 0, where the dielectric constant is
e = 1 — a>2(0). The normalized thermal speed of the electron fluid is v2 = Sv,h2/c2.
The coupling coefficient, v 0 , is related to the quiver velocity, v0, of the electrons
in the electric field of the pump by vQ = (yo/c)ojp(0)

y/e/2.

The first and major simplifying assumption, as discussed above, involves setting the thermal speed of the electron fluid to zero. This allows us to invert
eq.(2.89) and write

VEPW

= VQ M12 (dt2 - V)-1 VEMW-

(2.97)

Substituting this into the right hand side of eq.(2.88), we eliminate ^EPW and
obtain

[dtl-V(x.)]*EMW

\vo\2[di2-V]-1(M2lM12)^EMW

=
+

\vo\2[M2x,(dt2-V)-1]Ml2^EMw.

(2.98)

The bracket [ , ] in the last term denotes the commutator between V and
[df2 — V ] - 1 , which when neglected gives the following equation for ^!EMW

d2

VEMW(Z)

dz2

+

<A,-V W ) + £

"-<*/•>
V(z))

(Db -

%EMW{Z) = 0,

(2.99)
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where fc£ = e + k2, and

A, = u , 2 - u , 2 ( 0 ) ( l - ^ ) - * 2

A,

(2.100)

= («* " " i ) 2 ( l " - ^ - ) ~ "P2(0) " «*£

A final approximation is to neglect

V{Z)^'EMW

m

favor oi

(2.101)

an<

DI^EMW

^

to set (Ai + A 2 ) = 0. This last condition relates the density at the perfect
phase matching point, wP(0), to the free parameter k± via the equation u)p(0) =
(1 - kl)/2. The LRW model equation for SRSS then is

Dt2 -r^VEMw + ( A , A 2 + V2(z) + A)

*EMW(Z) = 0,

(2.102)

where X = \v0\2 k2./ e.
This equation is in the following canonical eigenvalue problem form. We seek
solutions with envelopes decaying exponentially as \z\ —• oo of the equation

£LRWW =

where

CLRW

XV,

(2.103)

is the complex symmetric operator

CLRW = —

A 2 ^ + A, A, + V2(z)

(2.104)
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2.4.2

A variational solution of the LRW SRSS model
equation

Just as in eq.(2.62), we can write a minimum pump strength variational principle
(MPS-VP) for this problem in terms of functionals reminiscent of kinetic and
potential energy, as well as a normalization integral. The MPS-VP corresponding
to the LRW model of SRSS is:

A = %±M

(2.105)

INORM

where the three integrals can be written in terms of the expectation value symbol
( ) , defined as
(£) = f°° V{z)C{z,dz)V{z)dz,

(2.106)

J—oo

so that

IKE

= -(A,A2+A2^)

(2.107)

IPE

=

~(V2(z))

(2.108)

INORM

=

(1).

(2.109)

The Euler-Lagrange equation corresponding to the VP in eq. (2.105) is just the
ODE given in eq.(2.102) above. To proceed further, we must choose a particular
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form for the density profile. We choose the local power law model

u> 2 (x)=u 2 (0)

1±

n

(-H J

(2.110)

which corresponds to a V2(z) of the form

V2(z) = elnLz2n.

(2.111)

Because parity is conserved by the LRW differential operator, and because the
ground state will be an even function of z, with no nodes on a rotated axis in the
complex z—plane, we adopt a Gaussian trial function for the ground state. Substituting $T(Z) OC exp(—z2/(2a)) into eq.(2.105) we find the following dispersion
relation for SRSS:

X = DtlDt2 +

^-Mn(n)ella\

(2.112)

where Mu is defined just below eq.(2.81). Extremizing A over a, we find for OLM
and the resulting XM-

«A/

=

-Dt2
2nMn(n) e2nl

n+l

XM = A , A 2 + ( l + l/n) 2<x

(2.113)

(2.114)

Solving this equation perturbatively around the infinite pump limit, as was
done in the previous section, we find the complex frequency of the most unstable
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mode of SRSS to be
c* = [1 - u,p(0)] + 2 ^ y [-v2k2_ +Qn + A],

(2.115)

where fljy is the pump dependent part of the homogeneous limit of the frequency, and A is the contribution due to inhomogeneity. Let us define /z =
[1 — UP(0)]/UJP(0),

v\ = o;p(0)i/i//i2, and ui = wp(0)f2. In terms of these variables,

eqns. (2.100 and 2.101) become:

A,

= fi[(n„ + iul) + A]

(2.116)

A2

= -[((iH + iVfi + A],

(2.117)

while the frequency variables are found to be:

0* = -i^^+iy/iXM

(2.118)

p(VV/0 1 / ( n + 1 )
We can separate real and imaginary parts of the eigenfrequency and identify
the frequency shift and the growth rate of SRSS in a power law density profile.
With QM

= y j k ^ r n , Nn(n) = (l + l / n ^ n M / z M p / M - i ) / ^ and Mn{n) =

(2n)!/(2 2n n\), we obtain:
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Aw(n) = \[l + k2-2vik2_]
Nn(n) cos[ir/(2(n + 1))]

+
-.SRSS

2„/(„+i)

tiiy/xfry/w
Mkl)

(2.120)

__ Nn{n) sin[7r/(2(n + 1))] £2„/(n+i)
, (2.121)
1-F(n+2)/(n+1)
nL

M\A7/*)

where /o(fc2) = (1 + 2k2 — k*/3) (1 — k2)2. The threshold condition for the general
n case is:
A///
_4n/(n+2)
'nL

-

Nn(n) sin[7r/(2(n +1))]
fi(l-J7)

2(n+l)/(n+2)

(2.122)

Specializing to linear and parabolic density profiles, we obtain the following
expressions for the thresholds of SRSS via the LRW model in parameters that
characterize current laser-plasma experiments, such as, the pump wave's intensity,
measured in 1014 watts per centimeter squared, and the pump wavelength, Ao,
given in microns. Also, F = (Fx -f F 2 )/2.

(/i^/cm^2,m)(Z/Ao)4/3(l-F)4/3

> 995/x(*2)

(2.123)

(AP4>/^A2,m)(i2/Ao)2(l-F)3/2

> 261/2(fc2),

(2.124)
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where the kx or density dependences are

fl{kl)

fM)

=

=

(i+fe2)V3(1 + 2 ^ ~ ^ / 3 )
(i - *2)
(i + *2) J

(2 125)

'

1/2

(l + 2 * 2 - J b J / 3 ) - 1 .

(2.126)

These threshold conditions are plotted in figure 2.1 and figure 2.2. The first is
a plot of the threshold pump power versus scalelength at quarter critical, or where
kx = 0. The second plot is the variation of the threshold power, with respect to
that required at quarter critical, versus density. In other words, figure 2.2 contains
plots of / i and / 2 versus perfect phase matching point density. It may be useful
to remember that 1 — 2OJP(0) = k2.
These results can be compared with numerical solutions of the two eigenvalue
problems. In the linear case, the analytic procedure used in [Afeyan 85] yields
an identical result to the one given above. The error in both cases is 5.8%,
when compared to the numerically obtained value, as described following eq.(68)
of that paper.

In the parabolic case, both WKB and direct numerical values

are given in [Williams 84]. The actual numbers are: (uo/c) 2 (w0 L2jc)2

> 0.59,

found numerically, > 0.75, found variationally, and > 1.7, found via the standard
WKB quantization condition. Note that even though the variational answer is
off by 26.7%, this error is nevertheless a factor of 7 less than the WKB result's
error which is 187%. Clearly, a more general trial function, such as a Hermite
polynomial series multiplying the Gaussian we used, would further reduce the
error of the variational calculation. It is not clear, however, to what extent and at
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T
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Figure 2.1: The threshold of the stimulated Raman sidescattering instability, in
units of Ii4w/cm2 x AolMm, and in the absence of damping, versus length scale L/XQ,
or L2/X0. The dashed curve corresponds to the parabolic density profile case. The
solid curve corresponds to the linear profile one.
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0.13
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<<(0)/fl«
Figure 2.2: The variation of the threshold for SRSS from a density below n c /4 to
that of SRBS from n c /4, is plotted versus perfect phase matching point density.
The solid curve corresponds to the linear profile case, while the dashed one, to
the parabolic one.
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what cost the WKB answer can be improved in order to diminish its much larger
error.
We conclude this section by giving a physical interpretation of the threshold
condition for SRSS in power law density profiles. We will show that approaching
threshold, two characteristic lengths of the system become comparable in size. The
first is the localization width of the ground state eigenfunction and the second is
the turning region width of the scattered electromagnetic wave. Localizing the
wave inside the turning region assures absolute instability. Far above threshold, as
the pump power is increased for fixed inhomogeneity, the instability localizes in an
even wider region. The minimum localization width is dictated by the scattered
light wave's turning region width.
From eq.(2.122), the threshold condition to be interpreted, written without
specifying the inessential kx dependent numerical factor, #(SRSS),

4 $ ^ > #(SRSS).
e

is:

(2.127)

nL

The turning region width is found by normalizing the equation describing the
local behavior of ^EMW near its turning point. It is:
d2

= elL zn VtEMW-

J^EMW

(2.128)

With the change of variables
^

=

£ -n/(n + 2) e

( 2 > 1 2 9 )
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eq.(2.128) becomes
d2

-[H^EMW

=C

(2.130)

^EMW-

The turning region width in this new variable is £ = 0(1). On the other hand,
from our choice of trial function, ^T(Z) OC exp(—z2/(2a)), we can see that the
mode localization width is of order y/a~M. We know from eq. (2.113) that this
width in z is proportional to J(vo/e2r,)1^n+1).

In order for it to correspond to a

£ of order one, it would also have to be proportional to e^L

(V4l) 1/(2(n+1)) « C / ( n + 2 \

- That is,

(2-131)

which is equivalent to the threshold scaling given in eq. (2.127). Stated in words,
the interpretation is that at threshold the minimum localization length in space
of the most unstable mode of SRSS must be of the order of the turning region
width of the scattered light wave.

2.5

"Local Expansion in k—Space" Formula of
Liu &; Rosenbluth

So far we have seen that when the two coupled differential equations governing
a three-wave parametric instability in an inhomogeneous plasma are first order
each, as was the case for the MNR model, then the equations may be combined
in x—space to form a second order ODE. We also showed that if it were not
possible to describe a PI by two coupled first order equations a, la Rosenbluth,
a situation that arises when one of the daughter waves is near its turning point,
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then a simplified treatment of the properties of the second daughter wave still
results in a second order ODE description, described by the LRW model.
A powerful third way exists to reduce the description of a PI into the form of a
second order ODE, which was presented by Liu and Rosenbluth in their analysis
of the 2wpe instability [Liu 76a]. They observed that if the inhomogeneity profiles
were strictly linear everywhere, then by Fourier transforming one would obtain
two coupled first order differential equations in k—space. Of course, the potential
in the resulting equation would be much more complicated than the ones in the
MNR or LRW models treated above, but an insightful expansion about the infinite
pump limit, again, allowed them to reduce this potential to that of a harmonic
oscillator, for which the WKB quantization condition is exact anyway. We may
abbreviate this Liu and Rosenbluth k—space method as "LR—k."
Simon et al. used the LR—k method on the very same 2ujpe problem, but
with more careful analysis and with comparisons to a number of numerical and
semi-analytic results [Simon 83]. A study of SRSS was carried out by Afeyan and
Williams using the LR—k method as well [Afeyan 85]. The LR—k technique leads
to a handy formula for the complex frequency of the most unstable mode, which
may be called the "local expansion in &—space" formula, or the LR—k formula,
for short. It is derived next.
Starting with two coupled ODEs of the form

Ci(x,-idx)Vi(k)

= ioM21(-idx)V2(k)

(2.132)

C2(x,-idx)^2(k)

= '7oM12(-idx)^1(x),

(2.133)
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where we assume the two operators C\<2{x,—idx) to have strictly linear
a;—dependences, we may Fourier transform these equations to obtain the following
coupled first order ODEs in k—space.

••ej>^*i(*)+ * ( * ) * ! ( * ) = ToMx{k)**{k)

(2-134)

ieL^2(k)

(2.135)

+ d2(k)*2(k)

=

7o*M2(*)

*:(*),

where ei is inversely proportional to the scalelength of the inhomogeneity of the
background plasma. The homogeneous plasma limit is reached by taking EL —* 0.
These two equations may be combined and reduced to standard (symmetric)
form, by eliminating the first derivative in k term. The resulting equation may
be written as

el *"(*) + [F0(k, ft) + eL F^k, ft) + e\ F2(k)] *(*) = 0.

(2.136)

Having obtained a second order ODE description of the eigenvalue problem,
we expand about the pole-pinched root [Briggs 64] (&j/,ft#) of the homogeneous
limit of eq.(2.136), a necessary condition for which is that FQ = dFo/dk = 0.
We retain only the leading order terms in the expansion, which are quadratic in
(k — fa), and linear in (ft — ftj/), to obtain a simple harmonic oscillator type
potential in the following equation.

4 *"(*) + [(9aFo,B) (ft - fin) - (-dkkF0,H/2) (k - kH)2] *(*) = 0,

(2.137)
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where the notation FO,H = Fo(kn, ft#) has been used. The complex eigenvalue of
the most unstable mode satisfying eq.(2.137) is given by the LR—k "expansion in
k— space" formula:

a = nH + eJ-a>f°f/f\

(2.138)

where the sign of the square root is chosen so that the imaginary part of the
inhomogeneous contribution to the eigenfrequency is stabilizing.
The intuitively appealing and readily understood aspect of this k—space technique is the fact that, for shallow gradients, the ground state wavefunctions in
A;—space would be localized in a narrow region around the pole-pinched, double
root, (kffjGlji), of the homogeneous plasma limit. Locally expanding about this
point and retaining lowest significant order terms ought to result in a sufficiently
accurate description of the potential near fc#. And because near the bottom of
the potential well, the harmonic oscillator description is usually accurate, we can
see why the LR—k method works so well. Tests of this method against direct
numerical results have born out these claims. The errors in threshold conditions,
for instance, have ranged from 5 to 15% [Simon 83, Afeyan 85]. An interesting
generalization of this method is given next.

2.6

"Local Expansion in Phase Space" Formula
of Williams

Despite its successes, the LR—k method does have its shortcomings as well. First,
the LR—k method is limited to (one dimensional and) strictly linear inhomo-
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geneities. And second, the way in which the perfect phase matching point (PPMP)
in x—space is chosen is not explicitly stated or made systematic. This last restriction is removed by a formula proposed by Williams, [Williams 86], which depends
explicitly on the local properties of the potential both in x— and k—spaces.
The starting point of this analysis is the dispersion relation, D(fl, k, x) = 0,
of the instability in question in a homogeneous plasma, with spatial dependences
introduced into terms such as density, flow velocity, and temperature. The point
(ft;/, kit, XII), about which this dispersion relation is locally expanded, is found by
solving D(ftn,kH,xn)

= dkD{9,H,kH,xH)

= dxD(ftH,kH,xH)

= 0. The proper

root is the one which maximizes the growth rate of the instability in the infinite
pump strength limit, both in x and in k. This is a generalization of the Briggs-Bers
criterion of pole-pinching [ Briggs 64] for weakly inhomogeneous media. Around
this point (fc#, XH) in phase space, a local expansion is carried out, and truncated
at quadratic terms, again both in x and in k. Reverting back to a specific representation, a second order ODE is obtained with a quadratic potential, whose
quantization condition, is once again that of the simple harmonic oscillator.
The potential ambiguities in Williams' prescription have to do with starting
with a homogeneous limit dispersion relation, D(ft, k, x) = 0, expanding, truncating, and then returning to a specific representation, such as D(x,idx)^(x)
or D(—idk, k)9(k)

= 0,

= 0. This calls into question the way in which noncommuting

terms ought to be ordered (such as dx x, or dkk k, for example). There is no unique
way of doing this, without reference to the true coupled differential equations in
a;—space. In fact, only in the limit when these noncommuting terms are subdominant and ignorable, does the method work. When these ambiguous terms are
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ignored, Williams' formula becomes:

o-o. + «-*> p «ffgy /2)) ' < '.
where DH = D(Q,H,kn,xn).

<2-IM)

In [Williams 86] this formula has been applied to

the MNR model with parabolic phase mismatch, SRSS in a linear density profile,
and MNR with no phase mismatch, but with a spatially localized pump. In a
significant new development, a three dimensional simple harmonic oscillator potential with additional angular coupling terms is also derived using local expansion
techniques in 3-D.
When tackling a new PI problem where bound state solutions localized around
a single P P M P are suspected to exist, a very direct and efficient way of establishing
the properties of such a solution is via the EAW formula, given in eq.(2.139). The
Williams method constitutes a potent starting point despite the fact that within
the method itself, the severity of the approximations can not be fully assessed, and
that the existence of a solution would have to be assumed (a common characteristic
of all approximation methods including the variational one). Any misgivings one
might have concerning answers obtained via some local expansion formula, such
as the vanishing of leading coefficients in that formula, would motivate a more
general analysis, such as the variational approach described in this dissertation.
To touch base with the LR—k method, note that if the spatially dependent
terms of D were of the form (di — CLX) (d2 — ei,x) for instance, then dxxDH

=

2e\, so that eq.(2.139) would indeed reduce to the LR—k formula given above in
eq.(2.138). On the other hand, if the spatially dependent terms of D were of the
form (di — e2Lx2) (d2 — e\Lx2), then dxxF>H = — 2e2L(d2+di).

Now in this parabolic
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profile case, if (rf2 + d\) is small compared to higher order derivative terms that
have already been discarded, then the Williams formula, eq.(2.139), will cease
to apply.

What is then required is a formula that contains the fourth order

derivative in a:, dxxxxDu,

in addition to the second derivative one in eq.(2.139),

so as to be able to handle the transition region between the two limiting cases,
where only the second or the fourth derivative term matters. But the quantization
condition in such intermediate cases is not known and would have to be obtained
numerically on a case by case basis. As a concrete example, whenever the faster
of the two daughter waves is near its turning point at the PPMP, near or at the
peak of a parabolic profile, the modifications suggested above is necessary. More
generally, to obtain the eigenfrequencies of SRSS, 2w pe , and the mixed polarization
instability, in any density profile beyond strictly linear ones, would demand such
modifications of the "local expansion in phase space" formula.
In contrast, the variational approach used in this dissertation greatly curtails
the need to arbitrarily ignore spatially dependent terms, by providing the ability
to check the relative sizes of the expectation values of portions of the operators,
as will be done in diminishing degrees of detail in the three chapters that follow.
The expectation value of any term suspected of being ignorable can be tested
against those of the terms which are kept to obtain the eigenvalue estimate itself.
In problems to which the local expansion formulas can be applied, such as Pis
occuring near a single PPMP with shallow, linear gradients, the main difference
between local expansion techniques, and the variational approach, is the order in
which the various assumptions are made. When certain assumptions are made
near the end of the calculation, as in the VP approach, and could have been
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avoided altogether, then their effects may be tested quite readily.
More significantly, the necessary criteria for an absolute instability that were
used to identify the point in phase space about which to expand, fall out of the
variational formulation quite naturally. We recall that the variational approach
requires the pump strength to be made stationary with respect to variational
parameters such as the density of the PPMP, and the wavevector component knBut these are equivalent to Williams' criteria dxDn = dkDn = 0.
Finally, the variational method will yield analytic estimates of the eigenfrequencies of SRSS, 2upe, and the mixed polarization instability, for all power law
profiles with minimal additional effort, as shown in the next three chapters.

Chapter 3
The Stimulated Raman
Scattering Instability
3.1

Introduction

Stimulated Raman Scattering (SRS) is a resonant three-wave coupling process
wherein an electromagnetic pump wave (EMW) decays into an electron plasma
wave (EPW) and a scattered light wave. For Raman backscattering, the identification of bound state solutions in inhomogeneous plasmas (or absolute instability) near the turning point of the scattered EMW was made by Drake and Lee
[Drake 73] in 1973. It was generalized to sidescattering by Liu, Rosenbluth, and
White, [Liu 74] as well as by Mostrom [Mostrom 77]. The early theories of SRS
in inhomogeneous media have been reviewed in [Liu 76c].
Since then, there have been some theoretical refinements but not any major changes to the picture of this instability's ground state (or most unstable
mode) properties in linear and parabolic density profiles. One area where con89
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siderable progress has been made is in understanding the properties of higher
order, or less unstable modes, principally through the work of Koch and Williams
[Koch 84, Williams 85, Williams 89]. Using WKB techniques, this work treats
coupled backward and forward Raman scattering amplifier regions, which are
shown to produce an absolute instability. This coupled Raman amplifier model is
an example of a PI where two distinct PPMPs are involved.
SRS occuring near a single P P M P and away from the turning points of the
daughter waves is well described by the MNR model [ Rosenbluth 72, Williams 85,
Williams 89]. The ground state, complex eigenfrequency of this model was calculated in section 2.3 of chapter II. On the other hand, for sidescattering, and in
the transition region between oblique scatter, and 90° scattering, there arises the
need to describe the interaction with more detail than that found in the MNR
model. If one were to forgo an accurate description of the EPW by, say, assuming
the electron fluid temperature to be zero, or the EPW damping to be large, and
if only sidescattering is to be considered, then the LRW model may be used, as
was done in section 2.4 of chapter II.
Neither of these descriptions is sufficient if one wants to examine SRS including the transition from backscattering to sidescattering in, say, a parabolic density
profile. For various practical applications discussed in chapter VI, and most certainly from a theoretical point of view, It would be desirable to have a way of
obtaining the complex frequency of the most unstable mode of SRS occuring at
the peak of a parabolic profile, valid regardless of whether this peak density is at
or anywhere below the quarter critical density, and for all scattering angles from
backscattering to sidescattering. The variational approach allows one to do this.
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To demonstrate that the application of variational methods to PI problems is
not limited by the sort of restrictive assumptions on the form of the inhomogeneity
profiles that all local expansion methods find indispensable, in this chapter, SRS
in an xn density profile is treated, where n is any positive integer. The properties
of SRS in linear and parabolic density profiles will be readily extracted as special
cases of the more general results.

3.2

M P S - V P for SRS

Our main task in this section is to construct an explicit functional expression for
the pump strength of the SRS instability in an inhomogeneous plasma. Instead
of starting with eq.(2.29), which we offered in the last chapter as a starting point
suitable for single P P M P problems, the VPs in eqns.(2.27 and 2.28) are adopted
as our points of departure. By evaluating the expectation values of both CAC and
Cc, we will be able to derive the condition under which the latter is ignorable
compared to the former.
We begin by writing down the coupled wave equations for SRS which were
derived in section 1.2.2 of chapter I. These equations were also the starting point
of the analysis of SRSS in section 2.4.1 of chapter II.

Ci^EMW

=

C2i$EPW

=

V0M2lliSEPW

VQMI^EMW-

(3.1)

(3-2)
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Here, C\ is the free propagation operator of an electromagnetic wave, while £ 2
is that of an electron plasma wave. These daughter waves are assumed to be
frequency matched with an electromagnetic pump wave whose frequency is w0.
The geometrical or kinematic properties of the coupling between these two waves
due to their interaction via the pump field are contained in M21 and Mvi- These
operators in the case of SRS are:

£1

—

K-

V)

(3.3)

c2

—

(4-

V)

(3.4)

M21

=

M12

—

v2

(3.5)

1

(3.6)

where

dh

^

(Wl2-a,2(0)(l-^)+V2)

(3.7)

dt2

^

( ( W o - a ; 1 ) 2 ( l - ; : ; - ^ ) - W 2 ( 0 ) + z,B2V2),

(3.8)
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where V = (V — i ko), and

F(x)=a,2(X)-u,2(0).

(3.9)

All frequencies in these equations are normalized to wo, the pump wave frequency,
and all wavevectors are normalized to wo/c. The phenomenological damping terms
are V\ and v2. The perfect phase matching point is at z = 0, where the dielectric
constant is e = 1 — u>2(0). The normalized thermal speed squared of the electron
fluid is uj = 3 t u 2 / c 2 = 3Tfcev/511. Here TkeV is the temperature of the electron
fluid measured in kilo electron volts. The coupling coefficient, vo, is related to
the quiver velocity, uo, of the electrons in the electric field of the pump by uo =
(v0/c)up(0)^/2.
Next we evaluate for SRS the operator combinations in terms of which the
VPs in eqns.(2.27 and 2.28) are defined. Using the definitions given in eqns.(2.5)
to (2.10), we obtain:

£/

=

£2£i

= (dt2dtl+V2)-(Vdtl+dt2V)

£//

(3.10)

= C\C2
= (dt2dtl+V2)-(Vde2+dtlV)

(3.11)
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Mi

= X//=-(l/e)V2

Mi =

Mn

(3.12)

[C2,M2i]_

=

((V2V) + 2(VV-V)

=

[CuMi2]_=0.

+ 2i(k0-VVJ)/y/e'

(3.13)

(3.14)

The operators Mi and M2 commute and therefore Mc = 0. But Cc ^ 0
so that there will be, in general, two versions of the MPS-VP for SRS. Using
the same symbol for the expectation value of an operator that we introduced in
eq.(2.23), namely,

(£),.= (#,-,£*,),

(3.15)

the MPS-VPs for SRS take the form:

,-i I2 V l
°
~

(£*g ~ £c)i

/„ 1fi>.

(3<16)

(MAC)I

{CAC

+ Cc)2

(MAC)2

,
•

.

( 3 J 7 )

We can rewrite these VPs in the suggestive form of eq.(2.30),
~ ,2 IKE
vol =—T

+ IPE

INORM

, oN
(3.18)

fo

,
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by introducing the functionals

IKE, IPE,

and INORM, where

IKE

= (dtM

(3.19)

43

= Ip%+IPE2

(3.20)

IPE2 = (V2)
INORM

= <-V2/e>,

(3.21)
(3.22)

and where the superscript (±) on IPE refers to the two different sign choices
in eqns.(3.16) and (3.17). In order to write out Jpjs,, we introduce four more
functionals:

Ivl2

= (Vdt2)

(3.23)

Ihv

= (di2V)

(3.24)

Ivtl

= (Vdtl)

(3.25)

Itlv

= KV),

(3.26)

in terms of which,

Ip'l

=

-(Iv,2+Itlv)

(3.27)

Ipl

=

-(Ivh+Ihv)-

(3.28)

It is useful to isolate in eq.(3.18), functionals containing symmetric operators
from those containing non-symmetric ones. It is in the latter that the two func-
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tionals IpEt differ. Let the expectation value of a symmetric operator be given
the superscript (S), and let the asymmetric operator's expectation value carry the
superscript (AS). Starting with the operators CAC and Cc, we define the following
terms:

IAC

4§

IAACS)

=

(CAC)

=

m+iAAcs)

=

IKE + IPE*

= -\[V(dtl+dt2)

(3.29)

+ (dtl+dt2)v]

(3.30)

Ic = (Cc)
= I^ + Ic^
ICS) = 0

(3.31)

IcAS) = -\[V(dtl-d(2)-(dtl-dt2)V}.

(3.32)

The two operators IPE\ may be written in terms of the asymmetric parts of IAC
and Ic as:

IPt=IAAcS)±IcAS)

(3-33)
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As proposed in eq.(2.29) of chapter II, we will show that the neglect of Ic
leads to a third VP that is equally acceptable. Let us call the corresponding IpEr
functional, i p ^ , . Our aim will be to compare the evaluation of the MPS—VPs in
eqns.(3.16) and (3.17) with that of eq.(2.29). The result will be that not only
can Ic be ignored in parameter regions of interest, but that IAC itself will have a
symmetric piece of the form ((dtl + dt2)\0V) which will dominate. The rest of the
functional IAC contributes higher order corrections to the pump strength, just as
Ic terms do. Here the subscript 0 in (dtl + «k2)|o denotes the evaluation of the
expression at a particular k value, ka, which corresponds to pole-pinching in the
infinite pump limit.
Before proceeding with the evaluation of these functionals, let us rewrite all
three versions of i p ^ , , in terms of basic variables, explicitly separating out in all
three expressions, the term that contains the dominant piece ((e^, + dt2)\oV).

4>1 = -\{(dt>+dt2)V)
-\{v(dtl+dt2))
=

-((dh+dt2)V)

-^([^K+4)]_)
#1 = -{Vdtl+dt2V)

(3-34)
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=

-{(dtl+dt2)V)
+ ([V,dtl]_)

IPt

=

=

(3.35)

-(Vdt2+dtlV)

-((dtl

+ dt2)V)

+ ([V,dt,}_)-

(3-36)

The three VPs to be evaluated differ in the three choices of

IPEI,

given in

eqns.(3.34), (3.35), and (3.36). All three VPs are of the following form:

i,-, i 2 _ IKE
I vo I =

+ IpE

*

+ IpE

*

z

•

a Q7^
(3.37)

INORM

Using the subscript j to signify any of the four subscripts KE,PEi,PE2,

and

NORM, the functionals on the right hand side of eq.(3.37) are expressible as:

= J^(x)Gj(x)dr
=

/

(3.38)
fy-lOG^kJAk,

(3.39)

where
GjMsCfa-iVWx),

(3.40)
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and in the last line we used eqns.(2.14), (2.15) and the definition:

G,(k) = (2;r) 3 / 2 Jv Gi(x) e - k x d r .
The functions

GKEQS)

and

GNORMO^)

are

given

ne

(3.41)

x t in terms of a V?(k) of the

form e,klV $r(^z)> where the actual z dependent form of \Pr(fcz) is to be specified.
Using eqns.((3.19), 3.22), and (3.41), we obtain:

GWoJUfflc) =

[y/2^S(kx)]

[y/2^6(ky-kx)]

x±\k0-k\2*T(kz)
=

[y/2^S(kx)]

[/2^8(ky

( ^ ) *r(S),

- kx)]
(3.42)

where in the last line we have introduced the shifted variable K = kz — KH, and
where the variable k2_jt is defined as follows.
k2— =

CQ + CIK + C2K2,

,

«^-«»)• + «

(3.44)

Cl s

_2U^«)

(3.45)

c2 =

-.

_

_
(3.43)

where

C

(3.46)
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Similarly, we have the following expression for GKE, in terms of the shifted variable

GKE(k)

= [y/2^S(kx)\
(dtl(K)dtM)

[V2^S(ky-kx)]
*T(«),

(3.47)

where

dtl(n)

= po — PiK—p2K2

dt2(lt) = 9 o - 9 i « ~ 9 2 « 2 ,

(3.48)
(3.49)

and the p and q coefficients are given by the equations:

2
2
2
Po = u>i - w (0)(l - ivi/ui) - (KH + kl)

(3.50)

Pi

= 2KH

(3.51)

p2

=

1

(3.52)

9o

=

(i-wi)2(i-tV(i-wi))-w;(o)
-v2{(Se-KH)2

9i

=

-2(y/e-
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=

vl

KH)VE

+ k2]

(3.53)
(3.54)
(3.55)

In order to give explicit expressions for Gp£;,(k) and GpE2(k), we must choose
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the particular density profile model we wish to study. This is done in the next subsection. Once we have all the Gj(k) functions, there remains for us to choose the
appropriate trial functions in &—space, to evaluate the functionals Ij via eq.(3.39),
and to form the VP in eq.(3.37). This will be done separately for even and odd
parity density profiles, because we will use different trial functions in each of these
cases. Obtaining the complex frequency, ft, of the most unstable mode of SRS,
is then a matter of rendering the pump strength stationary with respect to each
of the variational parameters introduced in defining the trial functions, choosing
the proper root via a perturbation procedure around the infinite pump strength
limit, and an inversion of the expression for | VQ | (ft) to obtain ft(| v0 | 2 ).

3.2.1

Power Law Density Profiles

Restricting our attention to strictly local interactions around a single PPMP, in a
plasma with 1-D density inhomogeneity, the density may be described by a local
power law profile around the PPMP. The latter is assumed to be, without any loss
of generality, at z = 0. For n some positive integer, the density profile is given by
the equation:
u,2(x) = u,2(0) [l ± zn/T],

(3.56)

where L = u)oLn/c, so that with the definition:
ennL s c # 0 ) / Z "

(3.57)

V(z) becomes:
V(z)=finennLzn,

(3.58)
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where the sign of p.n = ± 1 , determines whether the PPMP at z = 0 is a local
density minimum, a local density maximum, or an inflection point with positive
or negative slope nearby. We may now calculate GpEt and

GPE2

- For the latter,

we find using eqns.(3.21) and (3.41):

GPE2(k)

= [y/2^S(kxj\

[y/2^S(ky - kx)]

x^(-l) n Ji(*2n(*)).

(3.59)

To obtain the three versions of G p ^ , it is best to work out the four functions
G^v, Gi2v, Gvtn

an

d Gvi2 first, in terms of which we have:

Gpk

=

-\(Guv

GF%

=

-(Gvtl+Gl2v)

(3.61)

-(Gvi2 + GtlV).

(3.62)

Gp~l =

Using eqns.(3.23) to (3.26) we find:

+ Gl2v + Gvtl+Gvi2)

(3.60)
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GVh(k) = [/2^6(kx)\ [y/2^S(ky-kx)]

-(n)(9i + 292«)5^=r*r(«)
-2(B)(n-l)ft^*T(S)}

(3.63)

GVll(k) = [V57*(k)] [\/27*(fcy - kx)]
xVnennL(i)n

-(»)(Pi+2p2«)^zr*r(7c)
-2(n)(n-l)p 2 J^\& r (7c)}

(3.64)

GhV(k) = [y/2^8(kx)} [y/2^8(ky - kxj\
XMn£^(On
X4(«)£T*T(«)

(3.65)

GtlV(k) = [ V & ( M ] [ V ^ ^ - f c , . ) ]
x/^„e^(On
Xdtl(K)£;*T(K).

(3.66)
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Substituting eqns.(3.63) to (3.66) into eqns.(3.60) to (3.62), we find:

<?8k(k) = [y/^6(kx)\ [V2^S(ky-kx)\
XVnennL(i)n

{-K(«) + 4(«)]£r
die"-1

+ n (n - 1) (q2 + p2) - 1^LI j <M«)
dW -

(3.67)

Gpft(k) = [ ^ W ] [V^r"*(*„ - fa.)]
XHnennL(i)n

|-K(«) + 4(«)]
+ n(pi + 2 p 2 / c )

dlV1

dW1'1

+ 2n(n-l)p 2 ^j* r («)

(3-68)

GP~l(k) = [\/2TS(kx)] [V2^S(ky - kx)]
*HnennL(i)n

|-[^(7c)+4(7c)]

die"
1

+ n (qi + 2 ? 2

K)

d"die" -1

+ 2n(n-l)92^}*r(«).

(3.69)

These equations show that the interchange of p and q coefficients accounts for
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the difference between Gp^ and Gp^,

while the arithmetic mean of the p and q

terms leads to GPEl -

3.2.2

Choice of Trial Functions in A;—Space

In the absence of any compelling reason to choose trial functions with definite
parity, while still considering parametric interactions that occur strictly locally
around a single PPMP, trial and dual functions ought to be chosen which are not
necessarily concentric, symmetric, or of equal width. The two following equations
are examples of such functions.

VT(kz)

tfr(-fe)

=

Voe-ali2(l

=

# o e - ^ - " ° > 2 ( l + ,S^//?7cV

+ RV^K)

(3.70)

(3.71)

With these choices for trial and dual functions, expectation value integrals in
eq.(3.39) will all be of the form of the integral Ipa(n,j',xo)

given in eq.(A.54) of

section A.4 of appendix A. Repeating the definition of these asymmetric, nonconcentric Gaussian integrals here for convenience, we have:

oo

/

An

^ e-P(*-*o) xi —e~ax2

dx.

(3.72)

The four functionals that are required to construct a VP for | VQ | 2 are given
next in terms of Ipa(xo) integrals. In the next two sections however, these expressions will not be used in their full generality, because the trial functions in
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eq.(3.70) and the dual functions in eq.(3.71) will not be adopted. Instead, for
even parity density profiles, only even parity, concentric trial and dual functions
will suffice, while for odd parity density profiles, concentric but mixed parity trial
and dual functions will be necessary.
Using eq.(3.39), the four functionals needed to compose \VQ\ in eq.(3.37) are
given as follows.

INORM

=

(Wo)

(2 v) lpa(0,0; 7c0)

x[c017o + c 1 t / 1 + c 2 t / 2 ] ,

(3.73)

where the three c,- coefficients were defined in eqns.(3.44) to (3.46), and where
the three U terms are given in appendix B, eqns.(B.l) to (B.3). The following
expression for IKE involves the p and q coefficients defined previously in eqns.(3.50)
to (3.52). The V terms are defined in appendix B, eqns.(B.4) to (B.6).

IKE

=

(*o*o)(27r)7 j3a (0,0;7c o )
x [(po9o) Vo + (po9i + Pi9o) Vi
+ (?i9i - P29o - P092) V2 + (P192 + 91P2) V3

+(P2q2)V4],

(3.74)

The three versions of IPE1 are given by the following equations, found by substituting eqns.(3.67) to (3.69) into eq.(3.39):
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I(pk

=

(Wo)(27r)/ /8a (0,0;7c 0 )
x(-Hn)(i)nelL
x [(9o + Po) Wo(0) - (9i + Pi) Wi(0) - (92 + p2) W$0)]

IP+l

=

(3-75)

(^o*o)(27r)/^(0,0;7c o )
x(-r-n)(i)n£nL

x {[(9o + Po) Wo - (91 +Pi)Wi-

(92 + p2) W2]

-np1F1-2np2r2}
Ip'l

~

(3.76)

(^o*o)(27r)/^(0,0;7c o )
x(-/zn)(z)ne^
x {[(9o + Po) Wo - (91 +Pi)Wi-

(q2 + p2) W2]

-n9lr1-2n92K2}.

The 3 WW coefficients in the expression for IPE

(3.77)

are defined in appendix B,

eqns.(B.9) to (B.ll), while the W and Y coefficients in the expressions for IPE^ are
defined in appendix B, eqns.(B.12) to (B.16). More generally, without having to
specify the particular forms of the trial and dual functions, these coefficients obey
the following identities, where the notation, dn = d^/dW1, and (/) = (^T,

f^r),

has been used.

W0

= (<T)

(3.78)
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Wi =

(K <T)

(3.79)

W2 =

(7c2 d")

(3.80)

Yt =

( O

(3.81)

Y2 = ( K ^ ^ + ^ - I ) ^ - 2 )

(3.82)

Wo(0) = Wo

(3.83)

wf> = Wk + f * i

(3.84)

Wf> = W2 + nK2.

(3.85)

Finally, we obtain the following expression for IPE2, by substituting eq.(3.59)
into eq.(3.39):

IPE2

=

(*o*o)(27r)J / ? a (0,0;« o )
x ( - l ) " e 2 L [//9«(2n,0;« o ) + Sy/p7pa(2n,

l;7c0)

+ i?v/a (7/j a (2n, l;7c0) + (2n)7 / 3 a (2n - 1,0;7c0))
+RSy/aJ3 (7 /?a (2n, 2;7c0) + (2n)7^„(2n - 1,1;7c 0 ))| .

(3.86)

For local interactions around a single PPMP, we have obtained quite general
forms for the four functionals that comprise the VP for | v0 | given in eq.(3.37).
Henceforth, we limit our attention to the Tco = 0, or concentric Gaussians limit.
The four functionals will be greatly simplified, because only even-even and oddodd n and j combinations will have finite values. All even-odd combinations will
vanish. Note that | vQ | is independent of the product of the amplitudes of the
trial and dual functions. Therefore, there is no reason to keep the entire first
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line in each of the expressions for the four functionals in eqns.(3.73) to (3.86), for
these factors will cancel out while forming the ratio in eq.(3.37). Let us call the
resulting functionals I:

lj = Ij/ ( ( M o ) (2 v) lpa(0,0; 7c0)) •

(3.87)

As a final preparatory step before proceeding to evaluate the VPs for | vo \2 in
eq.(3.37), we rewrite the four functionals evaluated above, in terms of concentric
J integrals, with Tcb set to zero.

INORM

=

[<*» U0 + cx Ux + c2 U2],

(3.88)

where the c,- coefficients are defined as before, but where the new U{ factors are
given in appendix B, eqns.(B.20) to (B.22). The next functional is IKE, with the
p and 9 coefficients unchanged, but with the new V{ terms given in appendix B,
eqns.(B.28) to (B.30).

IKE

-

[(Po 9o) V0 + (p0 91 + Pi 9o) Vi
+ (Pi 9i - P2 9o - Po 92) V2 + (pi q2 + qi p2) V3
+ (P2 q2)VA\.

(3.89)

It is in the functional IRE^ that even and odd n terms differ, and thus ought to
be calculated separately. For the even—n cases, the three versions of the functional
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IpEi are given by the equations:

Tp%1(n = 2m) =
-

(-^)(-l)mell[(qo+po)Wi°\n

= 2m)

(9i + Pi) W}0)(n = 2m) - (q2 + p2) Wi0)(n = 2m)]
(3.90)

7P+l(n = 2m) =

(-fin)(-l)me2nLl{[(q0+p0)Wo(n

= 2m)

-

(9i + Pi) W\(n = 2m) - (q2 + p2) W2(n = 2m)]

-

2mpiY1(n

= 2m)-2(2m)p2Y2(n

= 2m)}
(3.91)

7p-l(n = 2m) = (-fin)(-l)me2n'Z{[(qo+p0)Wo(n

= 2m)

-

(9i + Pi) W\(n = 2m) - (q2 + p2) W2(n = 2m)]

-

2mgiyi(n = 2m)-2(2m)9 2 y2(n = 2m)}.
(3.92)

The coefficients W(n = 2m) and Y(n — 2m) are given in appendix B, eqns.(B.36)
to (B.48).
When n = 2m + 1, the three versions of the functional
equations:

IPEX

are given by the

Ill

fpEl(n = 2m + l) = (-ifin)(-ire2nt+1[(qo+PQ)Wi0)(n
~

(9i + Pi) Wf\n

= 2m + l)

= 2m + 1) - (92 + ft) W2(0)(n = 2m + 1)]
(3.93)

Tp+l (n = 2m + 1) = (-»p.n) ( - l ) m e 2 £ +1 {[(90 + Po) WQ(n = 2m + 1)
-

(91 + Pi) Wi(n = 2m + 1) - (92 + p2) W2(n = 2m + 1)]

-

(2m + l)pi Yi(n = 2m + 1) - 2 (2m + l)p 2 K2(n = 2m + 1)}
(3.94)

7 ^ ( n = 2m + l) =

H / / n ) ( - i r e 2 ^ + 1 { [ ( 9 o + Po)^o(n = 2 m - f l )

-

(9i + Pi) Wi(n = 2m + 1) - (q2 + p2) W2(n = 2m + 1)]

-

(2m + 1) 9X Yi(n - 2m + 1) - 2 (2m + 1) 92 Y2(n = 2m + 1)} .
(3.95)

The coefficients W(n = 2m -f- 1) and Y(n — 2m + 1) are given in appendix B,
eqns.(B.52) to (B.64).
For the functional

IPE2 =

IPE2(TI),

eq.(A.27) of appendix A is used to obtain:

(-l)ne2nnLIpa(2n,0)
x\l + R Sy/c7/3 (7pa(2n, 2) + (2n)7^a(2n - 1,1))1 .

(3.96)

Here, lpa(2n, 2J) = 7pa(2n, 2J)/7pa(2n, 0). Using eq.(A.28), we have 7pa(2n, 2) =
(a + /3)"1 (1/2 - na//3), while, 7pa(2n - 1 , 1 ) = 1/(2^). The functional 7PEl(n),
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in terms of these more basic variables is:

IpE2(n)

=

(2n)!

_2n
nL

£

n!

»¥*+*»&
3.3

(3.97)

M P S - V P Applied to E v e n - n Density Profiles

For even—n density profiles, we consider concentric, and even—parity trial and
dual functions. That is to say, we set « 0 = 0, and R = S = 0 in eqns.(3.70) and
(3.71). Using the coefficents given in section B.2 of appendix B, we obtain the
following expressions for the four functionals in the three VPs for | VQ | 2 .

INORM

=

co + c 2

IKE

=

[(po 9o)

1

(3.98)

2(a + P)

+ (Pi 9i - P2 9o - Po 92)

2(a + /3)

+ (P2 92)

IpE2(n = 2m)

=

(4m)!

(2m)!j

3
1
2
4(a + /?) J

(3.99)

2m

_4m
'2ml.

(3.100)
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fP%1(n = 2m) =

(-/*2m) £2 2 ^

x I (90 + Po)

MM'
(92+P2)

2(a + /?)

(3.101)

7(+)

7Si(n = 2m) = (-^SIZL

+

( j ^ f

(2m) p 2
a
(3.102)

7 g > = 2m) = ( - ^ m ) e | - £

+

(^j^gy)*"

(2m) q2
a
(3.103)

Note that in all but the functionals IPEl, a and B are interchangable. In
particular, IPE is effectively symmetric. That is to say, the expectation values of
nonsymmetric portions of the operator in IPE vanish if the trial and dual functions
have definite parity. On the other hand, in IPEi, or and B are not interchangable.
But if the terms that cause the asymmetry are higher order and negligible, then
we may set a = B. Indeed what we find, is that the condition that allows one to
treat IPEl as a symmetric operator by shedding the asymmetric pieces, is also the
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condition that makes all three versions the same, as will be shown below. Using
the notation

Mi

M2

(2m)!
2 m m!
(4m)!
= 2m
2 (2m)!

(3.104)

=

(3.105)

we obtain the following expressions for the four functionals needed to define | VQ \2 :

INORM

IKE

=

co + c2—4aJ

(3.106)

= [(po 9o)
+ (Pi 9i — P2 9o - Po 92)

4a

+( P 2 9 2 ) 1 6 ^ ] IpE2(n = 2m) =

-%)Ei(n = 2m) =
x

Amm _.2m
M2et
La

(3.107)

(3.108)

(-n^M^a™
(90 + Po) -

(92+P2)

4a
6 m (92 + p2)
+ 4a
(3.109)
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7P+l(n = 2m)

(-fi2m)Mie2ZLam

=
x

ta+w)_fe±M(1_2ro)+ei2)£i
4a

a
(3.110)

2m2m a
_m
(-fi2m)Mie
L

7 P J l ( n = 2m) =
X

(.+„,, _lfi+£l(l_fc>, + fi^fi'
(3.111)

The differences between the three versions of IpEl

will be higher order and

ignorable if the following condition is satisfied:

(P2 + 92
a

(3.112)

<l(Po + 9o)|,

in which case, all three VPs reduce to the following expression for | t50 | :

. I - .2
bo9o + &/(4<*) -jJ2mMie 2 m L a m (g 0 + p0) +
co | v o l =
r [
fa/ctt),

M2ejmLa2m]
, (3.113)

where Q3 is defined by the equation:

Qz = (Pi 9i - P2 9o - Po 92)-

(3.114)

In simplifying the IKE term while writing eq.(3.113), we have tacidly assumed
that |(pi qi - p2 90 - Po 92)! > |(P2 92)/«|Next, in the term p 0 90, we linearize the complex frequency about the infinite
pump strength limit, or the homogeneous plasma limit, by ignoring quadratic
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terms in A to obtain:

Po9o = Po9o|tf£W + <2iA.

(3.115)

Qi is defined below in eq.(3.143). In the homogeneous plasma limit, or when
the pump strength tends towards infinity, the VP in eq.(3.113) reduces to the
expression:
Po qo\HOM = Co | vo | 2 ,

(3.116)

which leaves the following expression for the finite pump and inhomogeneous
plasma contribution to the frequency of the most unstable mode:

A-

" or

f^gi]

•

< 3 - 117 '

To find the a that extremizes A, we must solve for ct\i which satisfies the
equation dA/da\a-aM

— 0. A necessary condition for the neglect of the second

term in the denominator of eq.(3.117) is that

IQxAKIQal,

(3.118)

in which case, CLM satisfies the equation:

(2mM 2 ) e\ZL eft*1 -(mMi)

fi2m (q0 + Po) e\ZL a m + 1 - 2» = 0 .

(3.119)

This is a three term polynomial equation for CUM with 2m + 1 roots. In two
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limits, this equation may be solved exactly, otherwise the roots must be found
numerically. The key physical parameter in this regard is (9o+Po). In one regime,
this parameter vanishes, which corresponds physically to sidescattering. This is
when the scattered light wave is near its turning point. In the other, this parameter
is large enough, which corresponds to back or backward scattering. The values of
atM and the corresponding AM are given next in both these limits, together with
the ordering relations that must be satisfied to validate the approximations. It is
only after these shells for calculating the contribution to the complex frequency
due to inhomogeneity are established, that we shall return to the infinite pump,
or homogeneous plasma, limit and obtain the complex frequency, flu, and the
corresponding KH, in terms of which the three coefficients Qi, Q3, and (q0 + p 0 )
are to be evaluated.

a\i and AM in t h e Backward Scattering Limit
If |(9o+Po)| >• |£2mLaAfli

tfl

en the first term in eq.(3.119) may be dropped,

resulting in the following solution for <XM and the corresponding AM-

— = (4mM 1 ) 1 /< m + 1 ' £ 2 2 :J m + 1 )
<*M

AM

=

2Ni

9i
Qi

_2m/(m+l)
-2mL

/*2m (90 + Po)

•1 l/(m+l)

-Q3

(*2m (90 + Po)

-Q3

(3.120)

l/(m+l)

(3.121)

where Ni is defined by the equation:

Nl =

l±llHL^mMly/(m+i)^
8

(3.122)
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Having found OCM, we can restate, in terms of basic variables, the condition for
the validity of ignoring the first term in eq.(3.119), as follows:

m

2m+l —^
+1J m

Po)r >elmL|r>\Ql3\

\(qo +

(3.123)

aM and AM in the Sidescattering Limit
In the opposite limit, If \(qo + Po)| -C \e2™L aM\, then the second term in eq.(3.119)
may be dropped, resulting in the following solution for aM and the corresponding
AM:
J_

(8mM 2 ) 1 /( 2 m + 1 )e^ ( 2 m + 1 )

=

AM

=

(3.124)

(Q3)1/(2m+1)

<*M ~

9i

2N2

Qi

r 4m/(2m+l)

-2mL

_1_
Qz

n l/(2m+l)

(3.125)

where A^ is defined by the equation:

N2 =

1 + l (2m)

l

8

(SmM^'/M1).

(3.126)

Having found aM, we can restate, in terms of basic variables, the condition for
the validity of ignoring the second term in eq.(3.119), as follows:

l(9o + P o ) | 2 m + 1 « e 2 - L | Q 3 |

(3.127)
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3.3.1

T h e Infinite P u m p S t r e n g t h Limit of S R S , and t h e
Coefficients Qi, Q3, and (<?o+Po)

Here we wish to solve eq.(3.116), for its double roots. The various coefficients
in that equation, are defined in eqns.(3.44), (3.50), and (3.53). To aid in the
solution of eq.(3.116), we define the frequency of the scattered light wave, wi, in
terms of three pieces: one that is pump independent and ensures perfect frequency
matching between the waves in the absence of the pump, Cl^, one that is the pump
dependent portion in the homogeneous plasma limit, ft, and the third, A, which
is the contribution to the frequency due to inhomogeneity. In terms of these
variables, the frequency of the scattered light wave, normalized to the frequency
of the pump wave is:

""

s

1

-^

( 0 ) +

2^0)

57 = («* + «) + A .

=

(JU28

>

(3.129)

SIH + A.

We shall also define «j/ as the sum of two pieces, one that is pump independent,
and ensures perfect fc-matching, «/,, while the other, K, is found by extremizing
the expression fi(/c) :

KH = Kh + K.

(3.130)

The two dispersion relations po and 90, in terms of these new variables, are
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given by:

Po = Poa + HPoi +fiA

(3.131)

9o =

(3.132)

-9oo -9oi - A ,

where, using the following definitions,

A2

= [l-2wp(0)]-kl

(3.133)

Vi

= -

(3.134)

^
fi

V2 = 2vl(y/l-Kh)
»

=

,.. fn\
w, (o)

(3.135)
(3'136)

*

-

^

(3-137)

v2

= v2up(0),

(3.138)

the p and 9 coefficients are:

poo = (A2 - Kh2) + (i£lh

(3.139)

P01 = Q, + Vi K + ivi - K2/H

(3.140)

900 = tlh + u | [ ( y ^ - « A ) 2 + *x]

(3-141)

901 = Q-V2K

+ H72 + V2K2.

(3.142)
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The definition of the coefficient, Qi, is found by comparing eqns.(3.115) and
(3.116). It is

Qi = - fi (poi + 901) •

(3.143)

Writing eq.(3.116), order by order, starting with the pump independent limit, we
find:

Poo 9oo = 0
UPoi 9oi =

(3.144)

- CQ | v0 | 2 .

(3.145)

The solutions of eq.(3.144) are «/, and ffo, given by the expressions:

Kh =

-]/A2-(iv2

[(yfi+A)2 + k2]

Slk =

- « | \(y/~e + A)2 + k2].

(3.146)
(3.147)
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Introducing the following terms,

fi2 =

VIK-K2/H

fi2 =

-V2K

2
7

+

iux

+ v2K2 + iT72

= 7o 2 -7i 2 « + 722«2

^^[(^H
7? S

IiM
t

(3.148)
(3.149)
(3-150)

(3 i5i)

-

(3.153)

(J.

we may rewrite eq.(3.145) in the following useful form:

(fi + fii) (fi + fi2) + 7 2 = 0.

(3.154)

The double roots of this equation will satisfy dfl/dit = 0. This requirement is
equivalent to making | t5o | stationary with respect to /c#, in the homogeneous
plasma limit. With primes denoting differentiation with respect to /c, the double
root, or stationarity condition may be written as:

^

= fi7

_ -[fi;fi 2 + fi2fi1 + ( 7 2 y]
"
jfiTTfi.]
'

(3 155)

'

Combining this equation with eq.(3.154), allows us to eliminate fi and to obtain
the following sixth order polynomial equation for the double roots in K :
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(ftjv + Oi MD) (fijv + fi2 fix?) + 7 2fi/>= 0.

(3.156)

The proper root of this equation may be obtained unambiguously (as will be
done below) in both limits, Vi = 0(1) > V2, and Vx -* 0, with V2 > V\. In
the transition region between these two limits, one may appeal to continuity to
keep track of the proper root in numerical solutions. Once the proper K is found,
the corresponding fi is calculated using eq.(3.155). The three coefficients needed
to evaluate aM and AM are given in terms of the (fi, K) pair by the following
equations:

Qi =

- 2 / ^ [ f i + (Vi- 1 (4)/c/2 + i(F 1 -|-F2)/2-/c 2 /(2^)]
(3.157)

Qs = ^ViV2(l-^(^-^j+(n-V2K

+ il72)
(3.158)

(9o + Po) = (fi-l)n

3.3.2

+ (fiVi + V2)K + i(fH71-u2)-K2.

(3.159)

AM, $*(WI), a n d t h e T h r e s h o l d C o n d i t i o n for S R S in
E v e n - n D e n s i t y profiles

In two distinct regimes, explicit analytic expressions will be given for the pair
(fi, K), in terms of which the three coefficients required to define AM in eqns.(3.121)
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and (3.125) will be evaluated. The complex frequency of the most unstable mode
is then found by combining this expression together with that for fi in eq.(3.129).
In particular, the growth rate of the instability, normalized to the frequency of
the pump, is given by the equation:

M

*

=

2^(0)

[S(fi) +

*(AM)]

'

(3 160)

-

so that the threshold condition for the instability is obtained by setting S'(fi) =
-S(AM).

For parameter regions in between the two limits that are shown explicitly
below, eq.(3.156) must be solved numerically for «, and fi, 0,i, Qz, and (qo + po)
evaluated at that value. Then, one must numerically solve eq.(3.119) for aM in
order to evaluate the corresponding AM via eq.(3.117).

T h e Backward Scattering Limit
As long as the scattered light wave is not so near to its turning point that 1 —
2u>p(0) — k2 —> 0, we will have Vi = 0(1) and Vi ^> V2. The proper solution K of
eq.(3.156) and the corresponding fi then are:

K

=

fi (Vi - V2) ~ i (V2 vi - Vi F 2 ) - 7?
2ViV2
(Vi-V
2)
*7o
• ("i ~ "2)
7l
1
«r
,
T
/
N
^
7
T7
(Vi
+
V
)J
(Vi
+
V
)
2ViV2
2
2
VKV2
.(ViFa + V , ^ ) , . 2 y ^ " V T

0

n

=

~

l

(Vi + v2)

+?

,„1fi1N

(3J61)
,,lfi0,

70

(KTV2T -

(3 162)

'

Using these expressions, the three coefficients required to define AM are found
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to be:

-t>(Vi-rV2)

Qi

^ViV 2

Qz
(90 + P0)

Substituting

these

=

1

into

7o

(3.163)

y/WV2

11 \VKV2)

(3.164)

ViJ

7o

(3.165)

VvTVT L(Vi + V2)J

eq.(3.121),

assuming

that

in

Q3

above,

(7o/\/Vi V2) (1/Vi) < 1, we find the following expression for the contribution
to the complex frequency due to inhomogeneity:

AM

=

2i

N,l v ir22m/
(m+1)
mL
£
(Vi + V 2 ) "1 2 m L
JV

xexp

(ViV2) 3 / 2 l m / ( m + 1 )

{2(^Ti)} ["

[(Vi-V2)(/xVi + V2)

I

/*(Vi+V2 )

70
l/(m+l)

(3.166)

Simplifying this expression by keeping lowest order terms in V2/V1, and combining
it with the homogeneous plasma limit contribution to the complex frequency, we
obtain the following two equations for the frequency shift and the growth rate of
SRS in density profiles of the form x2m, where the scattering angle is not too close
to ninty degrees.
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*M

=

[I-^P(O)]

- 52w^p(0)
S T [ ^ + ^ + «]
m,(m+1)

7T

(e22mLv2y

2(m + l)

u;„(0)

\
./(«+!) f y/WV
3/55]
2

(3.167)
9(wi)

Vj F 2 + V2 vi
2yJViV2lo

= ^ (0)Vi 7o 1 P
— ATi cos

7T

2(m + l)

1 /v1^V 2 m + l ) / ( m + 1 ) '
^mLV /(m+1)
/fl^y'^
' /1 70 ;
v ;
2

(3.168)

The threshold condition, found by setting Q^wi) = 0, is:

\VlV2) Urn J

(3.169)

" V[1-SW»]/

which, in more basic variables, may also be written as:

/ * y A*X,„)*»/<*»+»
c

c

^ '
V
/
(3^i)(2m-l)/(2m+l)

r

(

*

n

2(m+l)
(Sra+1)

> 4 J oW("»+i) /v, cos
I
4
2
C S
^
\
^ ° [ 2 ( m + 1)J J
v

(fiM0),kl,m)\
I (9!(i/ 2 ))W7 J
(3.170)

The coefficients on the right hand side, /i(w p (0), A;2,m), <7i(f2), as well as the
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variable k2. are defined as follows:
«fc

/iW0).^w)

kl

-i

9i ("2)

y/e+\Kh\
[ u,2(0)

(2m-l)/(2m+l)

(3.171)

M

v2/wo

1/2

(v^+KDA;2.
(3.172)

k2

2

= [(yfe+lKHir + k ]

(3.173)

The quantity Kn was already defined in eq.(3.146). Repeating it here for convenience, we have:

«/.

= ]JA2-(iv2[(y/-e + A)2 + k2],

(3.174)

where A is defined as:

A =^[1-2^(0)]-^.

(3.175)

It is useful in applications to have this threshold condition in terms of parameters that characterize current laser-plasma experiments, such as laser intensity,
measured in units of 1014 Watts per square centimeter, Iuw/cm2, the wavelength of
the laser in microns, A0,^m, the scalelength of the plasma in thousands of microns,
L2miiooo(im, and the temperature of the electron fluid, in kilo electron volts, TkeVThe threshold condition in terms of these variables is:
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»2/(2m+l)

T

— ^

r4m/(2m+l)

> Ni(m) fi(uP(0), k2, m)/ (</i(i/2)) *«+» , (3.176)

5555
T(2m+1)

where the numerical factor, which nevertheless depends on m, is given by:

4

Ni(m) = 5.5 x 10

(5.87 X lQ-3)(2m-l)/(2m+l)

2m+l

Ni cos

4m

(10007T) /(2m+l)

2(m + l)JJ
(3.177)

and Ni is defined in eq.(3.122). The damping factor, gifa), written in terms of
dimensional variables is:

gi(v2)

= 1 -

382

VEkeV

M

V2/0JQ
7

lV/cm2

A

° ' ttm

L(xA+KI)H

11/2

(3.178)

If collisions are the dominant damping mechanism of the electron plasma wave,
then
v2
44,0

2.73 x lO"5 In A Z (w*(0)/u;2)

(3.179)

^O.fim TkeV

where one may use for InA the expression InA = 6.8 + ln[Tjtev^o,iim/up(0)], as
provided in [Williams 89]. On the other hand, if Landau damping is the dominant
damping mechanism, then
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(Kh XDe)~3 exp[-l/(2 (Kh XDe)2) - 3/2].

H = yfi/8 (^M\
WQ

\

U}0

(3.180)

/

Specializing to the parabolic density profile case, where n = 2m = 2, we find
the threshold condition to be:

hAwlcm2 A22„ ^2?ooo,m TkeV3 > 5.388 x 10~2 fi(wp(0), A:2, l ) / ^ 3 ^ ) ,

(3.181)

where / i in this case is:

/iW0)^i,i) = f

Ve+\nh\

1/3

(3.182)

It is gratifying to note that the parabolic profile result given in eq.(3.181) does
reduce, in the limit of strict backscattering, to the answer obtained originally by
Rosenbluth [Rosenbluth 72], and to the answer found variationally in chapter II,
section 2.3.2. All three of these analytic results are within 6% of the numerically
obtained result in eq.(20) of [Williams 89]. (Note that there is a typographical
error in that equation. The exponent of TkeV ought to be (—1/3) and not (1/3).)
The Sidescattering Limit
If the scattered light wave is so near its turning point that its group velocity Vi is
much smaller than V2 and much smaller than 70, that is, when 1 — 2 CJP(0) — k2 fa 0,
then the proper solution « of eq.(3.156) and the corresponding fi are:
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K =
n

fi

=

-nV2/2
-t

+

in12/(2l0)

(3.183)
(ui -

. (vi + V2) . .
7i
t-*7oi

U

v2)2

47o z

(3.184)

Using these expressions, the three coefficients required to define AM are found to
be:

Qi =

-2z>7o

(3.185)

.(Fi-F2)
Qz = ifo + i2
(90 + P0) = * 7 o ( / / - l ) + * ( t / l , / 2 ) (/* + !)•

(3.186)
(3.187)

Substituting these into eq.(3.125), we find the following expression for the contribution to the complex frequency due to inhomogeneity in Raman sidescattering:

AM

N2 / £ | ^ \ ( 2 m + 1 )
=
V \ 7o /
—Z7T

Xexp 2(2m + 1 )

(3.188)

Combining it with the homogeneous plasma limit contribution to the complex
frequency, we obtain the following two equations for the frequency shift and the
growth rate of SRS in density profiles of the form x2m, where the scattering angle
is very close to ninety degrees.
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*(wi) =

[1-^(0)]

22
2
-*£<rA
2w (0) - »>M-» M
p

,
N2
+ ^—77^r~
2wp(0)fi

cos

*
(4ZL\^^
1I (4ZL\
2 (2m +i)J v 7 0 ;
(3.189)
2

9M =

7o

H(0)

, (v1 + u2)
1——
—
27o

(2m+l)

•

N2 .
* ] (4mL\
sin
2(2m + l)J U m + V
fi

(3.190)

The threshold condition, found by setting ^(wi) = 0, is:

7o

2

4m/(m+l)
e
2m£

^ sN2i nsinf [arf+iy]
e ^ A
> (

(2m+l)
(m+1)

(3.191)

which, in terms of more basic variables, may also be written as:
(v0\2

/a;oZ2mV m/(m+1) > JM

U

(rr-)

4

* {

- \

*

]]

2Sm

L2(2^n)J/

[(92(^1,^2))^^

I
(3.192)

The coefficients on the right hand side, /2(wp(0), m) and <72(i>i, i/2), are defined as
follows:
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/ 2 (w P (0),m)

= k*
"

i
2
Lv^l***

- K (o)]

92(^1, v2)

r_M°j_i

0^+1)

1(1-^(0))J

(i/i/^2+V2)
vole

(±\
\kl)

(3.193)

1/2

(3.194)

The threshold condition will be in a form that is useful in practice when it
is written in terms of the parameters that characterize current laser-plasma experiments, such as, laser intensity, measured in units of 1014 Watts per square
centimeter, Iuwlcm2, the wavelength of the laser in microns, Aol/im> and the scalelength of the plasma in microns, i2m,^m. The threshold condition in terms of these
variables is:

(2m+l)

/1

W

Xol^-mm+1) LSZ+1) > N2(m) /,M0),m)/ (92(^1, *s))^W ,
(3.195)

where the numerical factor, which nevertheless depends on m, is given by:

AT2(m) = 5.5 x 10>

2sin

bmTI)]]

2m-M
m+1

(3.196)

«m

(27r)("»+»
and N2 is defined in eq.(3.126). The damping factor, g2(iyi,v2), written in terms
of dimensional variables is:

92{vi,V2) = 1-117.2

(Vllfl2 + ^2)/^0
Tll2
\

(3.197)
( * ) " •

Specializing to the parabolic density profile case, where n = 2m = 2, we find the
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threshold condition to be:

*i*wt^
C
*W/cm

> 1-96 x 102 f2(wp(0), l)lg32l2(vi, v2),

(3.198)

wp(0) 11/2
l-u, p (0)J
[2-2u; p (0)-o; 2 (0)]

(3.199)

where / 2 in this case is:

/ 2 (u, p (0),l) =

It may be pointed out that this is a very low threshold indeed. For instance, at
n c /4, where /2(wp(0) = .5, m = 1) = 4/3, the threshold for SRSS in the absence of
damping, and for a 100 micron scalelength parabolic peak, is around 1012W/cm2 :

/ % / c m 3 ^,ioo^m > 0.0261.

(3.200)

It is gratifying to note that the parabolic profile result given in eq.(3.198) does
concur with the answer found variationally in chapter II, section 2.4. Both these
results are within 26% of the numerically obtained threshold condition given in
[Williams 84]. The threshold in this parabolic profile case is independent of laser
wavelength, whereas for linear profiles, the threshold is a decreasing function of
wavelength. In fact, for n = 2m > 2, the threshold power required will be an
increasing function of wavelength, implying that shorter wavelength lasers will
excite instabilities at lower power levels than longer wavelength lasers do.
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3.4

M P S - V P Applied to O d d - n Density Profiles

In the case of odd—n density profiles, we consider concentric, but mixed parity,
trial and dual functions. That is, we set 7c0 = 0, but will not set R = S = 0,
(as was done in the even—n profile cases) in eqns.(3.70) and (3.71). Using the
coefficents given in section B.2 of appendix B, and keeping lowest order terms, we
obtain the following expressions for the four functionals in the symmetrized VP
for | v0 | 2 .

INORM

IKE

=

1 +

= (po 9o)

+
IpE1(n = 2m + l)

co

RS y/a-p
2 (a + 3)\
1

2(a + B)

x (90 + Po)

IpE2(n = 2m + l)

=

RS y/a~f3
2 a +B

(Pi 9i — P2 9o ~ Po 92)

= (ifi2m+i)

(3.201)

3RS

y/ctf

1+ 2 a +B

(3.202)

(2m+ 1)! _2m+l ( <*P \ m+1
•-(2m+l)L \(a + p)J
m!
5
R_

(3.203)

2m+l
(2(2m +1)!
)[] 2(2m+i) ( a/3 \
£ 2m+1 L
[a+Bj
(2m + 1)!! J < >
(3 + 4m)RS y/o^l

2

a + /?J

(3.204)
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Making | VQ \ stationary with respect to a, B, R, and S, lead to two kinds of
solutions, in both of which, a = ft, but with R = ±S. The symmetric R = S
solution is unacceptable, because it makes the expectation value of the physically
dominant term, the one proportional to (q0 + po), vanish. This is not physically
possible, because it would make the growth rate, (or more generally, the complex
frequency of the most unstable mode of SRS) scale completely differently with
temperature and pump strength, depending on whether the density profile were
even or odd. While the dependence on scalelength and any other characteristic
lengthscale might depend on the form of the imhomogeneity, it is untenable that
the pump strength and temperature dependences be drastically different in an
irreconcilable way. Therefore, we must choose the anti-symmetric, R = —S solution. Note that it is ^r(—k z ) that is found to be antisymmetric with respect to
^r(kz)-

Setting a = /? and R = —S in the above functionals, we obtain:

INORM

IKE

=

co 1

= PO 9O
+

R2'
4

Kl

(Pi 9i - P 2 ^ fa- - P 0 9 2 )

4c ir

(3.205)

SR2'
4

(3.206)
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IPEl(n = 2m + l) =
x

2fi2m+iMie2?+Z1)L
(9o + P o ) H i 2 ) « m + 2
(3.207)

IPE2(n = 2m + l) = Miie2$$La2m+\

(3.208)

The coefficients Mi and M// are defined by the equations:

The VP for | VQ | becomes:

Co | vo | 2 = Po 9o +

^•(l-3i22/4)
( l - i l / 4 ) L4a
2

+ fi2m+i Mi e%£1)L a m + 1 ' 2 (qQ + po) ( - 2 i R)

+

M„ <$£%«***],

-

(3.211)

where Qs is defined in eq.(3.114). Just as in the even-n cases, we linearize about
the infinite pump strength limit, and write:
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Poqo == Po9o|ffcw + <2iA.

(3.212)

Po9o|tfcw = co | v 0 | 2 ,

(3.213)

which leaves the following expression for the finite pump and inhomogeneous
plasma contribution to the frequency of the most unstable mode:

+ 2 fi2m+i Mi e2?£1)L a m + 1 / 2 (- i R) (q0 +

+

Po)

Mne2t+%<*2^].

(3.214)

The value of a that makes A stationary, OM, with R held fixed, is found by
solving the equation dA/da\aMiR

= 0, which may also be written as the following

2(m + l)th order, three term polynomial equation for OM

'•

2m+l)
2 m 1
f9m
+ 1 ^L2)£( (2m+l)L
0a,M( + )
K*™+

+ 2 Mi e\?+l,)L (q0 + po) (m + 1/2) ( - /z 2m+1 i R) aM+3/2
-^(l-3#2/4)=0.

(3.215)
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This equation can be solved analytically in two opposite limits, just as the
corresponding equation in the even —n cases, eq.(3.119), discussed in section 3.3.
One limit corresponds to backward scattering, where the first term in eq.(3.215)
is much smaller in magnitude than the second, while for sidescattering, the first
term will be much larger than the second. These two terms arise from IpEj. and
IpEii respectively. That is to say, for backward scattering \IPEA ^> | / P £ 2 | > while
for sidescattering, \IPE2\ ^> I-TPEII-

The Sidescattering Limit
When \IPE2 | does dominate, all the operators in the remaining functionals will be
symmetric and parity conserving, so that we only need to consider even parity trial
functions. In other words, we can set R = 0, and then the rest of the calculation
will be the same as in the even—n cases. The growth rate and threshold conditions
will all be the same, just as long as we express the answers found for the even—n
cases, not in terms of m but in terms of n by using the formula m = n / 2 . We
then find:

V- \ 7 o /

"-"[sjSTij]-

(3.216)

Combining it with the homogeneous plasma limit contribution to the complex
frequency, we obtain the following two equations for the frequency shift and the
growth rate of SRS in density profiles of the form xn, where the scattering angle
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is very close to ninety degrees.

»(«i) = [l-wfc(°)J
^-[2-2u,p(0)-o;2(0)]
2wp(0)
. N2

f^+iJ

+ ~—77^T~ cos
2w p (0)/i
2(

(3.217)
9(wi)

7o
2u p (0)

' _ (F 1+ F 2 ) _ Ab

27o

/*

2

[ _ £ _ 1 / e nl \ ?57+ryl

l2(»+i)j U r 2 v

(3.218)
The threshold condition, found by setting $s(wi) = 0, is:

4n/(n+2)

(3.219)

-

which, in terms of more basic variables, may also be written as:

fcrm^H^fey}**
v

f /aM0),m) 1
I (92(^1, ^2)) <"+2> J

(3.220)

The coefficients on the right hand side, /2(w p (0),n), and 92(^1, v2), are defined as
follows:
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1
1
[_j4flQ_r
2
-[u, (o)]^ U 1 - ^ 0 ) ) ]

f2(wp(0),n)

92(^1,^2)

fc

= 1

\k2_)

u0/c>c

(3.221)

(3.222)

•

The threshold condition will be in a form that is useful in practice, when it is
written in terms of parameters that characterize current laser-plasma experiments,
such as, laser intensity, measured in units of 1014 Watts per square centimeter,
Iuw.cm2, the wavelength of the laser in microns, Ao.^mj and the scalelength of the
plasma in microns, L„iliTn. The threshold condition in terms of these variables is:

/ 'i( V / cWn v A 0 -i"- 2 ) / ( n + 2 ) L%$2)

> N2(n) A W O ) , » ) / ( * ( * , ! * ) ) « , (3.223)

where the numerical factor, which nevertheless depends on n, is given by:

AT2(n) = 5.5 x 10,fo™bfcy]]

2("+l)
n+2

(3.224)

(2TT)&+2)

and N2 is defined as:
i/(»+i)

The damping factor, g2(vi,v2), written in terms of dimensional variables is:

92{vi,v2) = 1-117.2

(viln2 + ^)/w 0
J

14w/c m 2

A

0, M m

(

)

l/2

(3.226)
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Specializing to the linear density profile case, where n — 1, we find the threshold
condition to be:

Iuw/cm2 Ao£n L*£ > 9.95 x 102 /2(u,p(0), l)/g42%i,

v2),

(3.227)

where f2 in this case is:
1/3

/ 2 (u; p (0),l)=a, p (0)

LI-^P(O)

[2-2u,p(0)-o,2(0)]'

(3.228)

Again, this answer does concur with that found via the LRW model in section 2.4
of chapter II, as well as with the answer obtained in [ Afeyan 85] using the LiuRosenbluth A:—space local expansion technique. Exact numerical results defer by
a mere 5.8% from the analytic result given in eq.(3.227).
The Backward Scattering Limit
Whenever the magnitude of the second term in eq.(3.215) is larger than that of the
first, a condition that is only possible if the scattered light wave is sufficiently far
from its turning point, then the solution of that equation and the corresponding
A are:
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_1_

£

= [8(m + 3 / 2 ) M I e K l ) l ^

A

m+3/2

•i 2/(2m+3)

x

—*/<2m+l R
l-3i22/4

=

. \Q3\ 2m+ 3
- il
\Qi\2m + l
f™+_J_1/2)
1 /O^
8fi (m
Af/A/f£ (e.2m+l
2^)^

2/(2m+3)
1(90+Po)
jpr-j— I

Wa

2

x /(i? ),
where f(R2)

(3.229)

is defined as:

22

_ (l-3i? 2 /4)( 2 m + 1 )/( 2 m + 3 )(/E 2 )i/( 2 m + 3 )

f(R ) =

1 - i? 2 /4

(3.230)

Making A stationary with respect to R is the same as finding the double roots of
the equation f(R\t)

— 0, which are:

^ = l("»+i)

1
k+i4 (m +1)

2

-1

(3.231)

We have chosen the root that has the proper behavior as m —» 00. In that limit,
the contribution to the growth rate due to inhomogeneity should vanish. The three
coefficients required to evaluate the above expression for A are \Q\\ = |(9o+Po)| =
H1o\jVilV2,

and | Q 3 | = Vi V^. These are expression that are correct to lowest

order in V2/V1. Their more general forms were previously stated in eqns.(3.163)
to (3.165) above. Using the definition 70 = 7o/\/Vi V2, we obtain the following
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expression for the contribution to the complex frequency of the instability due to
the inhomogeneity of the plasma.

..2m+
2 m + 33 r n ,
!

, ._ , ,

,„,,,

i2/(2m+3)

2m +
(2m+l)/(2m+3)

f(R2M).

X

7o

(3.232)

Combining this with the imaginary part of the homogeneous plasma limit of
the frequency, fi, given in eq.(3.162), we obtain for the threshold condition, in the
absence of damping:

/

*£

LJ;,W

\ & (2m+l)L

/ 2 m + 3\( 2m+3 >/< 2 ( m+1 >)

n ±i\\

H *"*~>) £ £ ± f )
/

'

x

(/(^))(!"+3|/(2<"+1)).

,/,

(3.233)

This answer does concur with the MNR model calculation for odd—n profiles that
was presented in chapter II, section 2.3. When the results here for odd profiles
and backward scattering are compared to the even profile results above, it is seen
that the threshold conditions, eqns. (3.169) and (3.233) scale properly as the m's
are converted back to n's. In both even and odd cases, the physical quantity that
must exceed some numerical value #(n) for backward Raman scattering is of the
form:

^

(8(m + l/W<~'>
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2

7o
:
> #(n).
£ (2n)/(n+l) y^ y(„-l)/(n+l)^

U?

(3.234)

Chapter 4
The Two-Plasmon Decay
Instability
4.1

Introduction

Two plasmon decay is a resonant three wave interaction process where an electromagnetic, transversely polarized pump wave, (EMW), decays into two electron plasma waves, (EPWs), which are longitudinally polarized.

Apart from

a small temperature dependent correction, a plasma wave's frequency is dictated by the density of the plasma in which it is located. In order to have frequency matching between the pump and two EPW daughter waves, we must have
WQ =

u>i + k>2 =£• w0 fa 2WEPW =>• <*>EPW ~ ^o/2, which means that 2wpe can only

occur near the quarter critical density layer, where the density is labeled n c / 4 .
The addition of finite temperature allows a slight extension of this condition,
but then the highly dispersive character of plasma waves, together with Landau
damping, come in to restrict the location and width of the resonance region. First,
145
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EPWs are highly dispersive. That is, their k—vectors change significantly even for
a slight change in density. In an inhomogeneous plasma, EPWs whose wavevectors
match at some density, will dephase quite rapidly in adjacent regions which have
slightly different densities. Additionally, plasma waves with large k—vectors are
strongly Landau damped [Kruer 88]. An approximate criterion for the avoidance
of strong damping is kXue < 0.3, where Xoe = Uh/wpe, is the electron Debye
length, v,h, the thermal speed of the electron fluid, and wpe, the plasma density.
The above arguments indicate that the 2wpe instability will be highly localized
at or immediately below n c /4 unless the inhomogeneous density profiles are very
steep, or electron fluid temperatures are very high.

4.1.1

Review of Theoretical Studies of t h e 2cupe Instability
in Inhomogeneous P l a s m a s

The study of the two plasmon decay instability (also called 2a;pe) in a homogeneous
plasma was initiated by Goldman using a quantum many-body theory perturbative approach and Jackson who resorted to a Vlasov description of the plasma
[Goldman 66, Jackson 67, Liu 76b]. The mechanism of the process was delineated in [Goldman 66, Jackson 67], but the growth rate of an absolutely unstable
mode was not calculated properly. In particular, Jackson's theory is incomplete
because it is a purely electrostatic treatment which fails to incorporate the v X B 0
nonlinearity [Langdon 73]. The first study of the properties of absolutely unstable 2wpe in inhomogeneous plasmas was undertaken by Lee and Kaw [Lee 74].
They attempted an integral transform solution, assuming the density profile to be
everywhere linear. But first, they simplified their coupled wave equations rather
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severely. Additionally, they kept only lowest order terms in ko/kx, assuming the
latter to be small. They then prescribed a WKB quantization condition on the
resulting potential, prior to simplifying it further, but not as systematically as
might have been called for. Their procedure resulted in a harmonic oscillator
type potential in such a way that the consistency of their numerous approximations were suspect. In fact, their threshold condition (their eq.(15)) as well as its
interpretation are at odds with subsequent work.
Liu and Rosenbluth [ Liu 76a, Liu 76c] attempted to remedy the situation by
systematically deriving a second order ODE in A;—space (assuming the density profile to be strictly linear everywhere), and solving for the ground state eigenvalue of
this equation by a powerful technique already described in chapter II, section 2.5
of this dissertation. Liu and Rosenbluth's calculation did not make use of a-priori
conditions on the size of kx/ko, as Lee and Kaw's did. However, they too invoked
a WKB quantization condition as their strategy for finding the ground state eigenvalue, and then proceeded to locally expand their k—space potential about the
pole-pinched root of the homogeneous plasma limit, and only retained lowest significant order terms about that point. Their method was designed to treat the
homogeneous limit without approximation. To that end, they obtained a rather
complicated algebraic equation ([Liu 76a], eq.(21)) for the complex frequency of
an absolutely unstable mode in a homogeneous plasma. However, the approximations they then introduced to estimate the growth rate from their eq.(21) were
not sufficient to capture the kx dependence of the homogeneous plasma limit of
the growth rate. So that even though their overall strategy was flawless, and
even though they did calculate the proper kx dependence of the inhomogeneous
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plasma contribution to the growth rate, they were unable to obtain the correct kx
dependence of the overall growth rate of 2wpe.
The next advance was spurred by Lasinski and Langdon's direct numerical
simulations of the coupled wave equations in a;—space describing two plasmon
decay [Lasinski 78]. In trying to compare their numerical results to existing analysis, Lasinski and Langdon returned to Liu and Rosenbluth's calculation and
confronted with the latter's eq.(21), proceeded to solve for its roots numerically.
Needless to say, they obtained the correct homogeneous plasma limit growth rate
dependence on kx, as seen in fig. 4-43 of their report. In order to make analytic estimates of their own however, they approximated this kx dependent homogeneous
plasma limit contribution to the growth rate by assuming it to be linear in kx.
Lasinski and Langdon's contribution is particularly noteworthy because it showed
that the threshold for the instability is first exceeded at a finite value of kx- The
two independent kx dependent terms in the growth rate equation (from the homogeneous limit and the inhomogeneous correction) gave rise to the peaked growth
rate curve which better resembled the growth rate curve they had deduced from
their direct numerical simulations of the initial value problem for 2wpe. In contrast, after making excessive approximations to their homogeneous plasma limit
growth rate expression, Liu and Rosenbluth could define a threshold only by the
artifice of introducing a Landau damping cutoff at large enough kx, terminating
their otherwise monotonically increasing growth rate versus kx curve. By having
direct numerical simulation results to guide their work, and by being willing to
solve the messy algebraic equation for the homogeneous limit growth rate numerically as well, Lasinski and Langdon were able to overcome the difficulties faced
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by previous authors.
A small problem remained however. As was stated above, Lasinski and Langdon chose a linear approximation to the kx dependent part of the homogeneous
plasma growth rate, in order to obtain their analytic expression for the overall
growth rate. But this couldn't be the proper kx dependence of that term because
it violates the space-reversal symmetry in the direction perpendicular to the pump
k vector, which is a characteristic of their equations. Just as their equations are
invariant under the transformation kx —• — kx, so should be the resulting expression for growth rate. Instead of kx, the correct scaling of that term is with k2, as
was demonstrated by Simon et al. [ Simon 83] through explicit construction.
The inhomogeneous plasma contribution to the growth rate in a linear density
profile scales as —l/(kx L), where L is the scalelength of the density inhomogeneity. It might seem as if this term too breaks the symmetry mentioned above.
That this is not the case may be understood by the following arguement. The
inhomogeneous contribution to the growth rate must be stabilizing. The actual
way in which this term arises in the analysis, as we shall see below, is as the
square root of l/(kx L)2. But there is no real freedom in the choice of roots here,
because only one of the two apparent choices is physically allowed (corresponding
to a bound state), namely, the one that makes the term stabilizing. The inhomogeneous plasma contribution to the growth rate term is more precisely written in
the form l/(|fcx L\), which then does preserve the requisite symmetry.
Simon et al. used the LR—k technique to rederive and solve the second order
ODE in A;—space that describes the 2wpe instability in a linear density profile.
They solved for the ground state eigenvalue uf this A:—space equation numerically,
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semi-analytically and analytically. The numerical computation of the lowest eigenvalue of the ODE in A;—space were done with a shooting code. The semi-analytical
technique used an interactive WKB code, adapted from the original written by
White [White 79], that allowed the implementation of the Bohr-Sommerfeld quantization condition on the whole potential, or any parts thereof. The White code
solves for the eigenfrequency by (i) numerically finding the locations of the turning
points, starting with a guess for the eigenvalue, (ii) numerically calculating and
displaying the Stokes and Anti-Stokes lines, (iii) numerically evaluating the line
integral of the square root of the potential between turning points chosen by the
user studying the Stokes structure of the potential at hand, and (iv) iterating, by
changing the guessed eigenvalue until the quantization condition is satisfied with
sufficient accuracy.
On the analytical front, Simon et al. systematically implemented the local
expansion ideas of Liu and Rosenbluth, by treating numerous complementary parameter regimes. They investigated both small and large kx/k0, short and long
laser wavelengths, and hot and cold plasmas. Their results showed that the threshold for the instability varies little between these different regimes and is quite close
to the threshold conditions suggested by Liu and Rosenbluth [Liu 76a, Liu 76c],
and found by Lasinski and Langdon [Lasinski 78], but that the kx corresponding
to maximum growth varies significantly from one extreme of parameter space to
the other, as identified by the work of Lasinski and Langdon, [Lasinski 78], and
demonstrated in its full generality in [Simon 83].
Interestingly enough, Simon et al. also found that neither the usual BohrSommerfeld quantization condition on the full potential, nor generalizations thereof
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incorporating the Stokes coefficents of nearby poles to the two turning points, ever
gave rise to particularly accurate results, and that the local expansion and truncation of the potential approach of Liu and Rosnbluth almost always fared better
than raw WKB when compared to numerically generated results.
There have been at least three other published attempts to treat 2wpe using
WKB techniques and an x—space formulation of the absolute instability eigenvalue problem [Silin 74, Gusakov 77, Powers 86]. By eliminating essential elements of 2u>pe theory from the very start of their analysis, the first two of these
attempts reached conclusions that are not in concordance with later results of
Simon et al., or the results presented in this chapter. Just as Lee and Kaw before
them, the erroneous assumption is made that it is the turning point behavior of
the individual daughter waves that dominates and that the detailed variation of
the coupling terms is unimportant. To this end, vast simplifications are made on
the coupling terms, while the free propagation operators are treated accurately.
The basic physical picture of this instability does not support this procedure. The
decoupling between the waves in 2wpe is not just because the daughter waves can
propagate out of the interaction region. If this were the case, it would be fair to
assume that by being sufficiently close to the turning point of one of the waves
where the wave has slowed down enough, an absolute instability might result. This
is indeed the case for Raman (see chapter III) where slowing down the scattered
light wave, by being close to its turning point, reduces the threshold of the instability significantly. In the case of 2wpe, however, the daughter waves are quite
slow in any case, their group velocities being a fraction of the growth rate, no
matter how far they are from their turning points. The dominant detuning mech-
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anism in the case of 2wpe is the strong A: dependence of the coupling terms which
effectively turn off the interaction with the pump outside of a specified range of A:
values. As the waves corresponding to maximum growth move and change their
A; vectors, their coupling is diminished and the instability is eventually turned off.
This physical picture is born out by the calculations presented in this chapter.
The third paper that tackles the absolute instability eigenvalue problem for
2a>pe by resorting to WKB analysis of an a:—space ODE, is that of Powers and
Berger [Powers 86]. Their approach was to assume that the physical picture just
sketched is the appropriate one, which then allowed them to simplify the left hand
side, or free propagation operators, by imposing a WKB anzatz, while retaining
the full A;—dependent structure of the coupling coefficients. They were able to
obtain a second order ODE and to estimate its lowest eigenvalue by numerically
solving the equation that results from the standard WKB quantization condition.
The threshold condition was obtained by extrapolating down their large growth
approximation to zero growth. While they state that they were able to reproduce
the results of Simon et ai, there seems to be a discrepancy between the two results on the wavenumber of the mode with maximum growth rate. Using Powers
and Berger's notation, their estimate is (ky c/w0)2 fl0J w 0.36. This ought to be
compared with Simon et. al.'s estimate, which is (kyc/wo)2 f3 m 0.16. Note the
different exponents on the B terms. While Powers and Berger's approach is instructive, and based on a sound physical picture, that picture had to be assumed
a priori in order for their method to apply. In contrast, the Liu and Rosenbluth
A;—space method for linear density profiles, used properly, shows this physical picture to be the right one for 2wpe, without resorting to ad hoc approximations and
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simplifications.
In sum, the exhaustive study of two plasmon decay in a linear density profile
by Simon et al. finally perfected a method of attack that began with Lee and
Kaw ten years earlier. At least three problems remained with the linear theory
of the two plasmon decay instability in inhomogeneous plasmas, however, which
could not be tackled by the LR—k method (or the Williams formula, which was
also described in chapter II). These three problems are addressed in this and the
next chapter of this dissertation, and are discussed next.
Over the last decade, interest has extended beyond plasmas which have linear
density profiles, and present day laboratory experiments routinely analyze laser
produced plasmas whose density profiles are parabolic. The natural question that
arises is how to calculate the ground state eigenvalue of the 2u;pe instability in
a plasma with a density peak at or near n c /4. Additionally, there is the related
question of how to obtain an analytic estimate of the ground state eigenvalue
which will uniformly interpolate between cases where the perfect phase matching
point (PPMP) for 2wpe is at the peak of a parabolic density profile to when it is
somewhere on the flanks, where presumably the theory for 2wpe in a linear density
profile becomes applicable. These questions are answered in this chapter using the
variational method. Furthermore, the question of the proper treatment of high
frequency instabilities occuring at n c /4 where the A: vector of one of the waves
is vanishingly small remained unanswered, because 2wpe theory predicts infinite
stability in that regime (as witnessed by the inhomogeneous plasma contribution
to the growth rate term, (|Au. X|) - 1 , mentioned above). One may be hopeful that by
removing the restriction that this small-A: wave be strictly longitudinally polarized,
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modes may be found that are significantly more unstable than that. This is the
subject of the next chapter.
Two separate but related calculations will be presented concurrently in the
next section for the case of a normally incident and linearly polarized pump wave.
In one, the PPMP, which is at ZQ, is assumed to be at the extremum, ZE, of a
density profile proportional to (z — ZE)n/Ln,

where n is any positive integer. In

the other, we shall limit our attention to a parabolic density profile, where n = 2,
but no longer insist that the P P M P be at the extremum, ie. z0 ^ ZE- We shall
then be able to examine the answer to this second problem in two distinguished
limits: one when z0 approaches ZE, SO that the parabolic profile answer of the
first problem should be approached, and the other, when z0 is far from ZE, in
which case, and after appropriate redefinitions, the linear profile answer of the
first problem should be reached. The chapter ends with a section on the effects of
an obliquely incident and linearly polarized pump on the growth rate of the 2u;pe
instability for cases where z0 = ZE-

Estimating t h e Threshold Condition for 2wpe in Power Law D e n s i t y
Profiles
It is possible to estimate the threshold condition for the 2wpe instability in any
power law density profile, by using the results we have obtained in chapter II for
the Rosenbluth model problem with the phase mismatch given by a power law.
It must be understood however that the mode structure and maximum growth
rate conditions are not obtainable by this method. Only the threshold scaling of
the most unstable mode, assuming that there is an absolute instability, is sought.
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The reason this works in the case of 2wpe when in fact it does not for SRSS, was
explained above.
The threshold condition for the Rosenbluth model in the absence of damping
is given in eq.(2.76) of chapter II. Rewriting it by grouping inessential numerical
factors into the term #(MNR), we obtain
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so that the threshold condition in terms of more basic variables, and ignoring
numerical factors, becomes:
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This estimate captures the correct scaling of the answer, as seen by comparing it
with the threshold condition calculated below in eq.(4.127).
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Comparison of t h e Variational Calculation in this Chapter with those
in Chapters III and V
A final note on the technical aspects of the variational calculation in this chapter
is in order. In chapter III, while treating the Raman problem, we began the calculations using nonconcentric, nonsymmetric, and indefinite parity wavefunctions
and their duals. Even after a number of simplifications were introduced, it was
unavoidable, at least in the case of odd profiles away from the turning point of
the scattered light wave (where Jpe, dominates over Ip^),

to use indefinite parity

and antisymmetric wavefunctions. Moreover, we evaluated various forms of the
functional IPEX in order to show that a dominant piece, which all versions shared,
was the only one that needed to have been kept, making the various versions
equivalent from a practical point of view. From a physical viewpoint, we established in the last chapter that as long as the otherwise faster of the two daughter
waves was near its turning point, /p^;, would be vanishingly small. The functional
IpEt is significant only when the daughter waves are not near their turning points.
In the case of 2wpe the daughter waves always have rather small group velocities,
so that the functional IpEl ought not play a significant role in the 2wpe instability
in parameter regimes of interest. We propose to demonstrate this by actually
evaluating the dominant pieces of IPE^ and IPE2- The dominant term in a given
functional is understood to be the one that obeys the rule: "all V operators to
the left of the Vs, ignoring commutators that arise in the process." Unlike the
last chapter, here we shall use even parity and symmetric trial and dual functions
from the start. In contrast again, in the next chapter, even parity and symmetric
trial and dual functions will also be used from the start, but IPEX type terms will
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be dropped from the beginning.

4.2

M P S - V P for 2upe

We begin with the coupled wave equations for 2u;pe which were derived in section 1.2.2 of chapter I.

CI^EPW!

=

voMn^EPWi

(4.6)

P&EPW*

=

VQMU^EPW,-

(4.7)

Here, £ j and £2 are the free propagation operators of electron plasma waves.
These daughter waves are assumed to be frequency matched with an electromagnetic pump wave whose frequency is WQ- The geometrical or kinematic properties
of the coupling between these two waves due to their interaction via the pump
field are contained in M.2\ and M.12. These four operators in the case of 2wpe are:

A

=

(dtl-V)V2

(4.8)

£2

=

(dt2-V)V2

(4.9)
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( W l 2 (l + ^ ) - a ; 2 ( x o ) + «jV 2 )

(4.12)

( ( o , 0 - a ; 1 ) 2 ( l - ; ; ; - ^ ) - a ; 2 ( x o ) + U|V2),

(4.13)

where V = (V — i k 0 ), and xo is the location of the PPMP,
V(x) = a, 2 (x)-u; 2 (xo).

(4.14)

All frequencies in these equations are normalized to WQ, the pump wave frequency,
and all wavevectors are normalized to wo/c. The phenomenological damping terms
are vx and i/2. The perfect phase matching point is at x = xo, where the dielectric
constant is e = 1 — u>2(xo). The normalized thermal speed squared of the electron
fluid is v2 — Zv,h2/c2 = 32jt e v/511. Here Tkev is the temperature of the electron
fluid measured in kilo electron volts. The coupling coefficient, v0, is related to
the quiver velocity, v0, of the electrons in the electric field of the pump by v0 =
(v0/c)wp(xo)y/e/2.
In chapter II, while deriving eq.(2.30) for the MPS-VP, we introduced the
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operators C, M., and Af, which we give next for the specific case of the 2u>pe
instability.

JLi = C2 Ci

= K-vjv^-vov2

(4.15)
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Note that all but the first terms on the right hand sides of the definitions of the M
A

operators will vanish as long as the density gradient is along k 0 and not along u 0 .
The first terms themselves will have rather small expectation values and will be
ignored, according to the procedure presented in chapter II. Also, Mi2 and .M21
commute, which is why Mi = Mu = MACNext, the operators £/,// will be reexpressed in terms of CKE and CPE- From
these, the dominant pieces will be identified, and used to construct the MPS-VP
for the 2wpe instability in the form of eq.(2.30). Starting with eqns.(4.15) and
(4.16), we introduce the following definitions:

Ci = C?E + CfEl + £?E>

(4.21)

= CKjE + C^+C^,

(4.22)

Cn

where,
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Cf* = - ( ^ + 4 ) V 2 V 2 V
+ (rf, 1 +4)v 2 [v 2 ,v]_
+ v 2 [^,v]_v 2 + [v 2 ,v]_^v 2
(4.25)

£ff* =

-{dh+dl3)V2V2V

+ (dtl+dt2)V2[V2,v]_
+ v2 [d,2,v]_v2+ [v 2 ,v]_4v 2
(4.26)

£f* = V2V2V2
+ v2 [v2,v2]_+ [v,v2]_vv2
(4.27)

Cpit s

V^V2

+ v2 [v2,v2J_+ [v,v2]_vv2,
(4.28)
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where,

[V2,V]_ = (V2V) + 2(VV)-V

(4.29)

[V2,V]_ = (V2V) + 2 ( W ) -V + 2»(ko-W)

(4.30)

[dtl,V]_ = v2 [V2,V]_

(4.31)

[dt2,v]_

= v2E [V2,V]_.

(4.32)

Here, as before, we have used the usual definition for the commutator between two
operators, say Oi and 02, which is: [Oi, 02]_ = Oi 02 — 02 Oi. Note also that all
operators with subscript "II" may be obtained from those with subscript "I" and
vice versa, by the transformations : d/, «-» dt2, and V « V 2 . The simplification
now is to drop all commutators in the CPE terms, because their expectation values
will be smaller than those of the terms kept, as was shown to be the case in chapter
III. In point of fact, we will show that two of the terms that we do keep (CKEI
and CPEl, to be defined shortly) also have higher order and ignorable expectation
values in parameter regimes of interest. We retain these two terms because it
is in the nature of the versatility of the variational method to be able to do so
and to check for the validity of conjectures of this sort, and because it is a more
general procedure to rewrite mixed terms in the pair V, x following the rule given
earlier: "put all Vs to the left of Vs and drop all commutators that come up in
the process," as we are about to do. The M P S - V P in terms of the pseudo inner
product defined in eq.(2.13) of chapter II, and used throughout this dissertation,
is:
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vol2 = - T ^ M

( 4 - 33 )
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It is useful to introduce some additional variables in terms of which the homogeneous plasma, free propagation operators above take on simple forms. We define
the frequency of the daughter waves in terms of an w in this way:
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wi =

WP(XQ)

+w

(4.41)

w2 =

[1 - wp(x0)] - w.

(4.42)

The perfect phase matching conditions, to zero order in the pump strength, lead
to the following two condition relating the density at the PPMP to the magnitudes
of the A;-vectors of the two daughter waves, kt and A;2 : (i) |k2| = |ko — ki|, and
(ii) w2(x0) = 1/4 -v2 (k2 + k2)/2 + vl (k2- k2)2/4 + 0(v%). It is also advantageous
to introduce the frequency variable ft, where ft = w — uj (k2 + k2)/2 + i (ui+i/2)/^,
so that 3£(wi) = 1/2 + 3J(ft), and S ^ ) = 3=(ft) - (vi + i/2)/4. The sum and the
difference of the two homogeneous plasma, free propagation operators, which are
the coefficients we need in eqns.(4.36) to (4.38), become:
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(4.43)

(4.44)

Using the subscript j to label the five subscripts KEX, KE2, PEi, PE2, and
NORM, the five functionals on the right hand side of eq.(4.34) are expressible as:

Ij =

(*,£;*)

=

Jv^(x)Cj(x,-iV)9(x)dr
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where
Gi(x) = £ i (x,-iV)*(x),

(4.47)

and in the last line we used eqns.(2.14), (2.15) and the definition:

Gj(k) = (2TT)-3/2 / Gi(x)e-'kxdr.

(4.48)

The five Cr functions in A;—space are:

GKEl(k) = -|k_| 2 |k| 2 [n-|i5e-4(ko.k)] a *(k)
(4.49)
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At this point, the spatial density profile which determines V, is arbitrary. We
adopt two useful models for V(x) in the next section, and evaluate the functionals
for the two cases concurrently.

4.2.1

Power Law Density Profile Models

Two inhomogeneous density profile models will be treated next. The first is the
family of power law density profiles in 1-D, where the PPMP at ZQ is made to
coincide with the location of the extremum of the density profile at ZE. Near
the density extremum, we have: w2(z) = w2(zE) + fin£„L (z ~ ZE)U, with n any
positive integer, e"L — u>2(zE)/(uoLn/c),
potential: Vi(£) = /*n £„££">

w

and //„ = ± 1 . This leads to the first

^ n £ = (z ~ zo)- The second case we want to
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treat is when n = 2, but without the restriction that the PPMP coincide with
the density extremum. In this case, the same definition of £ as above no longer
gives rise to a V that is a single power of £. Instead, the resulting potential
is: V2(£) = fi2^2L [2 (zo — ZE) € + £2] - The following definition will be useful in
looking at cases where the PPMP is far from the apex of the parabola, where we
expect the linear profile theory to work:

eL = 2 (z0 - zE) e\L.

(4.54)

Making use of this definition, the two potentials are:

ViUL) = (*nennl,e

(4.55)

Vt(t)

(4.56)

= fi2 [cLt + t&J?].

Henceforth, the superscript (1) will designate the density profile model given
in eq.(4.55), while the superscript (2) will represent the density profile model given
in eq.(4.56). The GPE functions above, for the potentials Vi and V2, become:
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Substituting these expressions into eq.(4.46), we obtain the following expressions for the five functionals required to compose the MPS—VP given in eq.(4.34),
written in terms of the A;—space wavefunction \P(k) and the dual function *&(— k).
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jv rf7k*(-k) {a72-uj(A:2 + A;2)ar + z ^ ^

i U i(fc 2 + ^ 2 - | k _ | 2 - | k | 2 ) } | k _ | 2 | k | 2
£•00

(4.64)

(-1)"^ j N ^ f - k ) Ik|2 I k - | 2 ^ r * .
(4.65)
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41(2) = -2fi2jvd^^-k)[w2-v2E(k2

+ ^i(k2 +
_d_
dkz

+ k2)w + i1^^-

k2-\k^-\k\2)}\k.\2\k\2
£

2L

d2
dkz

*(k)

(4.66)

2

d2
d3
d4
*.
2
-4dk. 2 -~2ieLe2i dk. 3 + e-2L
dkz4
(4.67)

41(2) = /^(-kHkHk-l
,V

k

In the next section, a specific choice will be made for the trial and dual functions. The MPS-VP will be evaluated explicitly, and made stationary with respect to the variational parameters introduced in the definitions of these functions.
The central result will be an explicit analytic estimate of the eigenvalue condition
for the ground state, that is, the most unstable mode of the two plasmon decay
instability in an inhomogeneous plasma.
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4.3

Evaluating the M P S - V P for 2 ^ in Power
Law Density Profiles where the Location of
the Density Extremum at ZE Coincides with
the Location of the Perfect Phase Matching Point ( P P M P ) at z0, and in a Parabolic
Density Profiles with ZE ^ ZQ

In an attempt to mimic the properties of the ground state eigenfunction of the
instability, we choose as our trial and dual functions, a Gaussian centered at
kz = kZH with a (complex) width 1/y/a, and delta functions in the A:j_ directions:

*(k) = * ( - k ) = S(kx - kXH) S(ky - kyH) exp(-aH2),

(4.68)

where, as before, 7c = (A:* — kZjl), is the shifted variable in terms of which the
above expectation value integrals will be written shortly. Again, as before, kZH
and a are variational parameters to be determined by making | v0 | 2 stationary
with respect to each of them independently.
We must next choose the spatial orientation of the pump wave with respect
to the density gradient direction. Let us assume here that the pump is normally
incident and linearly polarized with its electric field vector along the x—axis,
so that Uo = (1,0,0), and its propagation vector along the z—axis, which means
ko = (0,0, y/e) (for the effects of oblique incidence, see section 4.4). It then follows
that (uo • k) = kx, and (ko • k) = y/ekz. Next we define a set of new variables that
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will simplify the forms of the expectation value integrals given above, starting with
a constant shift along the kZH axis, and a renaming of the A;^ axis, which only
becomes essential in the obliquely incident, P—polarized -pump case, discussed in
section 4.4. These new variables are:

C s

a-H-^

(4-69)

V = kXH
4

s

(4.70)

(c±£j + v2 + k2yH.

(4.71)

The decay geometry of a normally incident pump wave is plotted in figure 4.1,
showing the various coordinate axes in A;-space. The expectation value integrals
defined at the end of the previous section, using the trial and dual functions just
given, are all in the form of Iaa integrals of appendix A, section A.3.1. Using the
definitions 7,- = Ij/Iaa(0,0),

A2 = 4 C V / ( * i A:2), and eqns.(A.33) to (A.39), of

appendix A, we find the following expressions for the five functionals required to
compose the MPS-VP in eq.(4.34) for the 2u;pe instability.

IKE, =

-(n-»jv^C) 2 £fci
L

4a

16ar

64a 3 .
(4.72)
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k*A

?7+

Maximum Growth
Rate Hyperbola

Figure 4.1: The decay gemetry of a normally incident pump into two plasma
waves. Modes that maximize the coupling coefficient lie on the maximum growth
rate hyperbola: £2 = n2 + e/4, where e is the dielectric constant at n c /4.
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2

IKE2

2
+ ^-%9^-^l
^^
4«
2

3 <T4

I

4a

+

16a

1 5 <T6

2

64a

3 +

105
256a 4
(4.73)

INORM

=

1 +

A:
v__ nAij.
, + .A

4aC 2 .
(4.74)

IpE1(n = 2m) =

_

(A:2 + A: 2 )a;-

2ft2mvl

»' (^i — V2)
2

w2

u2

4v

(2m)!
4™L<*m
2 m m!

\

1H

(l-2m)
:

4a

P2 H

3 ( l - 4 m + 4m(m-l)/3)
7^3;

16 a 2

P4

+ — j (l-6m + 4m(m-l)-8m(m-l)(m-2)/15) /J
(4.75)

7(1)

IpEi (n = 2m + 1) =

x

- i fi2m+i v7i

2

\k2 + k2)w-i{^-V2)

Av2

"'
V

E J

(2m + 1)! _2m+l
nm
£
(2m+l)t a
2 m m!
3(l-2m/3)
15 rn 4m
4
.
,..
/,3 +
[1
+
m(m 1)]/ 5
/>i +
4a
l6-o? -T l5
'
(4.76)
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2
7<
T;)

El(2)

= 2fi2vi\(k2 + k

2

)w-i\^

w2
« v _ K_i_

"BJ

{(TM»
+ 4L

3f)3 , 15j>5l

4a
9/>4

16 a 2

2

16 a J

75p 6 j|

64 a3.]

(4.77)

IpE2in)

—
x

£

nL^-k+

1

(2n)\
2nn\ a

+ ^ 4 ^ X 2 + T^2-(l-4n + 4n(n-l)/3)x4
(4.78)

7(2)
1

PE2

(2) =

(4.79)

The /i, a, p, and x coefficients are defined in appendix C. The following ordering
relations, whose validity can be checked once a has been calculated, allow the
simplification of the MPS-VP through the neglect of small terms. The main
result is that for 2u;pe in parameter regions of physical interest,
and that

\IPEA

I/K-EJ

*C |/pjs2|. These two conditions, will be satisfied if:

^>

I-TK^I
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\(Sl-viyfe()\

vi(k2 + k2)

»

[il +

2 ("12KJ^2
+ "2)1

*

v

i]

2~

(4.80)

tnnL<*n/2\ »

Vi(k2 + k2)\n\.
(4.81)

Additionally, only lowest order terms in 1/a will be retained in each functional.
This is a prescription whose validity is easily checked once a has been obtained.
Formally, these simplifications can be understood to be in the limit enL —* 0, and
a —• 00, such that e2L an —+ 0. The resulting simplified MPS—VPs are, for the
zn, and z0 = zE model:

A22 1| S„~.0 1|

2

1 + 4aC 2

=

- (fi - vi SeQ2

[l + g ] + M„(n)e2nl a",
(4.82)

and for the z2, but ZQ ^ zE model:

A22 I| 5.-. 0 ||2 1 +

4a(2

= -(n-»j^<)'[i + £ ]
+ [e2La +

3e4La2-3ieLe22Laxi],
(4.83)
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where,

4.3.1

aM and AM in the Case of Power Law Density Profiles with ZE = ZQ

We follow the procedure used throughout this dissertation of solving for the complex frequency via eq.(4.82) perturbatively around the infinite pump limit. To
this end, we introduce the variables flu, and A, where the latter is the correction
to the frequency in the infinite pump, or homogeneous plasma limit: fl = Ctn + A.
Substituting this back into eq.(4.83) and ignoring terms of order A 2 , as well as
replacing any fi's in the coefficients of A by flu, we obtain:

SIH

= vo [j§C + «|A|]
(4.85)

A =

—i

2u 0 |A|

v0A2(fi2-l/C2)\H
—

, , „ J
+ Mn(n)f enL a ,
(4.86)

where fi — y/evi/v0

= 2.75 Tkcvl(l\iwlcm2

^o,nm)- Making A stationary with re-

spect to a, we obtain for aM, and the resulting AM, the following expressions:
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1

4nM/j(n)e 2 £

<*M

L|«o|2A2(/i2-l/C2)k

n+l

(4.87)

AM

ell(H2-l/e)\nn
-ivo\M n(n)
«o| 2 A 2
N

=

n+l

(4.88)

where, the numerical coefficient, Nu, and the quantity (fi2 —

1/(2)\H,

using the

definition of fi2 in appendix C, are given by the equations:

Nn

(H2-IK2)\H

=

- ( l + l/n)[4nM//(n)pr

=

TT + TT
+
2

1
k\

1
k_

4(C2-e/4)
k2. k%

(4.89)

1
C2

|A|2

+

(2i£\

H(C2-e/A + k2)
klkl
(4.90)

4.3.2

aM and AM in t h e Case of Parabolic Density P r o files w i t h ZE T^ zo

We shall derive expressions for £l# and A whose sum is Cl. The frequency in the
homogeneous plasma limit, or the infinite pump strength limit is the same as in
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the previous subsection. Only the inhomogeneous correction to the growth rate
depends on the density profile. Therefore, just as in eq.(4.85),
n„ = y/e'vi%(() + iv0\A\ \ , IS(Q
|A|

(4.91)

On the other hand, A is given by the expression

A

+ 2+

=™[v « 4

4 92

<- >

where,

A , M»%£,™>

(4.93,

S = 2(z0-zE)[-iXi

(4.94)

+2(z0-zE)/S].

The quantity xi is defined in appendix C, z0 is the location of the PPMP, and
ZE the location of the apex of the parabolic density profile. Making A stationary
with respect to a leads to the following equation for OM '-

OM + ^ ^ A .

(4.95)

There are two distinguished limits to this equation. In one, the first and the third
terms balance and the second is ignorable (i.e. \S\ «C |i4V3|). This corresponds to
ZEft*zo, where the PPMP is at the apex of the parabola. On the other hand, when
the second and third terms balance and the first term is small, i.e. \6\ >• l-A1/3!,
the PPMP will be far from the apex and we expect to approach the linear profile
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answer. These two cases will be treated separately next. But first we give the
expression for A ^ corresponding to the proper root aM of eq.(4.95):

AM

~~1

[1 + 2A

8 ^

{aM

+ Sa

^\

*

(4,96)

aM and AM in Cases Where the PPMP Is Near the Peak of the Parabolic
Density Profile
Whenever |aji/| >• \6\, the interaction will occur at or near the peak of the
parabolic density profile. For this reason, we assign the superscript "2" to the
variables in this regime. We may solve eq.(4.95) for aM in a power series in S,
which to second order in S is:

M

6

(4.97)

36
36'

The corresponding AM, to second order ir
in 6, is:

Ag^-^olAI

(/*2-l/C 2 )l*
A1/3

1 + 3 A1!3

S2
mA2'3

(4.98)

Combining this with eq.(4.91), and writing A and 8 in terms of more basic
variables, we obtain the following expression for ft, where, as was defined earlier, fi = w - vi (k2 + k2)/2 + i (vi + i/2)/4, so that ^(wt) = 1/2 + 3J(J2), and
S(wi) = S(fi) - (vi + */2)/4.
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^

= v0BX(() + —

Ii73

[—XTfs

)

(4.99)

aM and AA/ in Cases Where the PPMP Is Far from the Peak of the
Parabolic Density Profile
We now consider the limit where (zo — ZE) is no longer vanishingly small. That
is to say, the interaction occurs somewhere on the flanks of the peaked density
profile away from the apex. Instead of A and 8, the variables B = 2A/8, and
e = 2/8, will be used. Rewriting eq.(4.95) in terms of these variables, we obtain:

ea3M + a2M = B.

(4.100)

To second order in e, the solution to this equation (identified by the superscript
"1" because it approaches the linear profile case), is:

(4.101)
The corresponding AM, to second order in e is:

aM

-

-IV0\A\

i B 1 / 2

eB1'2
4

t2B
8

(4.102)
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Combining this with eq.(4.91), and writing B and e in terms of more basic variables, we obtain the following expression for ft, where, again, ft = w — vi (k2 +
kl)j2 + i (vi +1/2)/4, so that $l(wi) = 1/2 + &(fl), and S(o>i) = S(fl) - (vi + «/2)/4.

flM

*o^(0-*o|A|(^)
y/(fi2 - 1/C2)\H [ Ul
z
B
[(
o-zE)
L(^o-

I

+ iv0\A\ <1 +

u3

(ZO-ZE)3

P*(0
jA|

„y/fa-l/?)\n
fi

V2«o|A|;

I.

U2

+

L (ZO-ZE)

UA } \
(zo-zEy\\-

2

(4.103)

The four coefficients, Ui, introduced above are defined as follows:

Ui

=

(4.104)

4Xl

u2 = £ f2t;o|A|
32

Us =

9
64

J(H2-1/(2)\H

m ?[

m' [
/2u 0 |A|

fi

(4.105)
2

V^-l/C )!*
fi

(4.106)
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2£?o|A|\2 -4 \y/fa - 1/C2)U

"-oW
x

1+

0

27
/2CojAJ\ |V(/I 2 -1/C 2 )IH1
(4.107)

4.3.3

T h e Infinite P u m p S t r e n g t h Limit of 2cope, a n d t h e
Coefficients |A|#, XI\H, a n d (fi2 - 1/C2)|#

We shall solve for the double roots of eq.(4.91), which is the dispersion relation for
the 2wpe instability in the infinite pump, or homogeneous plasma limit. Repeating
that equation here, we have:

ftH-viy/e(

= ivo\A\,

(4.108)

where A2 = 4£ 2 n2/D, and D = k2. A:2., can also be written as:

D

=

[(C - V^/2)2 + *2] [(( + yfe/2)2 + k2]

= (C + l + ktf-eC2
= [c2-(kl + l)]2 + H2kl
= (c2-l)2 + 2k2((2 + l)+kt.
The double root condition, dflii/d(

= 0, becomes:

(4.109)
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M = ifi.

(4.110)

In the infinite pump limit, fi —• 0. We will solve eq.(4.110) for (H perturbatively
around this limit, using a procedure due to E. A. Williams. This method follows
through on earlier incomplete results of Liu and Rosenbluth in this same limit
(See section C of part III of [Simon 83]). To this end, we write:

CH = Co + PCi + P'<2 + ~B2
A = A0 1
+
2A0A0'

(4.111)
(4.112)

where (o is the following solution of the equation A0 = 0

Co2 = *2 + f,

(4.113)

which is a hyperboloid of revolution, having axial symmetry around the (0 axis.
Maximum growth rate two plasmon decay modes will lie on the hyperbola with
kyH = 0, i.e. on the curve Co = »/2 + e/4. Otherwise, if kytl =£ 0, there is a reduction
in the growth rate from being out of the plane of incidence that scales as the cosine
of the angle between the 77 axis and the perpendicular component of the wavevector
of either decay wave. We shall call this angle, ipx- Note that cos(<px) = f}/kx- In
the plane of incidence (where kyH = 0) <px = 0, and cos(<px) = 1. In terms of this
variable, the homogeneous plasma limit coefficients and growth rate are:
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(4.114)

Ao = cos(<px)

* - *^Hi£

(4.115)

)

fin

«

±\/euj t/( - + klj + iv0 cos(cpx) 1 -

4(C2 + * l - e / 4 )

X\\H

A:2. A d

/S 2 * 2

2 cos2(y»x)
(4.116)

2
Co2
(4.117)

((*2-1/C2)\H

«

?

1 - -cos42(v?x)
* T + 2i

0*±
(£-) cos(v?±)
(4.118)

4.3.4

^(wi), and the Threshold Condition for 2wpe in Power
Law Density Profiles, with ZE = ZQ

Substituting the expressions in the last section into eq.(4.88), we obtain for the
frequency wi, which is normalized to that of the pump:

wi = - ± viy/l^

+ kl + ivo cos(^x) T„,

where the normalized growth rate Tn is given by the equation:

(4.119)
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r„ = 1

fi2kj
v — 2 cos2(y>x)

fi2kl

Nii(n)elf

n+l

(4.120)

1(| u0 | 2 cos2(y)x) kln)tfc> [
cos2(v?x).

Here, the normalized damping factor is defined as v = (vx + V2)l(4vo cos(y>x))Using the definitions

X
Y(n)

_ 02%)

(4.121)

cos2(<px)
Nn(n)

£

nL

(\v0 | cos2(v?x))n+1

(-J—) *
Vcos(v?x)/

(4.122)

'

the growth rate can be written in the following more compact form:

rn = i-,- T -^ f F (i-x)n + 1 ,

(4.123)

Maximizing the growth rate with respect to k2, i.e., solving the equation dTn/dX =
0, leads to the following equation, and an approximate expression for XM '-

xM = [(j^n-opa-^)-''™'
n+l
I 2n+l

(4.124)
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The growth rate of this most unstable mode, together with the threshold condition
found by setting it equal to zero, are:

r„(n) = l-v-(~^)xM,

Using eq.(4.124) to express XM in terms of

YM(TI),

(4.125)

and then expressing the latter

in terms of more basic variables using eq.(4.122), we find:
2

2

| v0 | cos ((px)
2

(Vev enLy

f 2n

S^(STT)"»M

fif)

2n+l
2n

(4.127)

(1-F)

It is useful in applications to have threshold conditions in terms of experimentally relevant parameters, such as laser intensity, measured in units of 1014 watts
per square centimeter, hiwlcm2', laser wavelength measured in micrometers, Xo,^m',
density scalelengths in hundreds of micrometers, in,iooMm; and electron fluid temperature in kilo electron volts, Tkev- The threshold condition of the 2wpe instability
occuring at the extremum of a density profile of the form

UJ2(ZE) (Z

— zE)n/L^,

where n is any positive integer, is:

/ .

w

AS,„„ cos'ftu) fesa= £-) * > - ^ r ,
\

*0,nm

±keV/

(1 — V) »+»

(4.128)
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where
Nn(n) = 7.32 x 104

J
(2n) I
2
2"+ (n - 1 ) !

n+l

/2n + l\~n+r [5.08 x 10~3
I 2n j
[ 200TT

n+l

(4.129)
Focusing on linear and parabolic density profiles, and restricting the decay
geometry to the maximum growth rate plane (where kyiI = 0, cos(y>x) = 1> and
Ax = 17), the growth rates are

r, = i - * - ^ V - " „ ( U ^
(4.130)
1 ~
T2 =

4/3

r
l-V-l-l32rf2-Nii(2)^

vT\v\^
(4.131)

while the threshold conditions for 2wpe are

(T

\2

I14

W/cm*

A

0l»n)
TkeV

\

(Liooum\
\ A0<im J

> 0.54 [ I - F ] - 3 / 2
(4.132)

4 3

(T
\2 \
(L100um\ l
l J l V / c m 2 A0t»n) \ Aowm J
r4/3
1
keV

>

0.02[I-F]- 5 / 3 ,
(4.133)

where AT//(1) = 1/2 and Nn(2) = 0.54. In figure 4.2 and figure 4.3, the growth rate
of the 2wpe instability in linear and parabolic profiles are plotted versus fi2 T)2, for
various inhomogeneity scalelengths, and in the zero damping limit. In figure 4.4
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the threshold conditions for 2wpe in linear and parabolic profiles are plotted versus
the inhomogeneity lengthscale parameter for various temperatures, in the zero
damping limit.

4.3.5

The Growth Rate, S(wi), and the Threshold Condition for 2u>pe in Parabolic Density profiles, with
ZE 7^ zo

Two limits will be treated separately in this parabolic density profile case. The
homogeneous limit coefficients that must be substituted into the appropriate expressions for AM are given in section 4.3.3. First the near apex case will be
treated, followed by the near linear profile regime. It will be found that the appropriate parameter that sets the demarcation between these two regimes is fi.
That is to say, whenever (zQ — zE)2 = 0(fi2) or less, the instability takes place as
if the PPMP were at the apex itself. Alternatively, whenever (zo — zE)2 >• fi2, the
instability occurs at a point well separated from the apex of the parabola, where,
for shallow enough gradients, the density profile is effectively linear.
T2

and the Threshold Condition in Cases Where the P P M P Is near

the Peak of a Parabolic Density Profile
Substituting the expressions in section 4.3.3 into eq.(4.98), we obtain for the
frequency Wi, which is normalized to that of the pump:

wi = - ± vi yTe yj\ + kl + i vo cos(^ x ) T{2),

(4.134)
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8*

prf
Figure 4.2: Normalized growth rate of 2wpe modes versus normalized transverse
mode number in a plasma with a linear density profile. Ti = 1 —fi2rf2f2—
CINH(1)/(|'/I^)> where CINH(1) = £Lfi/(2vo). The solid line with circles corresponds to CINH(1) = «lj the dashed curve with squares to CINH(1) = .3, the dashed
curve with diamonds to CINH(1) = -5, the dotted curve with x's to CINH(1) = -75,
and the dotted curve with crosses to CINH(1) = 1-
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Fn
2

^2

Figure 4.3: Normalized growth rate of 2wpe modes versus normalized transverse
mode number, with the perfect phase matching point assumed to be at the apex of
a parabolic density profile. T2 = l-fi2T)2/2-Cnm(2)/(\Tf\fi)4/3,
where CINH(2) =
0.54 e2i fi4^3/v0 - The solid line with circles corresponds to CINH(2) = .1, the
dashed curve with squares to CINH(2) = .3, the dashed curve with diamonds to
CINH(2) = .5, the dotted curve with x's to CINH(2) = .75, and the dotted curve
with crosses to CINH(2) = 1.
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1000
L/Ao & L2/A0
Figure 4.4: The threshold Ii4w/cm2 X2)/im of the 2wpe instability in linear and
parabolic density density profiles versus length scales L/XQ, and L2/A0, in the
absence of damping, and for three different temperatures. Iff* 2 A^ m (L/Xo) >
540rjtev, for the linear case, while for the parabolic case If^^W/cnfl2 Xlfim (L/X)4^3 >
i4/3

9.8Tkev- The solid line with circles corresponds to a parabolic profile with
TkeV = 1, the dashed curve with squares to a parabolic profile with TkeV = 3,
the dashed curve with diamonds to a parabolic profile with TkeV = 5, the dotted
curve with x's to a linear profile with TkeV = 1> the dotted curve with crosses to
a linear profile with TkeV = 3, and the dot-dash curve with triangles to a linear
profile with Tkev = 5.
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where the normalized growth rate T2 ' is given by:

If>

=

1-FY(2)

X

K)

(1-X
X

! (Zp -

ZEf

2

fi

c2
(4.135)

Here, the normalized damping factor is defined as v = (vi +

V2)I(4LV0 COS(^>X))J

and the following additional definitions were used:

X

_

(P2kl)

(4.136)

cos2(v?x)

Y(2)

Nn(2)

l
2L

£

(| uo | cos2(v?x))"] ( c o s ^ x ) ;

Y(2)X*
(l-X)S

C2

(4.137)

4 (Xili/)2
W(2)X\'
1+ 2 2
Sfi cos (<px) 1(1 -X) 3
(4.138)

Nn(2)

=

(Xili/)2

«

± (24)1/3 = 0.54

(4.139)
(4.140)

(* + «)'

Maximizing the growth rate with respect to A;2, i.e., solving the equation
dT22'/dX

— 0, leads to the following approximate expression for Xtf,

zero order in (zQ — zE)2 :

valid to
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(4.141)
The growth rate of this most unstable mode, to first order in (zo — ZE)2, and the
corresponding threshold condition are:

r£> = i-F-(f)Afi>

x 1+

vo\2
3

A'L^^Y'

B2(\ + k2)2

'
1.05
5 3

- v-*) '

0.68^0-zg)
fi2

2

/
\

2.56
fi (e/4 +
2

(4.142)
\ ] 5/3
k2)2)\
(4.143)

The threshold condition, to first order in (z0 — ZE)2, in terms of parameters which characterize current laser-plasma experiments, such as laser intensity,
measured in units of 1014 watts per square centimeter, Iuw.m2,

laser wavelength

measured in micrometers, Ao,Mm> density scalelengths in hundreds of micrometers,
^2,100/imj and electron fluid temperature in kilo electron volts, Tkev, is:
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Note first that in the limit where z0 and ZE merge, eq.(4.133) derived previously
is recovered. Secondly, we can see from eq.(4.144) that the extent of the region
near the apex of the parabolic density profile in which the instability may be said
to occur effectively at the peak is set by the quantity fi2. Writing the condition
for being at the peak, (z0 — zE)2 < fi2, in terms of more basic variables, we have

\(w2p(zE)-w2p(zo))\

< 7.67 X 1 0 " 5 7

%
(4.145)

wp2 (zo) = \-(2v2E

+ ev4) (^ +

k2)+0(vl).
(4.146)

A possible application of these results is to exploding foil targets. The temporal
evolution of the density of such targets is given by the London-Rosen formula,
[London 86]. Suppose a plasma created by an exploding foil has a peak density
above n c /4. The London-Rosen model predicts that this plasma evolves in time
by expanding and having its peak density continually decrease. Therefore, there
will inevitably occur a moment where the condition in eq.(4.145) is satisfied so
that the peak of the density profile will be the site of copious 2wpe activity. Prior
to that moment, the PPMP of 2u;pe would naturally have been somewhere on the
flanks of the density profile (a case considered next) with a higher threshold and
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a lower growth rate than the case just presented.
Even though the intensity and scalelength conditions were not ideally suited to
test these new theoretical results, there have been attempts to measure indirect
signatures of 2wpe in exploding foil targets in the past [Darrow 91, Seka 92b].
Perhaps more carefully planned and more controlled experiments in the future
will be able to test the predictions made here regarding the quantitative change
in thresholds depending on the proximity of the PPMP at z0 to the apex of the
parabolic profile, at zE. Relatively short scalelength and high temperature plasmas
with low intensity and short wavelength lasers seem to be called for. By way of
example, a plasma with a temperature of a few kilo electron volts, with a parabolic
density profile with a length scale at the peak of less than fifty microns, and a
submicron laser with an intensity less than 10 13 watts per centimeter squared
seems appropriate.

T ^ and t h e Threshold Condition in Cases W h e r e t h e P P M P Is Far
from t h e Peak of a Parabolic Density Profile
Substituting the expressions in section 4.3.3 into eq.(4.103), we obtain for the
frequency wt, normalized to that of the pump:

« i = | ± viSe^

+ kl+ivo

cos(<px) if*

where the normalized growth rate T2 ' is given by:

(4.147)
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Here, the normalized damping factor is defined as v = (vi +

V2)/(AVQ

c

os(y>x)),

and the following additional definitions were used:
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Maximizing the growth rate with respect to A:^, i.e. solving the equation
dT2 'JdX

= 0, leads to the following approximate expression for XM , valid to

zero order in (z0 — zE)~2 :

X(S =

*v

[Yif^-X®)-11*
Pif

(4.153)
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The growth rate of this most unstable mode, to second order in (ZQ — zE)~2, and
the corresponding threshold condition are:

L
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L — V— -
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(4.154)
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The threshold condition, to second order in (ZQ — ZE)~2, in terms of the experimental parameters, laser intensity, measured in units of 1014 watts per square
centimeter, Iuwlcm2,

laser wavelength measured in micrometers, Ao,^m> density

scalelengths in hundreds of micrometers, i^ioo/ino and electron fluid temperature
in kilo electron volts, Tkev, is:
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This equation shows, as one might expect from the results of the previous subsection, that fi sets the scale for the required minimum distance between the PPMP
(at ZQ) and the apex of a parabolic density profile (at ZE) which allows one to treat
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the density profile at the P P M P as being effectively linear. Writing the condition
for being away from the peak, and hence in an effectively linear density profile,
(z0 — ZE)2 > fi2, in terms of more basic variables, we have

\(<4(zB)-t4(*o))\

> 7.67 x l O - 5 -

%
W/cnfi

^2,100/im

(4.157)
w2 (zo) =

\-(2vi

+ ev4)(^

+

kf)+0(vi).

P

(4.158)

As we can see, the threshold increases as the P P M P slides away from the apex,
that is, when \(zo — ZE)\ increases. In particular, when (z0 — ZE)2 ^> fi2, we recover
the linear profile threshold condition, given in eq.(4.132).

4.4

2upe with an Obliquely Incident, Linearly Polarized Pump Wave in Power Law Density
Profiles with ZQ = ZE

When the incoming laser is obliquely incident, but still linearly polarized, there
are two distinct cases to consider. If the electric field vector of the pump wave
has a component along the density gradient direction, then the pump wave is
said to be P—polarized. If, instead, the electric field vector of the pump wave is
perpendicular to the density gradient direction, it is said to be S—polarized. The
geometry of these two cases are shown in figure 4.5 and figure 4.6.
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Figure 4.5: The decay geometry of an obliquely incident, S—polarized pump wave
into two plasma waves. The angle of incidence at the quarter critical surface is
Ofal . The maximum growth rate hyperbola lies on a plane which is tilted with
respect to the (uo, Vn) plane.
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Figure 4.6: The decay geometry of an obliquely incident, P—polarized pump wave
into two plasma waves. The angle of incidence at the quarter critical surface is
d c • The maximum growth rate hyperbola lies on a plane which is tilted with
respect to the (iio, Vn) plane. /c+ and «_ characterize the two decay triangles
that correspond to equal \TJ\, but unequal sgn(i/).
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In inhomogeneous plasmas, we expect the threshold of the 2wpe instability
to be lower for obliquely incident pump waves than for normally incident ones.
The physical reason for this is that the maximum growth rate hyperbola which
is always in the (uo, ko) plane, is, for oblique incidence, in a plane that is tilted
with respect to the (u 0 , Vn) plane, where u 0 is a unit vector along the electric
field vector direction of the pump. The effective density length scale in this tilted
plane is the projection of the density length scale, Ln, onto this tilted plane, which
is therefore given by £ „ / c o s ( ^ c / ). Note that 0^1

is the angle of incidence at

the n c /4 surface and not in vacuum. Snell's law relates the two by the relation
s i n ( C f ) = (2/Vt)

sin(Cc C ), with | C / 4 | < »/2.

This increased effective density length scale in the case of an obliquely incident
pump wave (as compared to a normaly incident one) is counteracted by a reduced
effective intensity at n c /4 as well. A finite spot size beam's intensity is larger at
a surface normal to the beam than at a surface tilted with respect to it. The
ratio is precisely another factor of cos(0^

). We conclude, by using eq.(4.127) for

n = 1, that in the linear density profile case, the two factors cancel each other,
and the threshold of 2wpe is unaffected by angle of incidence. On the other hand,
when n ^ l , there will be a residual reduction of threshold for oblique angles of
incidence over that for a normally incident pump wave.
In addition to this "reduced effective length scale" effect, which will be corroborated by the analysis that follows, an additional phenomenon is identified in the
case of a P—polarized, obliquely incident pump, which has no analog at normal
incidence, or with an S—polarized pump wave. Decay triangles corresponding to
a fixed value of |n| but to opposite signs of n, will have unequal thresholds. These
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two choices are distinguished by the vectors K±, shown in figure 4.6. The decay
triangle corresponding to K+ will have the lower threshold, as the effective density
scalelength sampled is longer for this decay geometry. Conversely, the threshold
for the decay triangle corresponding to /c_, will actually have a larger threshold
than the case of a normally incident pump wave. Stating this in terms of the
growth rates directly, we have that the growth rate curves plotted versus n will
comprise of two peaks, with the right peak (corresponding to positive n) being
higher than the left one for equal |n| (here we have adopted the usual definition
of positive angles being counterclockwise from the horizontal axis, which is the
density gradient direction). The ratio of the threshold pump powers required to
excite these two peaks as a function of angle for both linear and parabolic density
profiles is given below and displayed in figure 4.7 and figure 4.8.
We begin the analysis of the 2wpe instability with an obliquely incident pump
with eq.(4.68), but now define £ and n on a tilted plane, so that

C =

k,H c o s ( C / 4 ) - ^

n =

- kZH s i n ( C f ) + KH c o s ( C / 4 ) .

+ kXH s i n ( C f )

(4.159)
(4.160)

The rest of the calculation follows the normal incidence one presented in section 4.3, except for the following redefinitions of the coefficients x%

an

d A:
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[(C2 - 6/4) cos2(Cc/4) - 2n C sin(C / 4 ) coeflSf4) + ? sm 2 (Cc /4 )l
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(4.162)
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^iA
(Ccos(C/4)-»?sin(Cc/4))
1

(4.163)

kikl'

(4.164)

ttiy/icOstCf)

(4.165)

(fl-viyfeC) •

The functionals required to construct the MPS—VP for the 2wpe instability
with S and P polarized, obliquely incident pump waves are:

IK* =

-(n-viVeCfkikl

* L1 + la' + 16oJ + terfJ
(4.166)
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where the two A coefficients are:

A2

A

_

* ~

2
4^ A:
t2
SH^
A:?. A:2

22/-2
A?. = 4» C

(4.170)

(4.171)

Keeping lowest significant terms, the expressions for the pump strength in
the MPS-VP for the 2wpe instability with S and P polarized, obliquely incident
pumps are:

2
/4
2 I r. |2 , , c°s (C )
All
«o |
2

"*"

4aC

- (fl - v2E y/~eC)2 [ l + ^ ] + M 7 / ( n ) £ 2 n L a " ,
(4.172)
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4 sin(C/ 4 ) cos(C/ 4 ) , sin 2 (C/ 4 )V
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CV

= - (fl - vi yfeC)2 [l + g ] + Mn(n) e2nnL a"
(4.173)

As was done in the normal incidence case, we shall linearize the frequency, fl,
about the infinite pump, or homogeneous plasma limit, fin, and calculate A,
where fl = flu + A :

flH -

viy/e( + iAs,pv0
(4.174)

A<5> =

v0 A | <j><

25 0 |A 5 |

4a

2n ^ n

+ M„(n)ella

(4.175)
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cos 2 (C/ 4 )
9S

=

fl2\H

p

(4.177)
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/4

/4

cos (Cc ) , 4 sin(Cc ) cos(Cc )
sin 2 (€c /4 )

V2

(4.178)
M„ = § £
4.4.1

(4.179)

T h e G r o w t h R a t e , $s(ui), and t h e Threshold Condition for 2cope in Power Law Density Profiles, w i t h
ZE = 2o and a n S—Polarized, Obliquely Incident
P u m p Wave

Solving for the double roots of eq.(4.174) in the infinite pump limit, we find,
to lowest order in fi, the hyperbola Q = k2H + e/4. Substituting the homogeneous plasma limit results into the coefficients of the expression for A(s\ given in
eq.(4.175), after having rendered that expression stationary with respect to a, we
find:
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flg> =

±viV-eyff+ klVH

+ ivo

[l-^^tf)]
(4.180)
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The expression for 5s(fl)/v0 is most easily written in terms of the variables

X
Y
Nu

2L2

Nu

~- 2 (C/ 4 )

/ £ ^cos"(C c / 4 )/g n > |

(4.182)
n+l

(1 + 1/n)
(4nJW//)»+i
8

(4.183)
(4.184)

The normalized growth rate, including the damping factor v = (v\ + v2)/(Av0),
is:
X
Y
rs = i - F - — 2
X«&

(4.185)

The maximum growth rate corresponds to

*ji? = [2nY/(n + i)]<«+i)/<*H-i>,

(4.186)

for which the threshold condition in the absence of damping is
Ythr < ((n + l)/(2n)) (2n/(2n + l))((2»+D/("+D).

(4.187)
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In terms of more basic variables this is the same as eq.(4.127), except for the angle
of incidence factor, which changes it to the expression

8n+l
3n

^ 22% _ > c o 8 3 r ( C " ) ( - £ j ) N„(n) (*&)
(1-17)
/eu ee„r>+»
Vn + iy
(y/ev
nL)

(4.188)

This threshold condition may be written in even more useful a form by adopting
the same variables used in eq.(4.128) above. The result is
Nn(n)
Ao,„m Tkev)

^

cos +

^ -

• 2n+l

(4.189)

( 1 - V) "+1

where, as in the normal incidence case given in eq.(4.129),

Nn(n) = 7.32 x 104

(2n)!
2 n+2

(n _ !)|

n+1

/2n +1l\-n+r [5.08 x l O " 3

(V )

n+l
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(4.190)

4.4.2

The Threshold Condition for 2upe in Power Law
Density Profiles, with ZE = z0 and a P—Polarized,
Obliquely Incident Pump Wave

The additional asymmetry that arises in this case is principally due to the term
linear in n and £, in the expression for (ftp\ given in eq.(4.178). Decay triangles having sgn(n () > 0 will be more unstable than decay triangles for which
sgn(n£) < 0. Following the same procedure as we did in the normal incidence
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and S—polarized pump cases, we find the following expression for the threshold
condition in parameters that characterize current laser-plasma experiments:
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The result given in eq.(4.191) was calculated perturbatively around the eAR —•
0 limit, that is to say, assuming eAR <C 1. Specializing to linear and parabolic
density profiles, we plot figure 4.7 and figure 4.8, where the ratio of the threshold
intensity required to excite the most unstable mode with negative CAR and that
with positive eAR is plotted versus Cc • We can see from the figures that the
threshold assymmetry can be as large as a factor of 3 or 4 for reasonably large
angles.
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Figure 4.7: The ratio of the threshold intensities required to excite the negative
n peak to the positive one as a function of 6 = C c > f° r various values of fi, and
for a linear density profile.
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Figure 4.8: The ratio of the threshold intensities required to excite the negative
n peak to the positive one as a function of 6 = C c > f° r various values of fi, and
for a parabolic density profile.

Chapter 5
The High Frequency, Mixed
Polarization Instability
5.1

Introduction

In the last two chapters, we examined the properties of the most unstable modes of
SRS and 2u;pe, which are two, high frequency, three wave parametric instabilities.
In both cases, the pump wave is transversely polarized. That is, the pump wave's
electric field vector is strictly perpendicular to its propagation or k-vector. Such a
wave may be described in terms of a vector potential, A, with no scalar potential (f>.
For both SRS and 2wpe, one of the two daughter waves is longitudinally polarized,
that is, a wave whose electric field vector is parallel to its propagation vector,
having a scalar potential but no vector potential. For SRS, the second daughter
wave is assumed to be transversely polarized, while for 2wpe, the second daughter
wave is assumed to be longitudinally polarized.
In this chapter, we shall examine circumstances where the polarization of the
213
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second daughter wave is not restricted to be either longitudinal or transverse, but
is taken to be an arbitrary admixture of the two. Such a wave is said to have
mixed polarization. This second daughter wave will be described by both a scalar
and a vector potential. We shall refer to an instability involving a wave of this
kind as giving rise to a mixed polarization state. In contrast, when the second
daughter wave is longitudinally polarized, we shall henceforth refer to that as
pure 2wpe, while a transversely polarized second daughter wave will be refered to
as pure SRS.
Instead of fixing the polarization of the second daughter wave and then looking
for the most unstable mode—which then neatly separates out the two processes,
SRS and 2u>pe—we will look instead at a particular region of parameter space,
namely, the regime where the perpendicular component of the wave vectors of the
daughter waves almost vanishes, A;j./fco —» 0, and ask for the way in which the
"large" kx/ko, 2wpe—like behavior is modified as kx = 0 is reached. We know from
the previous chapter that the most unstable mode's behavior must be modified
because the old 2wpe theory predicts infinite stability in this limit, while SRS has
a finite and well defined threshold there. It will be shown below that by leaving
the polarization of the second daughter wave unrestricted, a continuously varying
growth rate curve arises that smoothly connects the finite, 2wpe—like behavior at
"large" kx/ko, to the finite SRS limit when kx = 0. The aim is to find the precise
location of the transition between these two known limits and to establish a new
growth rate curve that shows the properties of the truly "most unstable modes"
with small kx in inhomogeneous plasmas.
The merging of 2wpt and SRS as kx —* 0, in a homogeneous plasma was first
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examined by Langdon in 1973. He calculated the complex frequency of the combined process numerically, and showed that the growth rate reaches that of Raman backscattering from n c /4 in a uniform manner, independent of the direction
of approach [Langdon 84b]. Further investigations of this process were carried
out by Williams in (1983) and the complex frequency of the hybrid instability in
a plasma with a linear density gradient was estimated using the Williams formula
given previously in section 2.6 of chapter II, [Williams 86].
Returning to SRS and 2wpe, let us note that these two processes have many
properties by which they differ, one from the other. First, SRS can take place at
all densities below the quarter-critical density, while 2u>pe, in order to maintain
resonance, is restricted to a narrow region around the quarter critical density.
Second, the most unstable modes of SRS lie out of the plane of incidence of the
pump wave (defined by the k-vector and the electric field vector of the pump),
while the most unstable modes of 2wpe lie in the plane of incidence of the pump.
Third, in the case of Raman, the magnitudes of the k-vectors of the daughter waves
of the most unstable mode are strong functions of density. The most unstable
modes correspond to sidescattering, and these obey the approximate rule: w0(u>o —
2wp(0)) — c2A;2 = 0, as given in section 3.3.2 of chapter III. Note in particular
that at the quarter critical density, the k of the scattered light wave vanishes. In
contrast, for 2wpe, the most unstable mode is never at kx = 0, but at some finite
A:x value depending most strongly on the temperature of the plasma, and more
weakly on the wavelength and intensity of the pump wave. Fourth, and most
importantly, for finite A;, there is a vast difference in the dispersive properties of
electron plasma waves (EPWs) and electromagnetic waves (EMWs). Unless the A;
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of the wave is small, its scalar and vector potentials will behave entirely differently,
and in particular, they will not be approximately resonant with the same pair of
pump and first daughter waves. Only when the A; of the second daughter wave
gets small enough can there even be the hope of a mixed polarization instability.
In fact, an immediate consequence of this is that the frequency mismatch between
the waves must be smaller than the growth rate in order to have simultaneous
resonance of the two branches. This is only possible in practice if the A: of the
mixed polarization wave is small (see the following section).
Next, we give estimates of parameter ranges where we might expect mixed
polarization states to dominate over pure 2wpe modes. Ranges of kx/ko, temperature, and laser intensity and wavelength are established which define the potential
location of the mixed polarization, high frequency instability in parameter space.
To do this, we use the properties of pure SRS and pure 2wpe, which we have
already derived in chapters III and IV.

5.1.1

Estimating the Parameter Regime where Mixed
Polarization Modes Will Dominate Over Pure 2ujpe

We know from chapter IV that the growth rate for 2o;pe is a peaked function in
Au., tending towards (—00) both as Ai —+ 0, and as k± —• 00. The location of
the peak of the growth rate curve was calculated, and the threshold of 2wpe was
defined with respect to the Au. corresponding to this peak. We have also calculated
the threshold for SRS occuring at the quarter critical density in chapter III. The
temperature and pump wave intensity regimes in which 2wpe will be dominated
by mixed polarization modes is found by equating these two threshold conditions.
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This will be done below. But first, from the contributions to the growth rates
of both instabilities due to plasma inhomogeneity, we can find estimates for the
relevant kx/ko range in which the growth rate of mixed polarization modes will be
higher than those of pure 2u>pe. For linear density profiles, and except for inessential
numerical factors, the inhomogeneous plasma contribution to the growth rate of
2wpe and SRS are:

T>2u>pc I

Tf^liNH

&L

i

(5.1)

£

oc

f4j-2.

(5.2)

vo VQ"

The approximate upper bound on kx values for which mixed polarization states
are more unstable than pure 2wpe modes is given by the criterion that makes the
stabilizing influence of the inhomogeneous plasma contribution to the growth rate
of pure 2wpe larger than that of pure SRS. That criterion is:

k2x < 0(v0),

(5.3)

or, in dimensional variables:

^c<0M(Iuw/cm2X2ilimy<4

(5.4)

In practice, this means that waves whose A:—vectors are a few percent or less
of the pump A: will require a modified treatment than that provided by pure
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2wpe theory. The condition in eq.(5.3) corresponds to the homogeneous plasma
limit requirement that the real frequency difference between the electrostatic and
electromagnetic branches of the mixed polarization daughter wave be less than the
homogeneous growth rate. This is a necessary condition for their simultaneous
resonance.
Turning our attention to the two threshold conditions, and again, ignoring
inessential numerical factors, we have:

^

^

> ***.)

(5-5)

> #(SRS).

(5.6)
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e

L

In order for the threshold power of 2wpe to be greater than that of SRS, the
following relations must hold:

eL = 0 ( | vo \2/vi) < 0(vT).

(5.7)

This translates into the condition

v2E > 0{vl'2),

(5.8)

which may be written in dimensional variables as:
r^>8.5(/1V/cm2A2iMm)^.

(5.9)

As a realistic example, we may consider a laser, or pump wave, with wavelength,
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Ao = 0.35/jm, and with an intensity, J = 1013 W/cm2. The temperature required
to make the peaA; of the pure 2wpe growth rate curve be at zero growth and inside
the regime where mixed polarization states will have lower thresholds, is T > 2.8
keV.
The calculations presented below confirm the validity of these estimates. It
should be noted, however, that the above estimates are very conservative, in
that they isolate the areas of parameter space where drastic differences exist between pure 2o;pe modes and mixed polarization states. In other words, in such
regions, pure 2wpe theory gives rise to misleading results. But in adjacent regions
of parameter space, it is still recommended that the mixed polarization results
be used, because they subsume pure 2wpe theory as kx gets large. Additionally,
they smoothly connect to the known SRS result at kx = 0, without the singular
behavior of pure 2u>pe modes. And finally, it may be noted that these mixed polarization results also possess the felicitous quality of being in the form of analytic
expressions that are very easy to use.

5.2

M P S - V P for Mixed Polarization States

The coupled wave equations that describe the high frequency, mixed polarization
instability were derived in chapter I, and given in eqns.(1.43) to (1.52). They,
together with the definitions of the variables used therein, are repeated here for
convenience.

£i*i

= v0M3iV3

(5.10)

£2*2

=

uoA4 3 2#3

(5-n)

vo A*i3#i +Vo M23V2,

(5.12)

£3*3 =

where the three £ and four M. operators are given by the following equations:

= (dh-V)V2

(5.13)

C2 = (dtl-V)V2

(5.14)

£3 = ( A - V ) V 2

(5.15)

A

V2
--j=

Mi3

=

Mn

_ [V-(^.v) V

(5.16)

(5n)

1

"--(^K*) ^

5 18)

<-
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M--

(5 w)

(m) ^ t ^ V?-

-

Here, as before, V(x) = w 2 (x) — w 2 (0), and V = (V — i ko), whereas the left hand
side, homogeneous plasma, and free propagation operators are defined as:

dtl

=

( o , 2 - a , 2 ( 0 ) ( l - ^ ) + V2)

dtl

=

(u, 2 (l + ^ ) -

dl2

=

(w2(l - ^ ) - a;2(0) + uJV 2 ) .

2
w

(0)

+ U|V

2

(5.20)

)

(5.21)

(5.22)

All frequencies in these equations are normalized to Wo, the pump wave frequency,
and all wavevectors are normalized to WQ/C. The phenomenological damping terms
are t>i and v2. The perfect phase matching point is at z = 0, where the dielectric
constant is e = 1 — u>p(0). The normalized thermal speed squared of the electron
fluid is vi = Zv,h2/c2 = 3 J)tev/511. Here Tkev is the temperature of the electron
fluid measured in kilo electron volts. The coupling coefficient, VQ, is related to
the quiver velocity, vo, of the electrons in the electric field of the pump by VQ =
(vo/c)wp(ti)y/l/2.
The correspondence between the dependent variables and the electromagnetic
potentials is: Wi = Ai where Ai = u 0 • A i . That is, Ai is the component of the
vector potential A i that is along the electric field of the pump wave. $ 2 = <^i>
and \p3 = ^2> where we have used the scaled variables <f>2 = e , k ° ' x $jj-
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The equations that describe the two-plasmon decay and stimulated Raman
scattering instabilities may be obtained by setting $1 = 0 for the former, and
$2 = 0 for the latter. When the transverse components of the wavevectors of the
daughter waves become small enough, all three variables, \Pi, ^2, and $ 3 , must
be treated on an equal footing.
Combining the three wave equations by ignoring commutators between C and
M. operators, we obtain the following equation for $ 3 , the amplitude of the strictly
longitudinally polarized daughter wave.

CiC2C3%3

=

I uo| 2 M13M31 £ 2 * 3

+

I Vo| 2 M23M32 A * 3 .

(5.23)

The pseudo-inner product between the dual function $3 and both sides of this
equation gives us the following M P S - V P for the mixed polarization instability:

1 ~ 12

IKE + IpEj

K l =7

—7

,- „.-.

,

(5.24)

INORMi + *NORM2

where, besides ignoring all commutators between V and the operators </*,, dtl and
dt2, and placing the latter to the left of all Vs, a further simplification is made,
based on what has already been learned from the calculations in chapters III and
IV. The approximation is to drop all "odd in F " terms because their expectation
values will be much smaller than those of the terms kept, in parameter regions
of interest. This means, in particular, that IPEX and IPE3 are neglected. These
are the expectation values of the operators (dtl d{2 + dg1 d{2 + dtl d^) V and V3,
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respectively. Similarly, the V terms in the C operators in INORM will be neglected.
The four functionals in eq.(5.24) then are:

INORM!

= (Mi3M3idtl)

(5.25)

INORM2

=

(5.26)

(M2zMz2dtl)

IKE

= (V2V2V2^1rf<14)

IPE2

=

(V2V2V*

(dtl+dtl+d,2)

(5.27)
V2),
(5.28)

where (Oi) = (^3,Oi$3], is the usual Euclidean pseudo-inner product we have
been using throughout this dissertation, defined in eq.(2.13) of chapter II.
It is useful to introduce some additional variables in terms of which the homogeneous plasma, free propagation operators above take on simple forms. We
define the frequency of the mixed polarization wave in terms of an w in this way:

Then with C = (1 - 2wp(0)), V{ = ViWp(Q), and fi = (1 - wp(0))/wp(0), the three
operators become, neglecting terms quadratic in w :
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dtl

(w + iu{) + V

(5.30)

dtl

(w + iui) + viV

(5.31)

dt2

-V- (w +

iv2)--s.v

c_

(5.32)

Using the subscript j to signify any of the four subscripts KE, PE2, NORMi,
and NORM2, the functionals on the right hand side of eq.(5.24) are expressible
as:

=

Jv9(x)Cj(x,-iV)^(x)dr

=
=

Jv*(x)Gj(x)dT
/

VC-kJ^CkJrfTk,

(5.33)
(5.34)

JV

k

where
Gj(x) = Cj(x, - iV) *(x),

(5.35)

and in the last line we used eqns.(2.14), (2.15) and the definition:

Gj(k) =
The four G functions in A:—space are:

(2^2JvGj(x)e-ikxdr.

(5.36)
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GKE(k) =

(|k| 2 ) 2 |k_| 2 [(u7-HFi)-|k| 2 ]

X [(u7-HFi)-t>J|k|2]
X

fi

P+iu2) + ^- | k _ | 2 - - * 3 (k)
(5.37)

k_|
GNORMI

=

—

k_|2|k|2[|k|2-(u0-k)2]

x [{w + iVi)-v2E |k| 2 ]* 3 (k)
(5.38)

GNORM2 = _ | k | 2 U k - l J

k

U

(ao.k)2

x [(w + iVi)-\k\2] *3(k)
(5.39)

+ [(ZJ+il71)-vi\k\2]-[fi(w

x /
Jvk,

+ il72) +

7fL^(k-k')$ 3

vi\k.\2-C]}
(5.40)

(27T) 3 ' 2

Specializing to power-law density profiles of the form: V(x) = fin e£L zn, we can
evaluate the integral in the definition of GPE2 to find:
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GPE2

= -(\k\2)2\k-\2{[(»

+

iVi)-\k\2]

+ [(u5 + iVi)-v2E |k| 2 ]-[^(a7-fiF 2 ) + t;| | k_|2 - C]}
X (-1)n£ni^T*3.

(5.41)

Substituting these expressions into eq.(5.34), we obtain the following expressions
for the four functionals required to compose the MPS—VP given in eq.(5.24), written in terms of the A;—space wavefunction $3(k) and the dual function ^3(— k).

IKE =

\k.\2 \(w + iVi)- kl 2 ]

/ dTk^-tydkl2)2
k

X [(w + i!7i)-vi
X

fi

|k| 2 ]

(w + iV2) + ^^- | k _ | 2 - - * 3 (k)
^
V(5.42)

INORM, =

- fy

*k * a ( - k) ^

x [(u + il7i)-vi

^

| k|2 [| k|2 - (u0 • k)2]

|k| 2 ] * 3 (k)
(5.43)
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INORM2

= -jv

t

k_| 2 - | k|2)
* k * s ( - k ) |k| Al
*> (u 0 -k)
2J\

x [ ( a j + i ^ - l k l 2 ] * 3 (k)
(5.44)

JP£;2 =

-(-lyelll'

^*3(-k)(|k|2)2|k_|2

X {[(cJ+i^-lkl2]
+

x

[(U+iJ7l)-vi

|k|2]_[^(Cj+iI72)

+ u|

|k_|2-C]}

d2"

IkT"^(5.45)

In the next section, a specific choice will be made for the trial and dual functions, the MPS—VP will be evaluated explicitly, and made stationary with respect
to the variational parameters introduced in the definitions of these functions.

5.3

Evaluating the M P S - V P for Mixed Polarization States in Power Law Density Profiles

All four functionals above involve symmetric operators which conserve parity.
Therefore, and in an attempt to mimic the properties of the ground state eigenfunction of the instability, we choose as our trial and dual functions, a Gaussian
centered at kz = kZH with a (complex) width 1/y/a, and delta functions in the kx
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directions:

# 3 ( k ) = * s ( - k ) = ^(A:* - kXH) 8(ky - kVH) e x p ( - a « 2 ),

(5.46)

where, as before, 7c = (kz — kZH), is the shifted variable in terms of which the
above expectation value integrals will be written shortly. As before, kZH and a
are variational parameters to be determined by making | VQ | stationary with
respect to each of them independently.
We must next choose the spatial orientation of the pump wave vis a, vis the
density gradient direction. Let us assume that the pump is normally incident
and linearly polarized with its electric field vector along the a;—axis, so that Uo =
(1,0,0), and its propagation vector along the z—axis, which means ko = (0,0, y/e).
It then follows that (iio • k) = kx, and (ko • k) = y/ekz.

Next we define a set

of new variables that will simplify the forms of the expectation value integrals
given above, starting with A;2 = (A;2H + A;2H + k2H) = (k2 + k2H), and Ad =
[(y/e — kZH)2 + k±\ , and including the following three:

Dtl

= (w + ivi)-vik2

(5.47)

Dtl

= (w + ivi)-k2

(5.48)

Dt2

= fi(w + iv2) + v2Ek2_.

(5.49)

The expectation value integrals written in terms of the shifted variable 7c and in
terms of coefficients defined in appendix D, section D.1.1, take on the following
very simple forms:
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IKE

=

{(* 2 ) 2 k2_ Dh Dh [Dl2 - C]}

X J°° dHe-al? [l + ^27c2 + • • • + ^i27c12] e~al?

IPE2

(5.50)

-(-l)nenl(k2)2k2_[Dtl+Dtl-[Dt2-C]]

=

x j H dKe-a* [l + <r27c2 + • • • + (TsTc8] J ^ - ( e " ^ )

INORM,

2

INORM2

(k2 - k2XH) Dtl

=

- ^-k

X

f" dice-"* fl + X27c2 + • • • + XioTc10] e~°^
J—oo

=

— kXJI —=

(5.51)

L

(5.52)

J

A: Dtl

x J™ dKe~aie [l + p27c2 + • •. + poTc6] e-a7?.

(5.53)

Using eq.(A.33) to (A.39), of appendix A, and Mn = [(2m)!/(2m m!)], the
four expectation value integrals, normalized to IQa(Q,0), may be written as:

IKE

= (k2)2 k2_ Dtl Dtl [Dt2 -C][l

IPE,

=

+^ ]

- Mn e2nnL an (k2)2 k2_ [A, + Dtl - [Dt2 - C]]

(5.54)

(5.55)
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INORM,

- (k2 - k2XH) ^

=

k2 Dtl [l + ^]

= -k2xJ-^(Al)2k2Dtl[l

INORM2

+ £\,

(5.56)

(5.57)

where (Al) = 1 — kt/k2, and only lowest significant order terms in 1/a have been
retained. These equations may be combined tofinallywrite the minimum pump
strength principle for the mixed polarization instability as:

~

•(*)

|2

vo

[-A, D* (D* - g) (1 + ft) + M//£21 o» (A, + A , - (Dt2 - C))]
[RD'r (l + %)+T(Al)2Dtl
(l + ft)]
(5.58)

where T = k2H/k2, and iE = 1 — T. It is instructive to identify the ordering of
the terms in eq.(5.58) required to make it reduce to the MPS-VP of pure SRS,
or pure 2o;pe. First let us state what the latter are, before specifying the way in
which they may be obtained from eq.(5.58). The MPS—VPs for SRS and 2wpe
are:

V"» = ( £ ) | vo \\SRS)
=

f-A 1 (A 2 -C7)(l + f2;) + M / / £ 2 l ^ ]

(5.59)
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A2- .

(f)\*o\2{2„pc)

=

[-D<AD<,-C)(l
T(Al)2(l

+ %) + Miie2nla»]
+ %)

In order to obtain eq.(5.59) from eq.(5.58), we look in the limit [Ai — ( A 2 —
G)]/Di, —* 0, while simultaneously taking the limit, T (Al)2 —• 0. The first of
these conditions is akin to choosing the density, or the location of the PPMP,
so that A i = ( A 2

—

G). Roughly speaking, this condition reads

CSRS

— [1 —

2u;p(0)] = k2 + vi k2.. Since T = k2H/k2, we may satisfy the second condition by
either restricting the interaction to occur out of the plane of incidence of the laser,
which makes kXH — 0, and leaves kyiI unrestricted (except by the first condition),
or, if the interaction does occur in the plane of incidence of the laser, so that
kyH = 0, then kXH must be very nearly zero as well. Otherwise, pure Raman
is not obtained, and the full MPS—VP for mixed polarization modes must be
treated. In fact, precisely this regime of kya = 0 and kXH small but not zero is
where we will find mixed polarization modes to play a significant role.
In order to obtain eq.(5.60) from eq.(5.58), we look in the limit, [De1 — (Dt2 —
C)]/Dtl —• 0, while simultaneously taking the limit, R —> 0. The first condition
can again be translated to the specification of the location of the PPMP. Roughly
speaking, this condition reads C2Wpc = [1 — 2u;p(0)] = vi(k2 + A;2). As for the
second condition, with kVH = 0, i. e., in the plane of incidence of the pump, JR
will be vanishingly small, only if A;2H ^> \k2H\. The usual 2wpe ordering of these
two terms, valid when the A:'s are large enough, is kZH oc k2 . This relation does
not hold true as A:2 —> 0, which is precisely the region where we expect mixed
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polarization states to dominate over pure 2wpe modes.
Returning to the MPS—VP for mixed polarization modes, and just as in the
two previous chapters, we shall perform the extremization in eq.(5.58) with respect
to the variational parameters, perturbatively, around the infinite pump strength
limit, or, alternatively, the a —• oo, and e„L —* 0 limit. Writing the frequency
of the mixed polarization wave as wi = wp(0) + w/(2wp(0)), with w = flu + A,
we define D\ ' as the value of A evaluated at the frequency flu, where flu is the
frequency in the homogeneous plasma or infinite pump strength limit. That is,
D\ ' = Di(w = flu). Here the subscript "i" stands for £i,ti, or l2In the infinite pump strength limit, to zero order in A, eq.(5.58) becomes:
A(o) D(o) ( S £ )

_C)=_X[R

D(0) + T{M)2 A(o)] f

(5 61)

while A itself is defined by the rest of eq.(5.58) as:

where the three coefficients ^4o>-^i and A2 are defined as

A0 = \[RD^(fi2-X2)+T{Al)2D^(fi2-p2)]

Ai = ^

^

[B%> + D%> - (D%> - C)]

(5.63)

(5.64)
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A2 = (R + T (Al)2) + I [A<0) Z)J) + (2J«> - C) ( 4 0 ) + D^)].
(5.65)

Making A stationary with respect to a involves solving the equation dA/da =
0. The solution to this equation, aM, as well as the resulting value of the inhomogeneous plasma contribution to the frequency, AM, are:

-

Al \ "+1

=
\

OCM

(5.66)

("T)
AQJ

Al \ "+1

*«-[(*+>*] ® ®
5.3.1

(5.67)

The Infinite Pump Strength Limit of the Mixed
Polarization Instability, and the Coefficients AQ, A\,
and A2

Here we wish to solve for fin and kZH, in terms of which we may then evaluate
the coefficients AQ, AI, and A2, defined in eqns.(5.63) to (5.65), required to obtain
AM from eq.(5.67). Our starting point is eq.(5.61), which may be rewritten, by
dividing both sides by A ° -£7, , as:

D^-C

= -A

R
A(o)+

T(A1)2
£(0) _

(5.68)
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Writing the homogeneous limit dispersion relation in this way has the advantage
of clearly showing just how the pure 2wpe and pure SRS answers are embedded
in it. When the first term on the right hand side of eq.(5.68) is negligible, we
have 2wpe, while if the second term on the right hand side may be neglected, the
resulting dispersion relation is that of SRS.
Eq. (5.68) is an equation with five independent small parameters in it: VQ, vi,
C = [1—2wp(0)], A;2H, and A:2^. In this section, we want to solve for its root fin and
the accompanying kZJ1 which in turn satisfies the equation dwi/dkZH

= 0. So far,

no assumptions have been made about the relative sizes of the A;'s. Our interest
in this chapter lies in very small A; values only, even though all A; values may be
investigated by using eqns.(5.68) and (5.67), including all of 2wpe theory and all
of SRS. The narrowing of our focus occurs next, when we solve eq.(5.68) only
after making assumptions on the relative ordering of the five small parameters
identified above, which will, by choice, lock us into treating small A;2 values only.
The simultaneous resonance of both the electrostatic and the electromagnetic
parts of the mixed polarization wave with the pump and the first (electrostatic)
daughter wave, requires, in particular, that A , ' ^ $ , • This 1S possible if A;2 < v0,
in which case D\J « D\' « (flii+ivi)-

The homogeneous limit dispersion relation

then closely resembles Raman backscattering from n c / 4 , that is [ A 2
iVi) — k2] + X ft* 0. On the other hand, if A;2 ^> v0, then A j
resonant, A ,

^> D\',

—

G] [(flit +

will no longer be

SO that with R and T being of order one, the second term

on the right hand side of eq.(5.68) will dominate over the first, and we'll recover
2wpe scaling. That is, the homogeneous limit dispersion relation will reduce to
( S g ) - C] [flH + iui-vik2]

+ XT(Al)2

« 0.
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The following ordering relations allow us to capture mixed polarization modes
where they are apt to be most interesting:

kZH\

=

KH ^

0(Max(t5o,A:l))

(5.69)

kyH

(5.70)

C =

0(vi).

(5.71)

These lead to the following expression for flu :

flH= ~ r ("i + v2) + vi k2 + i'7o,

(5.72)

in which case, the frequency of the mixed polarization wave is:
o2

ui = ^--f(kl-k2)-^(Vi

+ v2) + il0 + A,

(5.73)

where 70 satisfies the equation:

7o = x/A

z ' 7 o - kl*JL

1/2

£70 - A;2

(5.74)

In most circumstances, it is sufficient to solve this equation iteratively for 70, by
replacing 70 on the right hand side of eq.(5.79) by v0. The resulting lowest order
approximation is:

70 « v0

(ivo-k2)
(i Vo — k2) J '

(5.75)

The value of kz about which our trial function is localized, namely, kZH, is found
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by making Wi stationary with respect to kZjI. This results in the expression:

kzH(kXH,kyH)

— (170

AjJ

ilo-kl
-T + iBD.
\ilo-k2t

(5.76)

where fi, a familiar quantity in 2wpe theory, was defined in chapter IV as: fi =
y/evi/vo = 2.75TkeV/(Iulr/cm2 Ao,Mm), and where D is given by:

!) 3 1 + ?.
2

ik2+k2)

(5.77)

(ifo-k2H)(ijo-k2Y

In the next section, we will focus our attention on interactions that occur in
the plane of incidence (where kyH = 0 ) . In that plane the growth rate of 2wpe
is largest, and we are looking for circumstances where mixed polarization modes
might excede the maximum growth rate of pure 2wpe modes. In the A:^ = 0 plane,
70 and kZH are simplified and are given by the expressions:

kzH(kyH=G)

(i7o-k2) -F + ifi

=

2

MkyH = 0 ) = vo [l - (ivo - k
Vo

XH)

(5.78)

~ \ 22 l - 1 / 2

(l/yft + ifi) }

\_khz3A 3

2

(5.79)

It is immediately obvious from these equations that pure SRS backscattering
from n c /4 is recovered in the kx = 0 limit. In addition, it is important to note
that these same equations also faithfully reproduce pure 2o;pe behavior in the
k2H ^> 70 limit as well, including the kx dependent correction term to the growth
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rate, fi2kXH/2, when fi > 1.
We find the following expressions for the three cofficients Ao, Ai, and A2

2
1 (*7o-A; )
4 . (ifo-kl)

Ao =

Ai

=

A2

=

Mn e2nl,;
(ilo-kx)

1-3

(5.80)

(5.81)

[l + i'*L/7o] 1 + *!%.
[1 + iklho]
3 70

(5.82)

which, in the kyjl = 0 plane, become:

A = "J

(5.83)

„, = ^ i (.•»-«,,

(5.84)

A2

=

-2

k2 '
7o.

(5.85)
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5.3.2

A M , t h e Frequency Shift, 3£(o;i), a n d t h e G r o w t h
r a t e , $s(cvi), for t h e Mixed Polarization Instability
in Power-Law Density profiles

Substituting eqns.(5.83) to (5.85) into eq.(5.67), we find the contribution to the
complex frequency due to inhomogeneity to be:
-2B_

AM

+1
= vo Nn(n)e^t

„-«7T/2

(l + irx)

,~."+i

where rx = (k2/v0)

n+l
n

(5.86)

and

Nn(n) = - (l + - ) (AnMu)^

,

(5.87)

and where Mn(n) = (2n)\/(2n n\). With the following three definitions, our analytic estimate of the most unstable mode's frequency can be written in a compact
form.

("1 + V2)

v =

(2vQ)

G„ =

yftvifi/2
7 x 10 - 3

(5.88)

rp2
1
keV

T1!2

_2n
nL

£

CiNH(n)

=

Nn(n)

Vo

\

n+l

(5.89)

(5.90)
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where, e"L = 0.25/(wo Ln/c)n,

and v0 = 1.85 x 10~31]12

2

A0,Mm. The frequency

of the mixed polarization wave is:

wi = Aw(n) + i vQ Tn,

(5.91)

where the frequency shift Aw and the normalized growth rate Tn are given by:

Aw = l[l-vi(e
+

+ 2k2)]

VQ CiNH(n) [1 + r 2 ] Sf^+IT

cos

W+~T)+ ^ T T t a n "

{Tx

\
(5.92)

r„

=

I-V-CHTX

-

CiNH(n)[l+Tl]-^

sin

IT

n
+
——2(n + 1) n + l tan-V,)

(5.93)

It is gratifying to note that these expressions reduce to the form of SRS
backscattering from n c /4 in the TX = 0 limit, and that they approach pure 2wpe
asymptotically as r x —* oo. But this is speaking formally. In practice, once rx
is greater than 4 or 5, the difference between pure 2wpe growth rates and mixed
polarization ones becomes less than 1%. These results confirm our estimates in
section 5.1.1, that mixed polarization modes will dominate over pure 2wpe for
A;2 < vo- The contribution to growth rate due to inhomogeneity is shown in figure 5.1, where the mixed polarization mode's normalized growth rate is plotted
schematically, together with those of 2u>pe and SRS.
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fim (»)

rSRS(n)=-CINH(n)x
tm

-

Qvtf(W)

FX 2 ^ . / T T \ .
/AW V U -

•r x

_/>/(n+l)

sin
_2(«+l)J
j^mixeds \ _

^INH \n)

( 1 + t . 2 p-')

7T

v

XSm

[ 2 (« + l)

+

[7+-lTan-l(rx)

Figure 5.1: A schematic picture of the connection between the contribution to
the growth rate due to the inhomogeneity of the plasma for mixed polarization
modes versus r x = k2H/vo- Both pure 2wpe and pure SRS backscattering growth
rate components due to inhomogeneity are also shown.
Furthermore, we see from eq.(5.93) that instead of diverging as k2H —> 0,
or, what is the same thing, as rx —> 0, the growth rate reaches a finite and A;
independent limit, which is the growth rate of SRS at n c /4. The two regimes,
TX ^> 1 and TX = 0 have been joined smoothly via mixed polarization modes. This
can be seen in figure 5.1 for any n, as well as in the three figures that follow it,
showing the growth rate (and not just the inhomogeneous contribution to it) of
mixed polarization modes as well as 2wpe ones in a linear density profile.
Let us rewrite eq.(5.93) for linear and parabolic density profiles, together with
the coefficient CiNH(n) for both cases, and analyze these results more carefully,
for they may be of current experimental interest.
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Ti =

sin [f + | tan-^r*)]
(x + T2)i/4

1-U-CHTX-CINH(1)

(5.94)
ClNH(l) = 2.5 [XiooMm A^2m J *K7c
M^^J
(5.95)
1

sinff + j t a n - ^ ) ]
T2

=

1-P-CHTX-CINH(2)

(i + r2y/3
(5.96)

CIN„(2)

= 0.18 [ 2 ^ / ? £W/c ]
(5.97)

Whenever the peak of the pure 2u>pe growth rate curve occurs for r x > 0(1),
the threshold for 2u;pe will be lower than that of mixed polarization and pure
Raman modes. This is mostly a function of the variable Gu, defined in eq.(5.89)
as

c„ = 7 x io-3

-q^-—•

In three subsequent figures, the growth rate of the mixed polarization instability
as well as that of pure 2wpe will be shown versus TX. The numerical values of the
coefficients are chosen such that the following case is a valid realization. With
a pump wave of intensity 1014 watts per centimeter squared, and wavelength of
0.35/fm, the difference between the three plots is the temperature, which is raised
from 1 keV in figure 5.2, to 3 keV in figure 5.3, to 5 keV in figure 5.4.
As the temperature is increased, or laser wavelength, or intensity decreased,
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Figure 5.2: Comparison of the growth rates of the 2wpe instability (these curves
diverge as r x tends towards zero) to those of the mixed polarization instabilty
(these curves intersect the r x = 0 axis at finite values of Tj which correspond
to the growth rate of stimulated Raman backscattering modes from nc/4), both
plotted versus the normalized transverse wavenumber squared, TX = (k2/vo). The
density profile is linear, and CH = 0.02. CINH(1) = 4.2, for the solid line with open
circles, CINH(1) = 2.1, for the dashed line with the open squares, CINH(1) = 1.414,
for the dashed line with the open diamonds and CINH(1) = 0.84 for the dashed
line with x's. The homogeneous limit coefficient, CH, is defined in eq.(5.89), and
CINH(1), in eq.(5.95).
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CH will increase and the peak of the 2wpe growth rate curve will move to shorter r x
values. When the peak of the pure 2u>pe growth rate curve is within TX = 0(1), then
mixed polarization states will exist with higher growth rates than the peak growth
rate of the pure 2wpe instability. The maximum growth rate in such situations
will be at TX = 0, decreasing slowly with increasing TX, increasing again towards
the local 2wpe peak and decreasing again for even larger r x s. This is shown in
figure 5.3.
Finally, in a regime of even higher temperature, or even shorter wavelength,
the entire mixed polarization growth rate curve will monotonically decrease from
its SRS value at r x = 0, where the growth rate is assumed to be positive, to some
'XMAX

, at which point the growth rate curve crosses the T = 0 axis. This is shown

in figure 5.4. The location of TXMAX may be found by linearizing eq.(5.93) about
TX = 0, as follows:

r„(r x < 1) = 1 - v - CiNH(n) sin

7T

2(n + l)
cos

2(n + l)]JT*-

(5.98)

As long as SRS backscattering from n c /4 is above threshold, that is CINH^)

<

(1 — F)/sin Lfa+i)] > *hen TXMAX, proportional to the largest unstable A;2^, is given
by:

'XMAX

(n) =

1-vC

CiNH(n) sin fepfcy]

[ H+(nTl)ClNH(n)cOs[^y

(5.99)

This equation defines a natural linewidth to the commonly observed Raman
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Figure 5.3: Comparison of the growth rates of the 2u;pe instability (these curves
diverge as TX tends towards zero) to those of the mixed polarization instabilty
(these curves intersect the rx = 0 axis at finite values of Tj which correspond to the
growth rate of stimulated Raman backscattering modes from nc/4), both plotted
versus the normalized transverse wavenumber squared, r x = (k2H/vo). The density
profile is linear, and CH = 0.18. The inhomogeneity coefficient C I N H ( 1 ) = 2.4, for
the solid line with open circles, C I N H ( 1 ) = 1.414, for the dashed line with the
open squares, C I N H ( 1 ) = 0.84, for the dashed line with the open diamonds and
CINH(1) = 0.42 for the dashed line with x's. The homogeneous limit coefficient,
C H , is defined in eq.(5.89), and CINH(1)) in eq.(5.95).
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Figure 5.4: Comparison of the growth rates of the 2u>pe instability (these curves
diverge as r x tends towards zero) to those of the mixed polarization instabilty
(these curves intersect the rx = 0 axis at finite values of Ti which correspond
to the growth rate of stimulated Raman backscattering modes from nc/4), both
plotted versus the normalized transverse wavenumber squared, r x = (k2H/vo).
The density profile is linear, and CH = 0.5. C I N H ( 1 ) = 1.414, for the solid line
with open circles, C I N H ( 1 ) = 0.84, for the dashed line with the open squares, and
C I N H ( 1 ) = 0.42 for the dashed line with solid diamonds. CH is defined in eq.(5.89),
and CINH(1)J in eq.(5.95).
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light with frequency very close to WQ/2. The interpretation is that whenever the
(kx = 0) pure SRS mode is unstable, so too will a range of mixed polarization
modes be unstable. This natural linewidth of the Wo/2 light is a function of temperature, scalelength, and laser intensity and wavelength, as given by eq.(5.99).
The transition from low to high temperature regimes of the mixed polarization,
high frequency instability is displayed in the next six figures. The first three show
the normalized growth rate of the mixed polarization instability versus r x , for
CH = 0.02, figure 5.5, CH = 0.2, figure 5.6, and CH = 1, figure 5.7. The next three
figures, figure 5.8, figure 5.9, and figure 5.10, correspond to the same parameters,
but for a parabolic density profile. These figures show the qualitative differences
between the two limiting regimes of low and high temperature, or CH -C 1, and
CH

= 0(1).
A final point is in order concerning the frequency shifts of these waves. Looking

at waves with r x •< 1, we may linearize eq.(5.92) about r x = 0, and write it in
terms of three new frequency shift variables Aw, (AwJ , and (AwJ , which are
defined as follows:

(5.100)
( S 3 ) v(n) ^
>> ' ° '

_ ^ +
2

^ M c o s [ — ^ ~
fi
[2(n + l)
(5.101)

V

h

[>fi

8

[2(n +

l)\\
(5.102)
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Figure 5.5: The growth rate of mixed polarization modes in a linear density profile
in the low temperature limit. The homogeneous plasma limit coefficient, defined
in eq.(5.89), is CH = 0.02. The coefficient that characterizes the influence of
inhomogeneity on the growth rate, defined in eq.(5.95) is CINH(1) = 2.5, for the
curve with the circles, CINH(1) = 1.414, for the curve with squares, CINH(1) = 1.0,
for the curve with diamonds, and CINH(1) = 0.5, for the curve with x's.
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Figure 5.6: The growth rate of mixed polarization modes in a linear density
profile in the intermediate temperature regime. The homogeneous plasma limit
coefficient, defined in eq.(5.89), is CH = 0.2. The coefficient that characterizes the
influence of inhomogeneity on the growth rate, defined in eq.(5.95) is CINH(1) =
2., for the curve with the circles, CINH(1) = 1.414, for the curve with squares,
CINH(1) = 1.0, for the curve with diamonds, = 0.5, for the curve with x's, and
CINH(1) = 0.1, for the curve with crosses.
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Figure 5.7: The growth rate of mixed polarization modes in a linear density profile
in the high temperature limit. The homogeneous plasma limit coefficient, defined
in eq.(5.89), is CH = 0.02. The coefficient that characterizes the influence of
inhomogeneity on the growth rate, defined in eq.(5.95) is CINH(1) = 1.414, for the
curve without markings, CINH(1) = 1-0, for the curve with squares, CINH(1) = 0.5,
for the curve with diamonds, and CINH(1) = 0.1, for the curve with x's.
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Figure 5.8: The growth rate of mixed polarization modes in a parabolic density
profile in the low temperature limit. The homogeneous plasma limit coefficient,
defined in eq.(5.89), is CH = 0.02. The coefficient that characterizes the influence
of inhomogeneity on the growth rate, defined in eq.(5.97) is CINH(2) = 4.5, for
the curve with the circles, CINH(2) = 3.5, for the curve with squares, CINH(2) =
2.5, for the curve with diamonds, CINH(2) = 2.0, for the curve with x's, and
CINH(2)
= 1.0, for the curve with crosses.
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Figure 5.9: The growth rate of mixed polarization modes in a parabolic density
profile in the intermediate temperature regime. The homogeneous plasma limit
coefficient, defined in eq.(5.89), is CH — 0.2. The coefficient that characterizes the
influence of inhomogeneity on the growth rate, defined in eq.(5.97) is CINH(2) =
4.5, for the curve with the circles, CINH(2) = 3.5, for the curve with squares,
CINH(2) — 2.5, for the curve with diamonds, CINH(2) = 2.0, for the curve with
x's, and CINH(2) = 1.0, for the curve with crosses.
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Figure 5.10: The growth rate of mixed polarization modes in a parabolic density
profile in the high temperature limit. The homogeneous plasma limit coefficient,
defined in eq.(5.89), is CH = 0.02. The coefficient that characterizes the influence
of inhomogeneity on the growth rate, defined in eq.(5.97) is CINH(2) = 4.5, for
the curve with the circles, CINH(2) = 3.5, for the curve with squares, CINH(2) =
2.5, for the curve with diamonds, CINH(2) = 2.0, for the curve with x's, and
CINH(2) = 1.0, for the curve with crosses.
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We see from these equations that (Aw) (n) = 0(1), but that the coefficient of
the term proportional to r x is small because So < 1, and fi ^> 1. This means
that [Aw) ^> (Aw) even when r x = 0(1). Therefore, as far as unstable mixed
polarization modes are concerned, we only need to look at (Aw) , the part they
share with pure SRS modes at TX = 0, to understand the key features of Aw.
What we are looking for are differences in the behaviors of the frequency shifts in
linear and parabolic density profiles. Specializing to these two cases and writing
the resulting expressions in dimensional variables, we obtain:

A 1/2

(Aw") (1) =
V

/ 0

-0.43 + ^

°

'

-

rl/4

\

1V

2J

'""

JlOOftm

TkeV

(5.103)
(Aw) o (2) =

-0,43 + ^

A(
1/6

%3

.
(5.104)

In terms of (AwJ , and in dimensional variables, the leading order terms in
the frequency shift of the mixed polarization wave is:

— = ^ + 2.54 x 10- 3 TkeV (Awjn (n).
Wo A
\ /o

(5.105)

The above three equations imply that both the direction and the magnitude of
the frequency shifts of the unstable waves will be different between linear and
parabolic profiles. Additionally, the dependence on laser wavelength is different
while the dependence on laser intensity is actually reversed between the linear and
parabolic density profile cases! We conclude that for parabolic profiles, the fre-
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quency shifts will be a strong function of temperature and very weakly depend on
density scalelength, while in linear density profile and long wavelength laser cases,
the frequency shifts will be most sensitive to scalelength and not temperature. In
the case of linear density profiles and short wavelength lasers, it is not always
possible to disentangle scalelength information and temperature information by
simply measuring the frequency shift, even though attempts have been made in
that direction [Seka 85, Villeneuve 87b].
To show the difference between short wavelength and long wavelength pump
cases, as well as the difference between linear and parabolic profiles, the frequency shift of the TX = 0 mode is plotted in the following six figures. Three,
(figure 5.11, figure 5.13, and figure 5.15), correspond to a short wavelength laser
with wavelength equal to 0.35/mi, while three others, (figure 5.12, figure 5.14, and
figure 5.16), correspond to a laser whose wavelength is 10.6/zm. Each set of three
scans the intensities 10 13 ,10 14 and 101S, watts per centimeter squared, for both
1 keV and 5 keV temperatures. One may notice the unreliability of the interpretation that a given frequency shift is exclusively a temperature or scalelength
diagnostics for all parameter ranges of interest.
We conclude this chapter by pointing out the possibility that if TXMAX

and

(Aw) expressions are used in conjunction, in order to analyze the frequency shift
and the linewidth of the wo/2 light simultaneously, (see eqns.(5.103) to (5.105),
and eq.(5.99)), then both the scalelength and the temperature may be obtained.
Future experiments conducted close to the threshold of SRS backscatter from
n c /4, using sub-micron lasers, might be able to make use of these results. This is
discussed further in the next chapter, where possible experimental signatures of
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Figure 5.11: Frequency shift of the r x = 0, mode versus length scale for two
temperatures and for both linear and parabolic density profiles. The laser intensity
is 10 13 W/cm 2 , and its wavelength is 0.35/xm. Adopting the notation (L, or P) to
signify a linear or a parabolic density profile, and 1 or 5 to stand for the electron
fluid temperature in keV, the curve with squares corresponds to (P, 5), the one
with x's to (L, 5), the one with circles to (P, 1), and the one with diamonds to
(L, !)•
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Figure 5.12: Frequency shift of the r x = 0, mode versus length scale for two
temperatures and for both linear and parabolic density profiles. The laser intensity
is 1013W/cm2, and its wavelength is 10.6/tm. Adopting the notation (L, or P) to
signify a linear or a parabolic density profile, and 1 or 5 to stand for the electron
fluid temperature in keV, the curve with squares corresponds to (P, 5), the one
with x's to (L, 5), the one with circles to (P, 1), and the one with diamonds to
(L, 1).
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Figure 5.13: Frequency shift of the r x = 0, mode versus length scale for two
temperatures and for both linear and parabolic density profiles. The laser intensity
is 1014W/cm2, and its wavelength is 0.35/xm. Adopting the notation (L, or P) to
signify a linear or a parabolic density profile, and 1 or 5 to stand for the electron
fluid temperature in keV, the curve with squares corresponds to (P, 5), the one
with x's to (L, 5), the one with circles to (P, 1), and the one with diamonds to
(L, 1).
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Figure 5.14: Frequency shift of the r x = 0, mode versus length scale for two
temperatures and for both linear and parabolic density profiles. The laser intensity
is 1014W/cm2, and its wavelength is 10.6/xm. Adopting the notation (L, or P) to
signify a linear or a parabolic density profile, and 1 or 5 to stand for the electron
fluid temperature in keV, the curve with squares corresponds to (P, 5), the one
with x's to (L, 5), the one with circles to (P, 1), and the one with diamonds to
(L, 1).
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Figure 5.15: Frequency shift of the r x = 0, mode versus length scale for two
temperatures and for both linear and parabolic density profiles. The laser intensity
is 1015W/cm2, and its wavelength is 0.35/im. Adopting the notation (L, or P) to
signify a linear or a parabolic density profile, and 1 or 5 to stand for the electron
fluid temperature in keV, the curve with squares corresponds to (P, 5), the one
with x's to (L, 5), the one with circles to (P, 1), and the one with diamonds to
(L, 1).
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Figure 5.16: Frequency shift of the rx = 0, mode versus length scale for two
temperatures and for both linear and parabolic density profiles. The laser intensity
is 10 ls W/cm 2 , and its wavelength is 10.6/xm. Adopting the notation L, or P to
signify a linear or a parabolic density profile, and 1 or 5 to stand for the electron
fluid temperature in keV, the curve with squares corresponds to (P, 5), the one
with x's to (L, 5), the one with circles to (P, 1), and the one with diamonds to
(L, 1).
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all the instabilities treated in previous chapters are listed.

Chapter 6
Summary and Conclusions
In this chapter, the growth rates and threshold conditions which were calculated
in the preceeding four chapters are summarized and presented in one place for easy
reference. Various experimental tests of these results are suggested. The chapter
ends with a discussion of the use of the variational method on other instabilities such as the ion-acoustic decay instability (IADI) and stimulated Brillouin
scattering (SBS) in inhomogeneous, flowing plasmas.

6.1

Summary of Growth Rates and Threshold
Conditions

The Rosenbluth model problem, the Liu, Rosenbluth, and White sidescattering
model, SRS, 2wpe, and the mixed polarization, high frequency instability are the
five (interrelated) problems that were addressed in previous chapters. Here the
results of these calculations are presented in the order in which they were just
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listed.

T h e Rosenbluth M o d e l P r o b l e m
In chapter II, section 2.3, the Rosenbluth model equations were solved for the
most unstable mode, or lowest bound state, in a phase mismatch of the form
K(X) = /cn(0) xn/n\,

where n is any positive integer. In the case of even-n profiles,

with n = 2m, we found the growth rate (given by the real part of p, the Laplace
transform variable,) and the threshold condition in the absence of damping to be:

»(p)
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=

(v, + v2)
1

iV

*

1 - — ( ^ + ^)

COS

(6.1)

[2(m+l)J [ (2m)! J
8m41
m+1

7o

(6.2)
l7o| 2
r/c( 2m )(0)l 2m+l

I (2m)! J

2(m+l)
2m+l

Ni(m)

cos

2(m + l)J]
(6.3)

Here 70 = 7o/\/Vi V2, and 70 is the coupling constant, proportional to the amplitude of the pump electric field. The quantities Vi and V2 are projections of the
group velocities of the two daughter waves along the inhomogeneity direction, vi
and v2 are phenomenological damping rates, and the fc-vector mismatch term is
K(X) = ko(x) — ki(x) — k2(x), here assumed to be of the form K(X) = /cn(0)

xn/n\.
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The two numerical factors are:
1
(l + —)
4 ,
(2m)!
2m)!
2 2m m!'

Ni(m)
Mi(m)

~

(2mM1)'^

(6.4)

In the case of odd-n profiles, with n = 2m + 1, the threshold condition in the
absence of damping was found to be:

l7o
T/ VT/
V

M 2m +*H0)1 m+1

>

2m+3

[/(RM)}*^

1 2 I <2m+l)! ]

(2m+ 3
[4(2m + l)M/(m)]=*r
4(2m + 1 )

2m+3
2(m+l)

(6.5)

where f(R\f) is given by

2

1(R M)

SR2M/2)2m^(-R2M)

(l +
=

(1 +

R2M=~(m + l)
and Mi = T(m +

2

2

-,—i-

2m+3

3

R M/2) ™+

11 +
4(m + 1 ) 2

(6.6)

(6.7)

3/2)/T(l/2).

The Rosenbluth model itself, as well as the results just given, may be applied
to any three wave parametric instability occuring in plasmas which do not have
very steep gradients, where the waves are not near their turning points, where the
interaction occurs strictly locally around a single perfect phase matching point,
in the weak coupling limit, and with constant coupling coefficients.
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The Liu, Rosenbluth, and White Sidescattering Model
The second problem that was solved in chapter II was the Liu, Rosenbluth,
and White Raman sidescattering model in density profiles of the form w2(z) =
w2(0)(l + zn/Ln),

where n is any positive integer, and with the perfect phase

matching point, without loss of generality, taken to be at z = 0. We found the
growth rate to be:

rsnRSS = Mkl)

1-17-

Nn(n) sin[7r/(2(n + 1))] 2n/(n+i)

/*(\/W

(n+2)/(n+1)

-nL

(6.8)

where fo(k2) = (1 + 2fc2 —fc4/3)(1 — k2)2. The threshold condition for the general
n case then is:
X/fi
4n/(n+2)
nL

e

-

Nn(n) sin[7r/(2(n +1))]
/x(l-F)

Here, Nn(n) = (1 + l/n^nMi^n)]1^*1)/4

2(r»+l)/(n+2)

(6.9)

and Mn(n) = (2n)!/(2 2n n\).

The pump strength parameter is defined as A =

\v0\2 k2,/ e, where

vo = wp(0)y/eu0/(2c). Here c is the speed of light, UQ is the quiver speed of
electrons in the electric field of the pump wave, wp(0) is the plasma frequency at
the PPMP normalized to the frequency of the pump, Wo, and e is the dielectric
constant at the PPMP, i.e., e = 1 - w2(0). Also, /x = (1 - wp(0))/wp(0). The
normalized density scale length parameter e"L = w2(0)/(wo

Ln/c)n.

Specializing to linear and parabolic density profiles, we obtained the following
expressions for the thresholds of SRSS via the LRW model in parameters that
characterize current laser-plasma experiments, such as, the pump wave's intensity,
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measured in 1014 watts per centimeter squared, and the pump wavelength, A0,
given in microns. Also, V = (Fi + v2)/2.

(I^/cm^UWXo)4^^-^3

> 995fi(k2)

(6.10)

( O / ^ A l m ) ( ^ / A 0 ) 2 ( l - F ) 3 / 2 > 261/2(*2),

(6.11)

where the kx or density dependences (with k2 = 1 — 2wp(0)) are

M®

= n(14-"pAfi/3(1 + 2 f e l - ^ / 3 ) ~ 1

Mkl) =

(i - k2)

(1 + k[)

(6-12)

1/2

(l + 2k2-kl/3)-\

(6.13)

Stimulated Raman Scattering
In chapter III, the following expressions were derived for the frequency shift and
the growth rate of SRS in density profiles of the form x2m, where the scattering
angle is not too close to ninety degrees.
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wp(0)
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f i t^p(O)
fi2
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(6.21)

The threshold condition, found by setting ^(wi) = 0, in terms of basic vari-
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ables, was found to be:

UM
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>
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The coefficients on the right hand side, fi(wp(0),k2,m),

gi(v2), as well as the

variable k2 are defined as follows.
1**1
A:2.

fi(wp(0),kl,m)

[Vi+1**11 (am-1)/(8m+1)
^P2(0)
V2/WQ
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J
**

nl/2

\/3v,h2/c2 L(>7«+M)*(6.24)

Jfc2

=

[(v£+l«*l) a + * l ] ,

(6.25)

where the definition of nn is:

1**1 = \jA2-fV2 [(y/-e+A)2 + k2].

(6.26)

It is useful in applications to have this threshold condition in terms of parameters
that characterize current laser-plasma experiments, such as laser intensity, measured in units of 1014 watts per square centimeter, Iuw.2,

the wavelength of the

laser in microns, Xollim, the scalelength of the plasma in thousands of microns,
•^2m,iooo^mj and the temperature of the electron fluid, in kilo electron volts, TjteV-
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The threshold condition in terms of these variables is:
,

,2/(2m+l) r 4m/(2m+l)
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2mil00 Mm
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(6.27)

where the numerical factor, which nevertheless depends on m, is given by:

4
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= 5.5 x 10
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(10007T) /(2m+l)
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and JVj = i i i ^ (4mMi) 1 /( m + 1 ). The damping factor, gi(v2), written in terms of
dimensional variables is:

gifa)

= 1 -
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(6.29)

(yft+\nh\)kl

If collisions are the dominant damping mechanism of the electron plasma wave,
then
U2_ _ 2.73 x 10- 5 lnAZ(w 2 (0)/w 2 )
w0

An

(6.30)

T3/2

A

0,limJ-keV

where one may use for InA the expression InA = 6.8 + ln[TkevXo^m/wp(Q)].

On

the other hand, if Landau damping is the dominant damping mechanism, then
V

JL = J^i

W0

"

fe(°i\
\

Wo

{Kh A z ) c ) -3 e X p [ - l / ( 2

(nh XDe)2) - 3/2].

(6.31)

/

Specializing to the parabolic density profile case, where n = 2m = 2, the
threshold condition is:

Ii4w/cm2 X2Q[lm L\[?ooo»m TkeT > 5.4 x 10" 2 / x (w p (0), k2, l)/gi%2),

(6.32)
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where /j in this case is:
1/3

/ 1 (w p (0),fc ,l) = i ^ i \/e+l«*l
2

(6.33)

^P2(0)

Odd-n profiles, the sidescattering limit, and the equations that describe the
transition between the two limits of backward scattering and sidescattering were
also given in chapter III.
The 2wpe Instability
In chapter IV, the complex frequency of one of the daughter plasma waves partaking in the 2wpe instability in a power law density profile where the PPMP (at
zQ) is at the density extremum (ZE) was found to be:

wj = - ± vi y/e yj- + kl + i vo cos(^x) T„,

(6.34)

where the normalized growth rate Tn is given by the equation:

T„ =

1-F-

fi2k2
2 cos2((fx)

Nii(n)ejt

(luofcos2^)*!")^

1-

fi2kl
2

COS

n+l

(6.35)

(ipx)

The threshold condition then is
2n+l
2n

*° |2

COs2(

^ > (*L-\

Nu(n)

(1-F)

(6.36)
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It is useful in applications to have threshold conditions in terms of experimentally relevant parameters, such as laser intensity, measured in units of 1014 watts
per square centimeter, Iuw/cm2', laser wavelength measured in micrometers, Xotlim',
density scalelengths in hundreds of micrometers, L„tioo^m', and electron fluid temperature in kilo electron volts, TkeV- The threshold condition of the 2wpe instability
occuring at the extremum of a density profile of the form

W2(ZE) (Z

— zs)n/L^,

where n is any positive integer, is:

AW

V,m cos (<px) [ - ^

5^j

> ^

W

,

(6-37)

where
Nn(n) = 7.32 x 104

<*m

(2n)i
1 "+1" /2n + l \ ^ r f5.08 x 10~3
2»+ 2 (n-l)!J
\ 2n J
[ 200 TT

n+l

(6.38)

Focusing on linear and parabolic density profiles, and restricting the decay
geometry to the plane of maximum growth rate (where kVH = 0, cos((px) — 1> and
kx = rj), the growth rates and threshold conditions for 2wpe, become:

r, =

•*• 3 2

2

\r

fi\

^L

l-v--fiW-N,,W-ioM

(6.39)
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and
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TkeV
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TkeV

(6.42)

where Nn(l) = 1/2, and AT/j(2) = 0.54.
Instead of assuming the PPMP at (z0) to be at the density extremum (ZE),
next we assume it to be slightly offset. The increased threshold, to first order
in (zo — ZE)2, in terms of parameters which characterize current laser-plasma
experiments, such as laser intensity, measured in units of 1014 watts per square
centimeter, Ii4w/cm2, laser wavelength measured in micrometers, Xotfim, density
scalelengths in hundreds of micrometers, Z2,ioo/imj and electron fluid temperature
in kilo electron volts, TkeV, was found to be:

r

.2

(L2,100,m 1 \ '

0-02

/

| n f i o

(*0-^n5/3

,-.,*

In the opposite limit, when the PPMP is far from the apex of the parabolic
density profile, we showed that the threshold approaches that of a linear profile
in the following manner.
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This equation shows that fi sets the scale for the required minimum distance
between the PPMP (at z0) and the apex of a parabolic density profile (at ZE)
which allows one to treat the density profile at the PPMP as being effectively
linear. Writing the condition for being away from the peak, and hence in an
effectively linear density profile, (z0 — ZE)2 > fi2, in terms of more basic variables,
we have

| ( w 2 M - w 2 ( * o ) ) | > 7.67 x l O - 5 -

%
(6.45)

w2 (*)

= \-(2vZ + evZ)(j + kl)+0(vi).
(6.46)

As we can see, the threshold increases as the PPMP slides away from the apex,
that is, when \(zo — ZE)\ increases. In particular, when (z0 — ZE)2 ^ fi2, we recover
the linear profile threshold condition, given in eq.(6.41).
When the pump wave is obliquely incident and S-polarized, the threshold due
to inhomogeneity is reduced, except for the linear density profile case where it is
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unaffected. In terms of the intensity at n c /4, the threshold condition is:
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where, as in the normal incidence case, given in eq.(6.38),
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In the case of an obliquely incident, P-polarized pump wave, there is an additional reduction in the threshold of the most unstable mode with positive TJ, and
a corresponding increase in threshold for negative n, and equal |n|. This effect
goes beyond the cos n + 1 (^/ ) factor, and can be as large as a factor of four for
parameter ranges of current interest. The appropriate threshold condition that
incorporates this asymmetric effect is:
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where,
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The Mixed Polarization, High Frequency Instability
In chapter five, the frequency of the mixed polarization wave participating in the
high frequency, mixed polarization instability is:

wi = Aw(n) + i v0 r n ,

(6.54)

where the frequency shift Aw and the normalized growth rate Tn are given by:
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The following definitions were used in the equation above:
(F1+F2)
v =

CH =

(6.57)

(2«o)
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=

(6.60)

| ( l + ^)(4nM/,)^,

where, Mn(n) = (2n)!/(2 n n!), the length scale parameter eJJL = 0.25/(w0
while the pump strength variable vo = 1.85 x 1 0 - 3 1 ^

2

Ln/c)n,

Xoilirn.

It is gratifying to note that these expressions reduce to the form of SRS
backscattering from n c /4 in the rx = 0 limit, and that they approach pure 2wpe
asymptotically as TX —* 00. But this is speaking formally. In practice, once r x
is greater than 4 or 5, the difference between pure 2wpe growth rates and mixed
polarization ones becomes less than 1%.
Furthermore, we see from eq.(6.56) that instead of diverging as k2H —* 0,
or, what is the same thing, as TX —• 0, the growth rate reaches a finite and k
independent limit, which is the growth rate of SRS at n c /4.
We may rewrite eq.(6.56) for linear and parabolic density profiles, together
with the coefficient CiNH(n) for both cases.
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I\ = 1-V-C„TX-CINH(1)

sin Uh + \ tan-V*)]J
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6.2

Potential Experimental Signatures

Potential experimental signatures of three processes are suggested based on the
results summarized in the previous section. These processes are: SRS, 2wpe, and
the mixed polarization, high frequency instability.
Stimulated Raman Scattering
In the case of stimulated Raman scattering from the peak of a parabolic density
profile, we see that the growth rate and the threshold of unstable modes depend
on the temperature of the plasma for backscattering and oblique scatter, but not
for sidescatter (see eqns. 6.11 and 6.32). As kx increases from zero to 1 — 2wp(0),
the threshold condition changes significantly. This may be used as a novel temperature diagnostic. By observing the scattered light of a given frequency, but at
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different angles, one may perform a series of experiments where the scale length of
the inhomogeneity is kept fixed, but the intensity of the laser is increased. Initially,
only sidescattering will be unstable as it has the lowest threshold. But gradually
more scattered light ought to be observed at smaller scattering angles, as the laser
intensity is increased. Simultaneous observations of scattered light of fixed frequency (wj « w0—wp(0)) should generate a curve of minimum observed scattering
angle, versus input laser intensity. Accounting for refraction, these observation
angles may be related to kx values at the peak of the density profile. The slope
of this curve, namely, input laser intensity versus kx, for fixed scalelength, and
in the absence of damping, is only a function of temperature (see eq. 6.32). By
determining the laser intensity at which sidescattering begins, we may infer the
density scalelength. The subsequent observation of scattered light, with smaller
kx values, and at higher laser intensities, may be used to infer the local plasma
temperature at the apex of the parabolic density profile. Clearly, a well characterized preformed plasma generated by a low intensity and long pulsewidth laser,
together with a very short pulse (a picosecond or less) secondary interaction beam
is desirable. The key is to detect the scattered light just from the peak density
otherwise the interpretation becomes more complicated. In a picosecond or less,
the plasma will have had no chance to move and change the peak density.
An alternate approach would be to independently vary the temperature (that
is, to heat the plasma) keeping all else fixed and to observe the changes in the
relative sidescattering and oblique scattering signal levels. The former is not
affected by temperature (assuming collisional and Landau damping don't play a
significant role, which is to say, assuming the plasma is hot and tenuous enough),
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but the latter is affected by a change in temperature. As the temperature is
increased, we expect the weaker oblique scatter signal level to move towards the
sidescattered signal level. Any fixed ratio between the signals, assuming they are
both small and not in a saturated or highly turbulent, or multimode regime, can
be converted potentially into a temperature diagnostic.
The 2wpe Instability
A possible application of the properties of the 2wpe instability calculated in chapter
IV is in exploding foil targets. The temporal evolution of the density of such
targets is given by the London-Rosen formula, [London 86, Rosen 90]. Suppose a
plasma created by an exploding foil has a peak density above n c /4. The LondonRosen model predicts that this plasma evolves in time by expanding and having
its peak density continually decrease. Therefore, there will inevitably occur a
moment where the condition

\(w2p(zE)

-U2P(Z0))\

< 7.67 x 10- 5

%
Iu

W/cm*

(6.65)
• L 2,100 M m

is satisfied at which point the peak of the density profile will be the site of copious
2wpe activity. Prior to that moment, the PPMP of 2wpe would have been located
somewhere on the flanks of the density profile, where the corresponding threshold
would have been higher and the growth rate lower.
Perhaps well-planned and carefully controlled experiments in the future will
be able to test the predictions made above regarding the quantitative change
in thresholds depending on the proximity of the PPMP at z0 to the apex of the
parabolic profile, at ZE- Relatively short scalelength and high temperature plasmas
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with low intensity and short wavelength lasers seem to be called for. By way of
example, one may suggest a plasma with a temperature of a few kilo electron
volts, with a parabolic density profile with a length scale at the peak of less than
fifty microns, and a submicron laser with an intensity less than 1013 watts per
centimeter squared.
The Mixed Polarization, High Frequency Instability
Two experimental signatures suggest themselves as possible targets for the identification of mixed polarization modes partaking in the high frequency mixed
polarization instability in laser produced plasmas. One is to infer the existence
of these modes by measuring the properties of the scattered light at Wo/2, while
the other is to probe the electrostatic component of mixed polarization modes by
Thomson scattering. These ideas are presented schematically in figure 6.1 and
figure 6.2.
If a low intensity laser irradiates a preformed, smooth plasma, so that normal
SRS backscattering from n c /4 is barely above threshold, then the width of the
signal near w 0 /2, which ought to correspond to the maximum TX that may have
been unstable, together with the frequency shift itself, offer two quantities which
are directly measurable in the laboratory. The expressions for frequency shift
and for

TXMAX

derived in chapter V, would allow us to obtain both the local

temperature and the local density scalelength, by using the so called "natural line
width" of the wo/2 signal and its frequency shift. This is possible even if one is
in the so called low temperature regime, or more precisely, the small CH regime,
where the most unstable 2wpe modes have higher growth rates than the mixed
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r mixed
SRS @ nJ4

Figure 6.1: A schematic drawing of the growth rate of mixed polarization modes,
showing the pure 2wpe peak that dominates the picture. Still, there is a band of
modes having TX « 0 which are unstable as well. The width of this band may be
said to give a natural line width to the w0/2 radiation.
polarization or SRS ones. This scenario is shown schematically in figure 6.1.
A second way to probe mixed polarization modes, potentially, is via Thomson scattering. Here, the Thomson scattered intensity would be measured as a
function of scattered angle. The curve that results will be a sensitive function of
the usual parameters, laser intensity, laser wavelength, and electron fluid temperature. If, as the angle of scatter decreases, the scattered intensity remains level or
increases slightly, then that would be indicative of the presence of mixed polar-
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Mixed Polarization

scattoz

1

Figure 6.2: A Thomson scattering experiment where the scattered intensity is
measured for various scattered angles might reveal the existence of the mixed
polarization, high frequency instability, if the Thomson scattered intensity remains
level or increases with diminishing scattered angle. Otherwise, the signal would
very likely be due to pure 2wpe.
ization modes. If, on the other hand, the scattered intensity falls off very sharply,
after reaching a peak rather slowly, then pure 2wpe modes would most likely be
responsible. This scenario is shown schematically in figure 6.2.
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6.3

Other Instabilities to which the Variational
Approach May Readily Be Applied

It is anticipated that one might profitably use the variational method to obtain
the complex frequency of the most unstable mode of parametric instabilities other
than the ones treated here. In particular, the ion acoustic decay instability (IADI)
[Perkins 71, Liu 76c], and the stimulated Brillouin Scattering instability (SBS)
[Liu 74, Liu 76c], offer interesting challenges.
To begin with, IADI is traditionally thought of strictly as a convective instability [ Perkins 71]. But the parameter regimes in which it has been considered are
rather limited. Not only has the pump wave been assumed to be constant in space
(the so called dipole model), as opposed to an Airy function, for instance, but also
the plasma has been assumed to be without flow, and therefore, without flow gradients as well. It is quite possible that when there are inhomogeneous flow profiles
in addition to inhomogeneous density profiles, there will arise conditions under
which the instability forms bound states whose eigenfrequencies may be estimated
using the variational method. For example, in exploding foil plasmas, there are
linear velocity profiles in the presence of parabolic density ones. This situation
has no counterpart in the high frequency instabilities treated in this dissertation.
What happens to bound states in such circumstances is terra incognita.
SBS presents very similar problems to the ones stated above. Additionally, a
further complication must be faced in both problems, namely, the strong coupling
regime. The properties of bound states in inhomogeneous media in the strong
coupling regime (and in the boundary layer leading up to it from the weak coupling
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side) have not been considered in the past. The variational method is well suited
to tackle this problem.
Bound state solutions in other instabilities, especially those occuring in magnetized plasmas [ Cohen 87, Porkolab 88, Swanson 89] might be amenable to the
variational approach as well. There, one must worry about nonuniform and
sheared magnetic fields, as well as velocity, density, and temperature inhomogeneities, to say nothing of complicated geometries that are not describable by
slab models.
Just as VPs in quantum theory can be applied to obtain the phase shift of scattering states, beyond their well known use in estimating the ground state of the
bound spectrum, [Morse 53, Moiseiwitsch 66], the same approach may be tried
in the case of non-Hermitian, or non-self-adjoint operators in order to estimate
the amplification factor of convective instabilities, beyond their use, demonstrated
here, as a way to estimate the ground state of absolute instabilities. Extended
or scattering states in Hermitian systems have their analogs in convective amplifiers in the spectra corresponding to unstable systems. Exploiting this analogy
fruitfully would result in a truly universal way of attacking parametric instabilities in inhomogeneous media. Both absolute and convective instabilities would
be addressed under the same banner, and the interesting question of transitions
between the two cases would be answered more deeply.
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Appendix A
Gaussian Integrals
Three successively more general Gaussian integrals are evaluated. They are included here for completeness. If the derivations are not of interest, any standard
table of special functions and integrals, such as [Abramowitz 65], may be consulted for many of the answers.

A.l

Ig, The Simplest Gaussian Integral

Ig is the (2m)th moment of the Gaussian exp(—x2/a), where we assume the real
part of a to be positive, so that the integral converges on the real x axis.

Ig(m)=

H x2me-x2ladx.

(A.l)

J—oo

Ig(m) may be expressed in terms of an integral representation of a half-oddinteger gamma function, via the substitution x = y/au, and using analytic continuation of the Gamma functions:
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In particular, let's define Ig(m) = y'Tra Ig(m), and list the first few 7ff

(A.3)

7,(0) = 1
a
2
3 a2
—
4
15 a ,
8
105
16 a

7,(1)
7.(2)
7,(3)
7,(4)

A.2

(A.4)
(A.5)
(A.6)
(A.7)

Refresher on Hermite Polynomials, Hn(x)

Starting with the contour integral representation of Hermite polynomials, H„(x),
eq.(22.10.9), page 784, in [Abramowitz 65], both Rodrigues' formula and the generating function for these polynomials are derived. Using the latter, the value of
Hn(0) is calculated. These are results that will be used in sections A.3 and A.4.
,1

n!

,
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(A.8)
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where the closed contour C encircles the pole at z = 0 counterclockwise. We note
that the right hand side of eq.(A.8) is almost in the form of Cauchy's integral
formula for the nih derivative of an analytic function:

To make the correspondence exact, we must complete the square in the exponent of the numerator of eq.(A.8) and shift the integration variable, so that
the pole that is encircled, is at z = —x and not at z = 0. With the substitution
u = z — x, we obtain:

Rodrigues' formula results when we use this equation together with Cauchy's
formula given in eq.(A.9):

Hn(x) = (-1)" e*2 £r(e-**).
To obtain the generating function, we calculate £ n (n Hn(x)/n\

(A.ll)
using the con-

tour integral representation of Hn(x) given in eq.(A.8), and interchange the order
of integration and summation:
oo An

„eon!

I

nK

>

.

2-xiTc^

oo

2xz-z2

s»+i <•

" hi^tM**.
Summing the geometric series in the integrand, J2%Lo((/z)n = (1 — Clz)~l,

(A.12,
an

d
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evaluating the resulting integral by the residue theorem, we obtain:
oo An

- I .

J^^H^x)
~

nV

n!

2
„2xz-z
p2xz-z*

= -^ I 7

;

-rdz
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(A.13)

The generating function for Hermite polynomials therefore is:

£;£#„(*) = e2*<-<2.

nTo"!

(A.14)

We shall also need £T2m(0) and H^m+i)(0)- They can be found directly from
the generating function, eq.(A.14), by using the Taylor series representation of
the Gausian, as follows:

oo An

£ M n ( 0 ) = e"<2
n=0 " •
oo

2
C/-2m

= m=0
E(-ir^r-

(A.i5)

Separating out the even and odd power terms on the left hand side, we can easily
see that

H2m(0)

=

(-1)"*^

# 2 m + 1 (0) = 0.

( A - 16 )
(A.17)
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A.3

Ipa: The Concentric, Asymmetric Gaussian Integrals

The integral we wish to evaluate is designated Ipa(n,j). It is used in chapter III.
However, in chapters IV and V only Iaa(n,j)

appears, which is the a = /? limit

of the following integral:

Ipa(n,j) = £

e - ^ V J ^ e - 0 * 2 dx.

(A.18)

We make the substitution u = y/ax, and use Rodrigues' formula given in
eq.(A.ll) to find

W « , J ) = * J+i)/2

J_ooVze~i'^)u

u

' Hn(u)du.

(A.19)

By using the generating function for Hermite polynomials given in eq.(A.14),
we will be able to reduce the above integral to a gamma function. To do this,
first we multiply the above equation by (—1)" znf(anl2 nl), sum over all n, and
use eq.(A.14) to obtain the equation

„_n

n=0

OC '

Til

J—ooyJa

= e~(^>21(j,z),

(A.20)

where I(j, z), with the further substitution t = ((a + f3)/a)ll2u — (a/(a + (3))ll2z,
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is defined by the equation

where t0 = ( a / ( a + f3))^2z. By expanding (< + to)' in a binomial series, we will
be able to express I(n,j) in terms of half-odd-integer gamma functions. Because
of a slight notational advantage, let us treat even and odd j cases separately.
For j even, we write j = 2 J and by carrying out the binomial expansion and
subsequent integration, find
1

/

n

\1/2

J

E°Mtlh1(J'k)'

T-^-^TW^)

(A 22)

'

where Cfjf = (2J)!/((2A;)! (2(J — k))\) is the usual binomial coefficient, and I(J, k)
is given by the equation

7(j>jb) = 4=
y/ir

r^e-w-vdt
J-ooy/a+P

= r ( j - f c + i/2)/r(i/2)
_
(2(J-k))l
2 J k
" 2 ( ~ ) (J - k)V

l

J

where the last line was obtained using the duplication formula for gamma functions, T(2z) = IT-1!222*-1 T(z) T(z+l/2), (eq.(6.1.18), page 256, [Abramowitz 65]).
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Substituting eq.(A.23) back into eq.(A.22), we obtain for 1(2J, z) the formula:

1(2 J, z)

=

(a + B)J

x£C 22k'
*=0

(—V
.2*

T(J-k + 1/2)

Wrl)

T(l/2)

(A.24)

For j odd, we write j = 2 J + 1 and repeating the same steps as in the even j
case, we obtain for 1(2 J + 1, z) the formula
1/2

X

2 ^ °2it+l

i=0

*2fc+l

\o~+fi)

T ( J - i b + l/2)'
r(i/2)

(A.25)

There remains for us to Taylor expand the factor premultiplying / in eq.(A.20),
and to combine the resulting double sum so as to be able to pick out Ipa by
comparing coefficients of zn between left and right hand side terms in eq.(A.20).
This procedure leads to four cases n = 2m or n = 2m+1, and j — 2J or j = 2 J+l.
We find for j even cases:

Ipa(2m + l,2J) = 0
Ipa(2m, 2J)

(A.26)

\[a + fi) {a + PJ i^(-i).
ml
xFe(m,J,a,B),

where Fe(m, J, a, j3) is defined by the equation

(A.27)
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J

1

Fe(m,J,a,B) =

mi

(m - k)l

6)[

r(j-fc + i/2)
r(i/2)

(A.28)

For j odd, we have the equations

Ipa(2m,2J + l)

= 0

7^(2771 + 1,27 + 1) =
x

(A.29)

\\\* + B) \a + Bj [a + Bj
(-ir (2m J: 1)! F 0 (m,j,a,/?),

(A.30)

where F0(m, J, a, f3) is defined by the equation

Fo(m,J,a,0) = — i _ £ ( - i ) * c K j ! ?

-6)

ml

(m - k)\

[r(j-fe + i/2)
i r(i/2)

(A.31)

In the next two subsections we shall look at the a = /? limit of these equations
and write out some particular cases which are used in chapters IV and V.
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A.3.1

Iaa:

T h e Concentric a n d S y m m e t r i c Gaussian In-

tegrals. Even-n Cases
Starting with eqns.(A.26) and (A.27), and setting a = 0, we obtain the following
expressions for Iaa(n,j)

and Fe(m,J) = Fe(m, J, a, a). In fact, it will be more

convenient to work with Iaa rather than Iaa itself, where Iaa = \Ar/(2 a) Ia

Iaa(2m + l,2J)
7aa(2m,2J)

= 0

(A.32)

= a"

(2m)!
( - 1 ) " Fe(m, J),
(2m ml)

(A.33)

where Fe(m, J) is defined by the equation

Fe(m,J)

=

1

Vr

i\kr2J

(2«Kitol ^
T(J-k

2k

m!

[(m-k)\

+ 1/2)

r(i/2)
Here are some special cases. The first list includes Iaa(0,2),(0,4),(0,6)

(A.34)

and
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(0,8).

7 oa (0,0) =

1

(A.35)

7 aa (0,2) =

l/(4a)

(A.36)

7QQ(0,4) = 3/(16<*2)

(A.37)

7 aa (0,6) = 15/(64a 3 )

(A.38)

7 aa (0,8) =

105/(256a4)

(A.39)

The second list consists of IQa(2m, 0) followed by 7 aa (2m,2),(2m,4), and
(2m,6) where 7aa(2m,2J) = 7aa(2m,2J)/7aa(2m,0)

(-l)ma»

=

Fe(m,J).

(2m)!
2m ml

Iaa(2m,0)

=

7aa(2m,2)

= (l-2m)/(4a)

(A.41)

7aa(2m,4)

= 3 ( l - 4 m + 4m(m-l)/3)/(16a2)

(A.42)

Iaa(2m, 6) =

15(1 — 6m + 4m(m — 1)
-8m(m - l)(m - 2)/15)/(64a 3 )

A.3.2

(A.40)

(A.43)

Iaa' The Concentric and Symmetric Gaussian Integrals. Odd-n Cases

With the definition Iaa = Jir/2alaa,
the limit where a = {3 :

we obtain from eqns.(A.29) and (A.30), in
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Iaa(2m,2J

+ l) = 0

7Qa(2m + 1 , 2 7 + 1) =

(A.44)
(2m + 1 ) !
(-l)m+1F0(m,J),
2m+1 m!

(A.45)

where F0(m, J) is defined by the equation

Fo(m,J)

=

1

J

{

(2aY to

} 2k+1

T(J -k + 1/2)
T(l/2)

ml

(m - fc)!
(A.46)

Here are two lists of special cases. The first list includes Iaa(l, 1), (1,3), (1,5)
and (1,7).

7™(l,l) =

-1/2

(A.47)

7QQ(l,3) =

-V(8a)

(A.48)

7 aa (l,5) =

-3/(32a 2 )

(A.49)

7 Qa (l,7) =

-15/(64a 3 )

(A.50)

The second list consists of Iaa(2m + 1,1) followed by Iaa(2m + 1,3), and
(2m + 1,5), where 7aQ(2m + 1,2J + 1) = 7 aa (2m + 1,2J + l)/7 a a (2m + 1,1) =
F0(m,J).
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7 aa (2m + l , l )

A.4

=

m + 1 ^m
(-l) 22m+l
<*

(2m+ 1)!
2 m + 1 m!

(A.51)

7 aa (2m + l,3) = 3(1 - 2m/3)/(8a)

(A.52)

7„Q(2m + l,5) = 15(1 - 4m/3 + 4m(m - l)/15)/(16a 2 )

(A.53)

If3a(xo): The Asymmetric and Nonconcentric Gaussian Integrals

For the types of operators we have encountered in this dissertation, the dual
functions, just as the eigenfunctions themselves, are bound to be localized in
k—space. If we take a Gaussian as our trial eigenfunction, then the dual function
may be approximated to have at most a different width and a shifted center from
the original Gaussian. This last degree of freedom, ie. the nonconcentricness of
the trial function and its dual, was denied in the Ipa integrals treated above in
section (A.3), even though asymmetry was included via the two distinct width
parameters a and /?. In chapters III, section 3.2.2, these integrals were used. But
in subsequent sections of chapter III as well as in the next two chapters, we used
the asymmetric, concentric Ipa, and the symmetric, concentric Iaa integrals for our
functionals. An immediate generalization of the results found in those chapters
is obtained by replacing Iaa and Ipa with asymmetric and nonconcentric Ipa(xo)
integrals. We would then find corrections due to asymmetric terms in the ratio,
0/a as well as in xo-
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These nonconcentric Ipa(xo) integrals are defined by the equation
Ipa(n, j ; xo) s f0

e-p(x-x^x'

dx

^ ' ^

-

( A - 54 )

Using the substitution u = y/ax, and Rodrigues' formula, given in eq.(A.ll),
we obtain

Ipa(n,j;x0)

=

(—l)nan/2

V

J+1)/2

r°°y/a

«,

/ - ,, .

]_^e-$(»-^*°)2u>

,

e-«2 Hn(u)du.

(A.55)

Multiplying both sides by (—l) n z n /(a^ 2 ^ nl), summing over all n, and using
the generating function for Hermite polynomials given in eq.(A.14), we obtain the
equation

~(-l)nr
.
In=0
J ~^JT lMn,r,xo)

zn
(z - y/axo)2) I(j,z),
-f = exp a + B

(A.56)

where I(j, z) is given by the equation

I(j,z)

=
= a„-U+W
Xexp —

y/aoo

i:

y/aoo

duu3

<x + Pu
a

(y/a'z + Bxo)
yfa+~f3

(A.57)

The change of variables from u to t, where J(a + f3)/a u = t + t0, and to =
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(y/az + f3x0)/y/a + /?, allows us to write
—

1

fOOy/a+P

,

C

*M = (a + B)(»W Lyfcp

* + *#*'

(A.58)

Henceforth treating the even and odd j cases separately, expanding (t + tQ)3
in a binomial series, and evaluating the resulting integrals in terms of half-oddinteger gamma functions, we obtain equations similar to (A.24) and (A.25), except
for the changed definitions of tQ :

1/2

7 2

< ^> - fjh?

te)
T(J-k+ 1/2)

k=0

7(2^+i,M = ^ ^ r E ^ J + + i 1 ^ + 1
fc=o

T(l/2)

r ( 7 - k +1/2)
r(i/2)

(A.59)

(A.60)

In order to extract the value of Ipa(n,j',xo) from eq.(A.56), we must express
the right hand side of that equation as a power series in z. To do so, we use the
generating function in reverse, and write for the factor premultiplying I(n, z) in
eq.(A.56)
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-fi
exp a + fi (z -

y/axo)2)

= exp

x
x

r(

£o\a

p /2 m

r *

+ f3)

ml
(A.61)

H

Expanding the t^ terms in binomial series, where v = 2k or 2k + 1, and collecting together all the coefficients of zn, we finally obtain the desired expressions
for the Ipa(n,j; XQ) integrals as follows. For even j values, j — 27, we have

n/2

W»,W;xo) =

( - i ) - ^ ^ )

(a + sy

e a+P °

T(J-k + 1/2)
T(l/2)

k=0
2k
•<2fc

n!

1=0

-(sr'w*
while for odd j' values, j = 27 + 1 and we have

(A.62)
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n/2
3a(„,27+l;*„) = ( _ 1 ) . ^ ( J ^ )

1
(-ccfi 2 \
eXP
X
[a
\a ++p B7
(a ++py
0y '{a
°)
x

^C2J+i

to

2fc+i

\T(J-k +1/2)1 / a y + 1 / 2

I ra/2) j u+/»;
2k+l~l

/

a

\ 1/2

*(£) "(H-l • (A*)
It remains for us to verify that these expressions do reduce to the proper form
in the concentric Gaussians limit, where x0 = 0. Indeed, the Ipa(xo = 0) integrals
have been calculated already in section A.3, and the results given in equations
(A.26), (A.27), (A.29) and (A.30).
Let's start with the even j cases. When x0 = 0 in eq.(A.62), only the 2k = I
term survives. This is because of the factor (fi x0/y/a)2k~l.

But then, according

to eq.(A.16), .fl„_2fc(0) = 0, if n is odd, while if n = 2m, eq.(A.17) tells us that
the value of a Hermite polynomial of even order at the origin is: Tfym-ifc) (0) =
(—l)m~k (2m — 2fc)!/(m — k)l. Substituting these identities into eq.(A.62) we find
the following equations, which are indeed in accord with eqns.(A.26) and (A.27).
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Ipa(2m + 1,2 7; 0) = 0

(A.64)

(2m)
(a + /?) m!
J

x f ( - l ) ' C g f r ( / - * + 1/a)
r(i/2)

*=o

(5)

m
(m-Jb)!'

(A.65)

When j = 27 + 1, and rco = 0, The only term in the / sum that survives is
l = 2k + l. From eq.(A.16), we obtain H2(m-k)(0) =

(-l) m -*(2(m-k))l/(m-k)l,

which may be used in eq.(A.63) to obtain the latter's x0 = 0 limit as follows.

Ipa(2m,2J + l;0)

= 0

(A.66)
m+l/2

x

(a+B)J
k+1/2

x E H ' C p ^ f f l ] (=)'

Appendix B
The Coefficients of SRS
Functionals
Herein are found several versions of the coefficients which are used to define the
four functionals IKE, IPEI, IPE2, and INORM, in chapter III.

B.l

a

IKEi IpEt n d INORM Coefficients with Non-

concentric Trial and Dual Functions
The U, V, W, and Y coefficients required in the definitions of the functionals in
eqns.(3.73) to (3.77) of chapter III are given below, starting with the Ui required
in the expression for INORM in eq.(3.73).
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Uo =

1 + (Sy/fi + Ry/a~)7pa(0, l;7c„)
+ RS y/afi7pa(0,2; 7c0)

(B.l)

Ui = 7pa(0,l-,K) + (Sy/p + RVa~)7pa(0,2-,Ko)
+ RS x/a~p7pa(0,3; «0)
U2 s

7pQ(0,2;KO) + (S^

(B.2)

+ Ry/a~)7pa(0,3;KQ)

+ RSy/a~(37pa(0,4;Ko).

(B.3)

Here, Ipa(n,j',Ko) — Ipa(n,j',Ko)/Ipa(0,0;«b).

The next set of coefficients are

the V used in eq.(3.74) of chapter III.

Vo = l + (Sy/p + Ry/a')7pa(0,l;Ko)
+ RS x/a~p7pa(0,2; 7c0)

(B.4)

Vi = 7pa(Q,l\Ko) + (S\ffi + Ry/a)7pa(0,2-,Ko)

+ RS Ja~/37pa(0,3; «„)

(B.5)

Va = 7pa(0,2;KO) + (Sy/fi + Ry/a~)7pa(0,3;KO)
+ RS x/afi7pa(0,4;7c0)

(B.6)

V3 = 7pa(0,3]KO) + (Sx/fi + Ry/a~)7pa(0,4-,Ko)
+ RS y/a~p7pa(0,5; K0)

(B.7)

V4 = 7pa(0,4;K0) + (Sjfi + Ry/a')7pa(0,5;Ko)
+ RS y/a~fi7pa(0,6; 7c0).

(B.8)
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The following are the Wi used in the evaluation of Ip^ in eq.(3.75) of chapter

W^

= 7pa(n,0',KO) + Sy/p [7pa(n,l;Ko)]
+ Ry/a [7/ja(n,l;7c0) + n7pa(n- 1,0; «0)]
+ RS y/aP \lpa(n, 2;7c0) + n7pa(n - 1,1;7c0)]

Wi0) = 7pa(n,l]Ko) +

(B.9)

n7pa(n-l,0]Ko)/2

+ S\JP \lpa(n, 2; 7c0) + « 7pa(n - 1,1; «0)/2]
+ R y/a \lpa(n, 2; 7c0) + 3 n Ipa(n - 1 , 1 ; 7c0)/2
+n (n - 1)7pa(n - 2,0; 7c0)/2]
+ RS yfa~P \lpa(n, 3; 7c0) + 3 n 7pa(n - 1 , 2 ; 7c0)/2
+n(n-l)7 / ? a (n-2,l;7c 0 )/2]

(B.10)

W2(0) = 7pa(n, 2; K0) + n Ipa(n — 1, l;7c0)
+ n (n - 1) 7pa(n - 2,0; 7c0) + S yfp \7pa(n, 3; 7c0)
+n Ipa(n — 1,2; 7c0) + n (n — 1) Ipa(n — 2,1; 7cb)j
+ R y/a \Ipa(n, 3; 7c0) + 2 n Ipa(n — 1,2; 7c0)
+ 2 n (n — 1) Ipa(n - 2,1; 7c0)
+n (n -l)(n-

2) 7pa(n - 3,0; 7c0)]

+ RS y[a~p \7pa(n, 4; 7c0) + 2 n 7pa(n - 1 , 3 ; 7c0)
+ 2n(n — 1)1pa(n —2,2; Ko)
+n (n - 1) (n - 2) 7pa(n - 3,1; «<,)] .

And finally, the W and V coefficients in the expression for Ip^

(B
m

eqns. (3

and (3.77) are defined as follows:

Wo =

Wo(0)

Wi = 7pa(n,l',K0) + Sy/p

(B

\7pa(n,2;K0)\

+ Ry/a [Ipa(n,2;K0) + n7pa(n - 1,1;K 0 )]
+ RS y/ap \lpa(n, 3; KQ) + n7pa(n - 1,2;7c0)l

(B
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W2

= 7pa(n,2;Tio)
+ Sy/fi \7pa(n,3;K0)]
+ Ry/a \7pa(n, 3; K 0 ) + n 7pa(n - 1 , 2 ; 7c0)]
+ RSyfa~fi \7pa(n,4;K0) + n7pa(n-l,3;Koj\

Yi = 7pQ(n- 1,0; K0) + Sy/p\lpa(n-

(B.14)

1,1; 7c0)]

+ R y/a \Ipa(n - 1,1; K0) + (n — 1) 7pa(n - 2,0; 7c0)j
+ RS yfa~P \lpa(n - 1,2; 7c0)
+(n-1)7pa(n-2,1;Ho)]

Y2 = Ipa(n-l,l;Ko)

(B.15)

+ (n —1) Ipa(n —2,0; K~O)

+ Syfp \7pa(n - 1,2; «0) + (n - 1) 7pa(n - 2,1; 7c„)]
+ Ry/a \lpa(n — l,2;7c0) + 2(n — l)Ipa(n — 2,l;7c0)
+(n - 1) (n - 2) 7pa(n - 3,0; 7c0)]
+ RS yfa~p \lpa(n - 1,3; 7c0) + 2 (n - 1) 7pa(n - 2,2; K0)
+(n - 1) (n - 2) 7pa(n - 3,1; K 0 )] .

B.2

IRE* IPEI

and

INORM

(B.16)

Coefficients w i t h Con-

centric Trial and D u a l Functions
The U, V, W, and Y coefficients required in the definitions of the functionals in
eqns.(3.88) to (3.95) of chapter III are given below, starting with the Ui required in
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the expression for

INORM

in eq.(3.88). The Ipa(n,j) integrals used in the following

equations are defined in appendix A, eqns.(A.27) and (A.30), with Ipa(n,j)

=

Ipa(n,j)/Ipa(0,0).

Uo =

1 + RS y/a~p7pa(0,2)

(B.17)

Ui =

(Sy/p + Ry/a-)7pa(0,2)

(B.18)

U2 = 7pa(0,2) + RS y/a~p7pa(0,4).

(B.19)

These expressions are written out explicitly in terms of basic variables next.
From appendix A, eq.(A.28) is used to write Ipa(0,2J)

= Fe(0,J)

= (a +

p)~JT(J + l/2)/r(l/2).

Uo

Ui
U2

RS
y/g-p
2 (a + P)
(Sy/P + Ry/a)
2(a + P)
1
3RSy/ap
1 +
2(a + P)
2(a + P)

(B.20)
(B.21)
(B.22)

The next set of coefficients are the Vi used in eq.(3.74) of chapter III.

Vo =

l + RSyfa~p7pa(0,2)

(B.23)

Vi =

(Sylp + Ry/a~)7pa(0,2)

(B.24)

V2 = 7^(0,2) + RSy[a~p7pa(Q, 4)

(B.25)
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V3 = (Sy/p + Ry/a')Ipa(0,4)

(B.26)

V4 = 7pa(0,4) + RSy/a~p7pa(0,6).

(B.27)

Writing these out explicitly, we obtain

Vo
Vi

v2
V3
V4

RS y/aT
2 (a + p)
(Sy/P + Ry/a)
2(a + P)
3RSy/aP
1

(B.28)
(B.29)
(B.30)

2(a + P) I1 + 2(a + P)\
3(Sy/P + Ry/a)
4 (a + P)2
5 RSy/ap
2 1+
A(a + P) [ 2 (a + P)m

(B.31)
(B.32)

The following are the Wi used in the evaluation of IpE^n = 2m) in eq.(3.90)
of chapter III.

Wo(0)(n = 2m) = Ipa(2m,Q) + RSyfa~p[lpa(2m,2)
+ 2m7pa(2(m-!)

+ !,!)]

(B.33)

W}0)(n = 2m) = Sy/p \lpa(2m,2) + m7pa(2(m - 1) + 1,1)]
+ Ry/a\7pa(2m,2) + 3m7pa(2(m-l)
+ m(2m- l)7pa(2(m - 1), 0)]

+ l,l)
(B.34)
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W2(0)(n = 2m) = 7/3a(2m,2) + 2 m / / 9 a ( 2 ( m - l ) + l , l )
+ 2 m (2m - 1) 7pa(2(m - 1), 0)
+ RS y/a~p \lpa(2m, 4) + 4 m 7pa(2(m - 1) + 1,3)
+ 4 m (2m -1)7^(2(771-1), 2) + 2 m (2m - 1)
x (2m - 2) 7/^(2(7*1 - 2) + 1,1)].

(B.35)

These expressions may be written out in terms of more basic variables by using
eq.(A.27) of appendix A.

W<0)(n = 2m) =

|(-1)

(2m)!l

m! J

RSy/a~p
X

I 1 ' 2(a + P)

\<x + fi) )

(l + 2 m ) |

(B.36)

^-^('-""H^D
f Sy/fi r
1 + m- ma\
\2(<* + fi) [
fi
Ry/a
+ 2(a + fi) 1 + m

=fl}
(B.37)

^ = 2m) = { ( - i r [ ^ ] ( ^ }
X

\2(a + fi)
RS

(l-2m) -2m

(5*91

+ y/a~p(a + p)2

x [ap(2m - m2 + 3/4) - m2 (a 2 + P2)]} - (B.38)
The W and Y coefficients in the expressions for ipj5,(n — 2m) in eqns.(3.91)
and (3.92) are defined as follows:

W0(n = 2m) = Wo(0)(" = 2m)

(B.39)

Wi(n = 2m) = Sy/p [7pQ(2m,2)]
+ Ry/a [7/ja(2m,2) + 2m7 /?Q (2(m-l) + l,l)]

W2(n = 2m) =

(B.40)

Ipa(2m,2)

+ RS y/aP [7/ja(2m,4) + 2m7pa(2(m - 1) + 1,3)]

(B.41)

Yi(n = 2m) = S y/p [7pa(2(m - 1) + 1,1)]
+ Ry/a~\7pa(2(m-l)

+ 1,1)

+ (2m -1)7^(2(771-1), 0)1

(B.42)
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Y2(n = 2m) = 7pa(2(m - 1) + 1,1) + (2m - 1) 7^a(2(m - 1), 0)
+ RS y/a~P [ 7 ^ ( 2 ^ - 1) + 1,3) + 2 (2m - 1) 7 ^ ( 2 ^ - 1), 2)
+

(2m - 1 ) (2m -2)7^(2(771 - 2 ) + 1,1)].

(B.43)

These expressions may be written out in terms of more basic variables by using
eq.(A.27) of appendix A.

W0(n = 2m) =

(-iy
,

Wi(n = 2m)

=

*fi mi

m
RSy/a~p „

(-1)"
Sy/p

n

A

(B.44)

(2m)!l / afi y\
ml J \a + p) j
1-

2(a + P) [

2ma
fi

Ry/a

+ 2(a + P) [l+2m]|
W2(n = 2m) =

(-1)"

2m)!l

/ afi

(B.45)

\m)

ml J \a + p) j

l-2ma/p

2(a + P) J

+

(B.46)
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Yi(n = 2m) = j(-l)"
S
2y/p

(2m)!] / afi \m]
ml J \a + p) j
R 1
2v^J

(B.47)

f(2m)!l //_o/?

*>•*>-{wffl {£,)-}
m

{£]"
RSy/a~fi

+ 4B(a + fi)

-^1}

(B.48)

The following are the Wi used in the evaluation of I)>El (n = 2m+l) in eq.(3.93)
of chapter III.

W0(0)(n = 2m + 1) = Syffi[lpa(2m+1,1)]
+ Ry/a\7pa(2m + l,l) + (2m + l)7pa(2m,0J]

(B.49)

Wi0)(n = 2m + 1) = 7/?a(2m + l,l) + (2m + l)7/3a(2m,0)/2
+ RS y[a~fi \7pa(2m + 1,3) + 3 (2m + 1) 7pa(2m, 2)/2
+ (2m + l)(2m)7 /9a (2(m-l) + l,l)/2]

(B.50)
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W2{0)(n = 2m + 1) = Sy/p \7pa(2m + 1,3) + (2m + 1)7pa(2m,2)
+ (2m + 1) (2m) 7pa(2(m - 1) + 1,1)]
+ R y/a~ [7pa(2m + 1,3) + 2 (2m + 1) 7pa(2m, 2)
+ 2 (2m + 1) (2m) 7^(2(771 - 1) + 1,1) + (2m + 1) (2m)
x (2m - 1) 7^(2(771 - 1), 0)].

(B.51)

These expressions may be written out in terms of more basic variables by using
eq.(A.30) of appendix A.

j(-lr+1

W0(0)(n = 2m + 1)

(2m+ 1)!'
m!

rs

R
.VP v ^

(B.52)
n + l)l] ( ap \m+1\
ml J \a + fi) j

Wi0)(n = 2m + 1) = i ( - l ) m + 1
x

mi

H H ) M « ) % S ; ] <••••>

W2(0)(n = 2m + 1) = U - l ) m + 1

{•
f

!

(2m +1)

Sy/P I

m!
n

i mi

m

x \fi(^+T)[1-m-rn{p
Ry/a

+ 2P(a

+

+ P)

(a

+

fi\ fi]
a)-2^\

2 - m - (1 + m) a

-e-?)B

(B.54)
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For odd-n, the W and Y coefficients in the expression for IpEl(n — 2m + 1)
in eqns. (3.94) and (3.95) are defined as follows:

W0(n = 2m + l) = W&0)(n = 2m + 1)

(B.55)

Wi(7i = 2m + 1) = 7pa(2m + l,l)
+ RSyfaP [7^(2771 + 1,3)
+ (2m + l)7pa(2m,2)]

(B.56)

W2(n = 2m + 1) = Sy/p \7pa(2m +1,3)]
+ Ry/^c [7/ja(2m + 1,3)
+ (2m + l)7Pa(2m,2)]

(B.57)

yi(n = 2m + l) = 7pa(2m,0)
+ RSy/a~P [7^a(2m,2)
+ (2771)7^(2(771 - 1) + 1,1)]

y2(n = 2m + l) = Sy/p \7pa(2m,2) + (2m)7pa(2(m-l)

(B.58)

+1,1)]

+ Ry/a~ [7/9a(2m,2) + 4m7 / j a (2(m-l) + l,l)
+ (2 m) (2m - l)7pQ(2(m - 1), 0)] .

(B.59)

These expressions may be written out in terms of more basic variables by using
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eq.(A.30) of appendix A.

X [s/y/p-R/y/a]

(B.60)

* {? + 2 ^ T w 1 2 a ( m + 1)-"1}
W2(n = 2m + 1) = j (-l) m+1
X

(2m+ 1)!
ml
3 ma

&&)""}

2"T

\fi(a + fi)
Ry/a

[2a(m + l)-/3]J
+ P)
(2m)H
m!
RSy/ap
1 +2(a + P) [l + 2m]|

+ 2aP(a

•{

(BJ1)

(B.62)

(B.63)

^ - ^ - { ( - . r ^ (;&)'}
\2(a +

[l+2m]

Ry/a~

+ 2(a + P)

1 + 2m + m

6-9B-

(B.64)
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B.3

IKE<> IPE,

ai

*d

INORM

Coefficients with Con-

centric, Symmetric, and Even-Parity Trial
and Dual Functions
For even-n profiles, symmetric and even parity trial functions are used in section 3.3 of chapter III. The coefficients in these expectation value integrals are
found by taking the a = P and R = S = 0 limit of the relevant equations in the
preceding section.
In the definition of the functional

= 2m), the following coefficients

INORM(TI

are used.

C/0(n = 2m) =

1

(B.65)

Ui(n = 2m) = 0

(B.66)

U2(n = 2m) = -I-.

(B.67)

In the definition of the functional lKE(n = 2m), the following coefficients are
used.

Vo(n = 2m) =

1

(B.68)

Vi(n = 2m) = 0

(B.69)

V2(n = 2m) =
'

A—

4A.an
V3(n = 2m) = 0

(B.70)
'
(B.71)

v
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V4(n = 2m) =

(B.72)

16 a 2

In the definition of the functional T p ^ n = 2m), the following coefficients are
used.

(B.73)
W1(0)(n = 2m) = 0

(B.74)

^)(n = 2m) = { ( - i r [ ^ ] a ^ }

X {i(l-6m)}.

(B.75)

In the definition of the functional TpEj (n = 2m), the following coefficients are
used.

Wb(n = 2m) =

|(-l)r

Ml*")
2m ml]

Wi(n = 2m) = 0
l(-l)T

W2(n = 2m) =

j

(B.76)
(B.77)

ffi2Jl]
aAJ
[2m m!J

n-2m\

(B.78)

L 4a J
Fi(n = 2m) = 0

(B.79)

K2(n = 2m) =

(B.80)

-

2a'
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B.4

IKE

j IPEI and

Coefficients w i t h Con-

INORM

centric, A n t i s y m m e t r i c , and M i x e d - P a r i t y
Trial and D u a l Functions
For odd-n profiles, antisymmetric and mixed-parity trial functions are used in
section 3.4 of chapter III. The coefficients in these expectation value integrals
are found by taking the a = P and R = —S limit of the relevant equations in
section B.2.
In the definition of the functional

INORM(TI

= 2m+l), the following coefficients

are used.

U0(n = 2m + 1) =

1-

R2

(B.81)

Ui(n = 2m + 1) = 0

(B.82)

_1_
3R2
14a

U2(n = 2m + 1)

(B.83)

In the definition of the functional / ^ ( n — 2m + 1), the following coefficients
are used.

V0(n = 2m + 1)

1--J

Vi(n = 2m + 1)

0

V2(n = 2m + 1)

1
4a

V3(n = 2m + 1)

0

R2
4

(B.84)
(B.85)
2

3R '
4

(B.86)
(B.87)
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V4(n = 2m + 1) =

16 a 2

1-

5R2

(B.88)

In the definition of the functional IpEl(n = 2m + 1), the following coefficients
are used.

Wtf0)(n = 2m + 1) =

|(-l)m+1

(2m
2m+l1 m!

J

J

x [-«]

(B.89)

W1(0)(n = 2m + 1) = 0

(B.90)

x {A=^}.

(B.91)

In the definition of the functional PPEl (n = 2m), the following coefficients are
used.

(B.92)
Wi(n = 2ro + 1) =

•±m

(2m
2m+x
" m! J
(2m + l)i? 2 '
4

|(-l)m+1

«~A
/
(B.93)
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W2(n = 2m + 1) = {(-!)-» [ f c + a»] rfM*}
f(2m-l)J8l
1 2o3/2 J

(B.94)

yl(n=2m+D = {(-ir [&+a«] ^ }

i r,
r 2 (n = 2m + l) = 0.

#i

(B.95)
(B.96)

Appendix C
The Coefficients of the
Two-Plasmon Decay Instability
Functionals
In the definitions of the five functionals

IKE\,

IKE*, IPEX, IPE*,

and

INORM,

in

eqns.(4.72) to (4.79) of chapter IV, a set of coefficients were introduced. Those
coefficients are defined in this appendix.
Writing | k_ | 2 | k|2 in terms of the shifted variable K, required the introduction
of the x coefficents. They are:
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xi = ^ K * : . + *2)]

(c.i)

2

1 1
4(C -e/4)
X2 ~ T2+TT + Trip

** = ^ m + p M
x4 =

ifc 2 ^"

(U2)

(c.3)
(c 4)

'

The fi coefficients are expressible in terms of the x's above and the additional
variable A which is defined as follows.

A

- (n-liUo'

(C 5)

fi2 = A2 + X 2 - 2 A x i

(C.6)

H = A 2 X2-2,4x3 + X4

(C.7)

^6 = X4A2.

(C.8)

'

The fi coefficients are:

In order to define the a and p coefficients, we shall require a variable, B, in
addition to the x's given above. The definition of B is:

The a coefficients are:
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02

—!(-£)^
(CIO)

„

-

+
„

_

v

4.

2X2

l

, 4XiC , 4x 3 C

(-¥)

(C.11)

X2 , 4xaC , 2X4 / . , 2C2
( » * )

(C.12)
08

(C.13)

£2

And finally, the even and odd subscripted p coefficents are as follows:

(C.14)

Pi = Xi + -g
P2 -

X2+B+

PS =

X3+

,
n
P4

-

p5

=

/

, Xi , 2CX2

v

B

+

£•

(C.15)
(C.16)

B

, X2 , 2CX3
B
B
X3 2CX4
B+
B

X4+ +

X4

Pe =

C

(C.17)
(C.18)
(C.19)

Appendix D
The Coefficients of the High
Frequency, Mixed Polarization
Instability Functionals
In chapter V, the MPS-VP for the high frequency, mixed polarization instability
was expressed in terms of four functionals: IKE, INORMI, INORM2,

and IPE2, given

in eqns. (5.50) to (5.53). In them, a set of coefficients were introduced of which
only those with the subscript "2" were retained in the subsequent calculations.
Here we shall show the origin of all these coefficients and explicitely work out the
coefficients fi2,o~2,X2, and p2.

D.l

IKEi IpE, a n d INORM

Coefficients

The operators in eqns.(5.42) to (5.45), once expressed in the shifted variable,
7c = kz — kZjI, require the introduction of some new variables. It is in terms of
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these new variables that we may then state the fi, a, x, and p coefficients. In terms
of 7c, here are those operators:

|k| 2 = k2 [l + an + bK2]

(D.l)

|k_| 2 = k2_ [l + CK + dK2]

(D.2)

[| k|2 - (Uo • k)2] = ( * 2 - K 2 j [ l + eK + /K2]
(D.3)

(' k -' 2 ;' k ' 2 ) 2 =

^L[I+9-K+HA
(D.4)

[aJ+zF!-|k| 2 ] = Dtl[l+rK
[uJ+ivi-v2

+ sK2]

|k| 2 ] = Dtl [l+tH+uK2]

H(uj + iv2) + vl | k _ | 2 - C = Dt2[l + VK + WK2]
[(B+iVi)-\\t\2] +]{J+ iVi-v2B |k|2] =

(D.6)
(D.7)

[/*(57+iI72) + t;J | k _ | 2 - C ]
[Dh+Dtl-[Dt2-C]]
x[l+p7c + 9 K 2 ],

where, the various coefficients are:

(D.5)

(D.8)
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2KH.
2

k

,i_,
'

d=—.
£2'
-4-y/e

9

*'
'H . f =
" " (**-*!„)> J ~

- Dtl> *"
-2v (yfe-kZH),
(Dt2-C)

2

e =

4e

"-(t^W'

2

kl

2k

, __

~(k2_-k2Y

-2(yfe-kZH)

2

°H '

(k2-k2H)

_ -2fe z g

r

~

U

Dtl

~ Dtl

v>

'

(^2-c)'

(

J

and

•2(«z„-y^t;2)

[A, + A, - (A, - C)]
? =

7

^=

T-

(D.10)
(D.ll)

[A1+A1-(A2-C)J
In terms of these variables, and with the understanding that in the equations
to follow, only those right hand side terms with even powers of K are of interest,
the operators in eqns.(5.50) to (5.53) may also be expressed as:
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[l+fi2K2 + --- + fii2K12] =

1 + a 7c + 67c2)2 (1 + cTc + dH2)
1 + r7c + sTc2) (1 + tic + UK2)

X

1+VK + WK2)

(D.12)

[l + a2H2 + ••• + OsTc8] = 1 + aTc + 67c2)2 (1 + CK + dK2)
1+pK + qK2)

[l + X2«2 + --- + Xi07c10] =

(D.13)

1 + aTc + 67c2) (1 + cTc + d7c2)2
l + eK + fK2)(l+tK

+ UK2)

(D.14)

[l + p2K2 + • • • + ^K 6 ] = 1 + aTc + 67c2) (1 +gli + h,K2)
1 + rK + SK2).

D.1.1

T h e Coefficients ii^^iiXii

an<

(D.15)

i P2

Here are the Greek lettered variables with the subscript 2, in terms of the a, b, c, •
coefficients defined above.
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fi2 = a[a + 2(c + r + t + v)] + 2b + rc + tv

+ d + s + w + (t + v)(c + r) + u

(D.16)

<r2 = b + a(a + 2(c + p))+d + pc + q

(D.17)

X2 = c(c + 2(a + t + e)) + a(e + t)
+ et + u + f + b + 2d
p2 =

s +

b+h + a(g + r)+gr.

(D.18)
(D.19)

Substituting into these equations, the definitions of the a, 6, c, • • •, given in
eqns.(D.9) to (D.ll), allows us to express the three coefficients which are used in
chapter V, in terms of physical variables. These three coefficients are:
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(D.20)

{(Dt2-C))

1_
+

((V^~kzH)\

2

(« "

8 A

,
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(y/e~-kZH)

*H

(V~e-kZH)k2^
2k}ZH
2

kl

k

*ff

2k.ZH
(W ~ k2XH)\
(D.21)

+ k2(k2-k2H)
ZH

Pi

kl(Al)_

-CM a)
where (Al) = (l - g-V

4e

+ (ifc 2 .) 2 ^!) 2 '

(D.22)

